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Abstract
A Sarmatian foraminifera! zonation is presented on the basis of 3 boreholes 
from the Zsámbék Basin, which cut a Sarmatian sequence, complete in the Hungarian 
sense. Three zones could be distinguished: Elphidium reginum. Elphidium hauerinum 
and Spirolina austriaca zone. These could be correlated with the other foraminifera! 
zones both of the Western and the Eastern Paratethys, furthermore the boundary 
of Kozárd and Tinnye Substage could be determined. Systematic descriptions are 
given of 63 species, including 3 new ones. Previously only 18 of them were described 
from the Sarmatian formations of Hungary.
Introduction
History of devciopment of the Western and the Eastern Paratethys was 
different during the Sarmatian. For this reason distinct stratigraphic units arc 
used in these two areas of Paratethys (NEVESSKAJA et ai. 1989). The classic 
stratigraphic divisions were based on the mollusch fauna. In the Eastern 
Paratethys ANDRUSOV (1902) established the Volhynian. Bessarabian and 
Chersonian Substages, these correspond to the Lower, Middle and Upper 
Sarmatian. Starting from the upper part of the Bessarabian Substage in the 
Western Paratethys lacustrine formations deposited, so this stratigraphic unit 
is called Pannonian Stage while the lower part is named Sarmatian s.str. (SUESS, 
1866) in this region. The Sarmatian s^tr. was divided into different units by 
many authors (FUSCH, 1875; WINKLER. 1913; PAPP, 1956; SENE$ 1972; 
J1RICEK, 1972 etc.). The Hungarian Sarmatian biostratigraphic division was 
made by BODA (1959-74). Studying mollusc fauna of Hungary (from the 
Zsámbék Basin too) he distinguished the Kozárd and Tinnye Substages. The 
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lower substage dissapeared and the species of the upper substage appeared in 
great numbers.
BOHN-HAVAS (1983) distinguished three characteristic  mollusc 
assemblages in the Zsambék Basin, but neither of their boundaries coincided 
with the Kozard-Tinnye boundary. She proved the presence of the lower part 
of the Bessarabian Substage and the similarity of mollusca fauna with the 
different parts of the Eastern Paratethys.
The first foraminiferal zonation was made by GRILL (1943) and PAPP 
(1956) in the Vienna Basin, distinguishing the E/p/HJi'am reginam zone, 
E/p/hiRam Aaaen'nafn zone and Aon ion graao^a/a zone, moreover correlating 
with the mollusc zones. In the Eastern Paratethys VENGLINSKI (1958-1974) 
established many foraminiferal zones and their connections with the mollusc 
zones, futhermore distinguished, on the basis of foraminifera, the Dorobratovska, 
the Lukovska and the Almaschska Horizons in Transcarpathians. In the last 
twenty years many biostratigraphic divisions were published from the different 
parts of the Paratethys. A summary of the foraminiferal zonations are presented 
on 7aNe 7.
The Sarmatian foraminifera fauna of Hungary were investigated by some 
Hungarian paleontologists (SCHRÉTER. 1912, 1941; MAJZON, 1939, 1945; 
KÔKAY, 1954, BODA, 1959) but usually they published only a fauna list, 
without descriptions and illustrations. BODA (1971, 1974) found, in connection 
with the foraminifera fauna, that E/pAafiaa! regiaam D'ORBIGNY, E/p/ià7iara 
/¡c/ac/iaaura D'ORBIGNY and C:Yaca7es /o&ata/as WALKER & JAKOB are 
present only in the Kozard Substage and E/pAiJiam aca/eanaa D'ORBIGNY 
occured in great numbers during this time. In the Tinnye Substage Poro^oaoaioa 
graao^aa: D'ORBIGNY is very abundant and Sp/ro/iaa aa^tnaca D'ORBIGNY 
occurs only in this level. He correlated the substages with the mollusc and 
foraminifera zones of the Vienna Basin (GRILL, 1943; PAPP, 1956) and with 
the Substages of Eastern Paratethys. He established that the Kozard Substage 
corresponds to the E/pAafiaa: regiaam zone and the Volhynian Substage while 
the Tinnye Substage corresponds to the E/pAi^iaa: Aaaeriaaa: and the 
Poro^oaoaioa graao^aa: zones of the Vienna Basin and to the lower part of 
the Bessarabian Substage.
KORECZ-LAKY (1964-82) studied the H ungarian Sarm atian  
foraminifera fauna in detail, especially in the Mecsek and Tokaj Mountains, 
regarding the fauna of these areas as Lower Sarm atian fE tg . 7 /  She 
distinguished several foraminiferal biofacies (with Miliolidae, CINci<7ay, 
7Voi7opA(Aa/aH<7!'aa:, Eora/ia Aeccarii, JVoaioa graaosaa:, E lphididae and 
zla:aMaMag;aa/iaa-MMaa]auaa ). Moreover she established that these biofacies 
are connected more with the lithological features than with the age, and a 
tendency can be ovserved that the Miliolidae biofacies appears in the lower, 
the Mx7opAtAa7aià7;'aa: in the middle and the Voaioa graao^aa: biofacies in 
the upper part of the Hungarian Sarmatian formations.
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Fig. 2. Comparative profiies of the boreholes with lithological development and stratigraphic 
subdivision. Depths refer to the seatevel. I -  limestone; 2 -  marl; 3 -  calcareous marl;
4 -  clay-marl; 3 -  silty clay-marl; 6 -  aleurit; 7 -  clay; 8 -  sandstone; 9 -  sand;
10 -  calcareous sand; M -  tuff.
The aim of the present paper was to give a study of the foraminifera 
fauna from the Zsámbák Basin, which is the type area of the Tinnye Substage 
and where a complete Sarmatian sequence can be found in borchoies. The 
Sarmatian foraminifera assembiage in this region have not been investigated in 
detail yet. The author established a stratigraphic zonation on the basis of 
foraminifera fauna and compared it with the mollusc zonation. The zones could 
be correlated with the other foraminifera based biostratigraphic units of the 
Paratethys.
M aterial and Methods
The material comes from three boreholes of the Zsámbék Basin. Mány-22, 
Mány-17 and Pcrbál-5, locality of them can be seen on the map 7̂1.
Drillings penetrated a Sarmatian succession, complete in the Hungarian sense. 
The Sarmatian formations arc underlain by Badenian ones, with an unconform 
contact, but the sediment hiatus probably is not significant. Under and above 
the boundary the lithofacics is the same, but biofacies change is sharp, only 
a few Badenian species persisted into the Sarmatian, the number of the species 
strongly decreased. Lithology is varied, in the lower part of the Sarmatian series 
contains dominantly clay-marl, clay and marl. Often within the variegated layers 
narrow bentonit and dacit tuff intercalations from several centimeters to half 
meter can be observed. Above it, in the upper part mostly sand or sandstone 
alternates with ooid-limestonc. The Sarmatian sediments are overlain in the 
Mány-22 and the Mány-17 boreholes by Pleistocene, while in the Perbál-5 
boreholes with Lower Pannonian deposits (T?*#. 2 /
The study is based on 122 samples of the three boreholes, which contain 
determinable foraminifera fauna. Foraminifera were separated by the author 
following the usual method for fossil foraminifera. More than 26000 specimens 
of 63 species were determined. As previously only 18 species were described 
and figured from the Hungarian Sarmatian formations, the author tought the 
detailed, modern descriptions are necessary. The synonym lists and the 
correlations of foraminifera faunas of the different parts of the Paratethys are 
based only on such publications, which contain figures and/or detailed 
descriptions of the species. The correlations of the three borchoies and the 
distinguishing of the foraminifera! zones arc based on the distribution and 
abundance of the species. The abundance was studied both as percentage of 
the total foraminifcral assemblage and the number of their specimens in 100 
g rocks. The distributions of the most important taxons are illustrated on 
diagrams. On the horizontal axis the dotted line shows that in the given depth 
no or undeterm inable foram inifera were found. The boundries of the 
foraminifcral zones are marked by dashed lines.
The photos were made by the author with scanning electron microscope.
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Stratigraphy
On the basis of the distribution of foraminifera species, inspite of the 
different iithoiogicai features, the three studied boreholes of the Zsambck Basin, 
can be wei) correlated. Three zones couid be distinguished in each boreholes. 
These are the foiiows: F7/?Ai<7iam reginam zone, F/pAiJiaw Aaaerinaw zone 
and Spiro/iaa aa^triaca zone. Their positions in the borehoics can be seen on 
Fig. 2 and on the diagrams (Fig. 2 -72 / Stratigraphic range of the species 
is shown on TaA/e 2.
FipAii/iam regiaaw zone
This zone is based on F/pAiJiaw reginaw (D'ORBIGNY) taxon-range zone 
(/ig. 27. In the Many-17. and Many-22. borehoies this species occurs, similarly 
to the Vienna Basin (PAPP, 1956), only in the F/pAiifiaw regiaaw zone, while 
in the Perbal-5. borehole it appeared in the lowermost part of the F/pAaiiaw 
Aaaennam zone too. In the Transcarpathians this species can be found both 
in the Dorobratovska and the Lukovska Horizon (7aA/e 7, 2 /  This species is 
also m entioned from the Middle Sarm atian of the Eastern Paratethys 
(VENGLINSKI. 1975; DIDKOWSKI & SATANOVSKAJA, 1970).
Elphidiidae species are very frequent in the sections (F ig . 4 /  The 
abundance of the "large" elphidiids (F. /icAfe/ianam (D'ORBIGNY), F. 
aca/earam (D'ORBIGNY) and F. reginam (D'ORBIGNY) is characteristic of 
this zone (Fig. 5 /
In the lowermost layers of the Sarmatian formations besides the elphidiids 
Haucrinidae appeared in great numbers, but only a few species are represented, 
nam ely C y c /o /o rin a  Aa^enen^is (D'ORBIGNY), C yc/o/orina foreama 
(SEROVA), P^cai/orri/oca/ina con.?oArina (D'ORBIGNY) and Pan77eare77a 
rotani/a (GERKE) (Fig. 6 /  These layers corresponds to Miliolidea biofacies 
of KORECZ-LAKY, and resemble foraminifera associations described from 
Poland (LUCZKOWSKA, 1974) and Romania (DARAKCIEVA, 1989). Above, 
until the upper part of this zone the amount of Hauerinidae is subordinate.
CiAici2e^ /oAara/a^ WALKER & JAKOB is one of the typical species 
of F7pAi<7iam regia aw zone. It can be found in the upper part of the sections, 
but its mass occurrence is here (Fig. 8). In some area of the Paratethys CiAici<7ĉ  
and /4noma7inoi<7e.y sp. arc used as zone marker species in the Lower Sarmatian 
(VENGLINSKI. 1962; SENES. 1972; JIRICEK, 1972; LUCZKOWSKA. 1974; 
VASS et al.. 1974; IONESI, 1986) (7aA/e 7;.
In the upper part of this zone numerous new hauerinids occur. Some of 
them is confined only to this short interval and vanished at the end of this 
zone (e. g. 7Vo<7oAacn/a/ie//a ovaii.? VENGLINSKI. Qaingaeioca/ina AacAiana 
D'ORBIGNY and a new agglutinated form, SipAona/wia /oagiJeatara n. sp.),
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while the others persist into the next zone (e. g. PanJenfei/a pseaJocosfara 
(VENGLINSKI)) or even higher (e. g. Cyc/o/on'na /laviara (VENGLINSKI)). 
There are some, which dissapear at the boundary and appear again in the upper 
zone (e. g. 7riiocM7ina giAAa D'ORBiGNY) (TaA/e 2y.
The upper part of this zone is characterized by the appearance of Miiioiina 
with uniserial part, like zlrtica/iaa aff. aia<7a D'ORBIGNY, ylrfica/iaa proAie/na 
BOGDANOWICH, Vo^opArAa/^Wiam aff. prima (BOGDANOWICH), A. 
asperam n. sp. and A. ragosam n. sp. in reiativeiy great numbers (E*ig. 7 /  
Making use of the iarge test size (up to a few mm), this fauna) assemblage 
can already be recognized on the fields. The occurrance of these species strongly 
depends on the quality of the deposits, favours the fine-grained sediments and 
quiet depositional environment. This foraminifera community corresponds to the 
Mx7opA;Aa/máfiam biofacies of KORECZ-LAKY (1964-82). In the Paratethys, 
from the Vienna Basin to Caucasus, this biofacies is especially widespread in 
the Lower Sarmatian (KORECZ-LAKY, 1973). This characteristic association 
occurs in the Middle Sarmatian too, e. g. in Bulgaria (STANCHEVA, 1960; 
DARAKCIEVA, 1989) and Transcarpathians (VENGLINSKI, 1962) (Table 1).
Ammonia Aeccarii (LINNÉ) is more frequent in this zone than above, 
but probably the abundance of it strongly depends on the ecological factors 
CFig. 9 /
This zone corresponds to the E/pAi<7iaim reginam zone of the Vienna 
Basin (PAPP, 1963) and could be correlated with the Dorobratovska Horizon 
(VENGLINSKI, 1958) in Transcarpathians ("7aA/e 7 /
The EipAi<7iam reginam zone can be found in the Mány-22. borehole 
between 179.1-141.3 m, in the Mány 17. borehole between 185.6-144.1 m and 
in the Pcrbál-5. borehole between 178.4-141.1 m.
E/pAiAinm Aaacrinam zone
This zone is based on the EipAiíiiam Aaaerinam (D'ORBIGNY) 
abundance-zone (Eig. 7 <77- The boundary between the EipAiJiam reginam zone 
and E/pAiJiam Aaaerinam zone is defined by the first mass occurrance of 
E/pAiJiinm Aaaerinam. This species also occurs below and above this zone, but 
not in such great numbers and it is not so characteristic element of the fauna 
as here.
At the boundary (in Mány-22 and M ány-17 boreholes) or somewhat 
higher (in Perbál-5 borehole, above with 0.4 m) E/pAiAiam reginam vanished 
completely ('Eig. 3 /
In the bottom layers (except the Perbál-5. borehole) Bolivinidae abruptly 
became very frequent ('Eig. 7 7 / Similar situation can be observed in Mány-17. 
borehole at the upper boundary of this zone. It is characterized with the 
predominance of Bo/ivina rnoMavica DIDKOWSKI, representing more than 80%
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of bolivinids. Moreover the next Bolivina species came to daylight from this 
layers: B. aari^aa D'ORBIGNY, B. aioravica C1CHA & ZAPLETALOVA. 
Besides the boliv inids Ba/iaBna e/oagata D 'O RBIG NY , Ba/iaaae//a 
e/egaati^iaM  (D'ORBIGNY), Caaca^iaa ycAi^cAAia^Aye (SAMOYLOVA) and 
Bo^aBaa oAfa^a D'ORBIGNY are comparatively abundant here.
This predominance of E/pABB'an] Aanen'nnnj (D'ORBIGNY) and BoBviaa 
aa)Mavica DIDKOWSKI in the foraminifera fauna was also found by JIRICEK 
(1972) during the E/pAiBiaa) Aaaeriaaa] zone in Pannonian Basin, in 
Czecho slovakia (PAPP & SENES. 1974).
The amount of the Hauerinidae, except in the lowermost and the 
uppermost layers of the zone is subordinate, the number of the species and 
their amount is considerably decreased in comparison with the boundary of the 
E/pABB'nn! regia aa: and EipABBaaj Aaaeriaaa] zone (Fig. 6). The characteristic 
hau crin id s  of th is zone are Cyc/o/oriaa Aa<7enen.yi.y (D'ORBIGNY), 
B seaB otri/oca/iaa coaxoAriaa (D'ORBIGNY). LariBeate/ia /afe/acaaata 
(VENGLINSKI). M p^eaJocojtaM (VENGLINSKI) and K rotaaBa (GERKE).
30-40 m above the lower boundary numcruos species, which come from 
the Badenian or characterize the E/pAaBaai regia aa] zone, vanished completely 
-  namely VoBoAaca/arie/ia <7iBAow. ]̂i BOGDANOWICH. NoBoAaca/arie//a 
^aicata (REUSS), Catra/iaa coa]a]aai^ D'ORBIGNY, C o /iaa  a:iroaovi 
(BOGDANOWICH). Bo/iviaa aatayaa D'ORBIGNY. Baiiaaae/ia ciegaaa.Mia!a 
(D'ORBIGNY) and E/pAidiaa) /icAte/iaaaa! (D'ORBIGNY) -  or their amount 
significantly decrease e. g. E/pAiBiaa] aca/eafaa] (D'ORBIGNY), E/pABBaa] 
Aaaenaaai (D'ORBIGNY), E/pAiBiaa] /fexao.wa] reassi MARKS and EipAiJiaa: 
oAtasaa] (D'ORBIGNY) (Eig. 3 /  Author recognized this level as the upper 
boundary of the E/pABBnni Aaaeriaaa] zone.
The use of the E/pAiBiaa] Aaaerinaa! zone is wide spread in the 
biostratigraphy of Paratcthys (TaA/e 2 /  The low diversity and poor Miliolina 
assemblage of this zone in the Zsambck Basin is similar to the other E/pABBaa] 
Aaaeriaaa] zones of the Western Paratcthys (LUCZKOWSKA, 1974, PAPP, 
1956), while in the Eastern Paratcthys the fauna is more diversified and species 
of the M iliolina subordo are significant (VENGLINSKI, 1958, 1962; 
DARAKCIEVA. 1989).
This zone corresponds to the E/pAaBaa: Aaaerinaa] zone of the Vienna 
Basin (PAPP. 1956) and could be correlated with the Lukovska Horizon 
(VENGLINSKI. 1958) in Transcarpathians (TaA/e 7 /
The E/pABBaa] Aaacnaaa! zone can be found in the Many-22. borehole 
between 141.3-97.8 m, in the Many-17. borehole between 144.1-111.6 m and 
in the Perbal-5. borehole between 141.1-104.8 m.
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Spiro/Zaa aasfnaca zone
This zone is based on the áp!ro7ina aawiaca D'ORBIGNY aero zone, 
but the lower boundary was defined by the dissapearance of the typical species 
of the lower two zones (as mentioned above).
Spiro/ma aastnaca D'ORBIGNY is the most characteristic species of this 
zone, it can be recognized easily even if the preservation is bad. Although it 
can also be found in Badenian formations, in the Sarmatian it was mentioned 
only above the Ffp/HJaan /taMen/tam zone in the Western Paratethys (BODA, 
197!, 1974; J1R1CEK. 1972; PAPP & SENES, 1974) and in the Middle 
Sarmatian of the Eastern Paratethys. !n the latter area it was especially abundant 
and together with other Sp;ro/ina, DendnHna and Penerop/M species it often 
occured in masses (VENGLINSKI, 1962; D1DKOWSK1 & SATANAOVSKAJA, 
1970; lONESl, 1986). The first occurrence of Spiro/Iaa aa^naca D'ORBIGNY 
coincides with the extinction boundary in the M any-17. and the Perbál-5. 
boreholes, and 10 m higher in the Mány-22. borehole (Tag. 727.
Hauerinidae became significant both in the number of species and the 
amount of specimens. fF ig . 67- Some hauerinids occured only here (e. g. 
QHingKe/ocM/ina a n ag a /7 ;s  LUCZKOWSKA. M i/Io/ineZ/a ¿?ananana 
LUCZKOWSKA, PyeMfoMf/ocM/ina m/7ara (D'ORBIGNY), Fn/oca/ina gt7?7)a 
(D'ORBIGNY) and on other part of them which disappeared at the end of 
the E/p/HíZáan regZaa/n zone or at the lower part of the E/pAáZí'am AaaerZaa/a 
zone apperared again (e. g. /l/yZaetrZna acraZaZca (SEROVA), ^//ZneirZna 
ca^aaica (BOGDANOWICH) (see 7a7?/e 2). Varidcntella species are especially 
frequent, namely LarZ&we/Za /are/acaaara (VENGLINSKI) and Lan4eate//a 
rofaaJa (GERKE).
The upper studied strata of the sections are characterized by the presence, 
in comparatively great numbers (more than 30 % of the total foraminifera 
assemblage), of species with termathophore aperture as T/aaerZna ZrycAaveayẐ  
VENGLINSKI et BURINDINA, 77. po<7o//ca SEROVA and Sc/tZa/a^crgerZaa 
ya7?a/aroZ<7e.y (KARRER), which latter is finely agglutinated. Similar association 
can be found in the Almaschcka Horizon of Transcarpathians (VENGLINSKI, 
1962, 1975; VENGLINSKI & BURINDINA. 1965)
In clay beds of this zone (especially in the Mány-22. borehole) /Im'ca/ana 
artZca/ZnoZifeg (GERKE et ISSAEVA) and ^rrZca/Zaa pro&Zema 
BOGDANOWICH appeared in realtively great numbers ("Fig. 7 /
PorosoaoaZoa graaosaat (D'ORBIGNY) appears in great numbers in these 
parts of the sections, somewhat more abundant in this zone than in the lower 
ones, but the difference is not significant ("Fig. 7J7.
The elphidiidae assemblage is characterized by the predominance of 
F(p/ü(ZíM?n maceMan (FICHTEL et MOLL) (see Fig. 4, 5, 70 and 7a7?/e 2). 
y4fnfnoma ¿?eccarZZ (LINNÉ) is abundant in several strata ("Fig. 97.
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Fig. 3. D is trib u tio n  o f  F/pAafcMW reytnum  in th e  boreho ies. A bun d an ce  is given as % o f  the
to ta i fo ram in ifera t assem biage. D epths refe r to  th e  ground  surface.
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t ig  4. D istribu tion  o f  F/p/tKftKfae /  F 3iM/eaftrrn. F rw p trm . F /tr /tte /tau n m .
F. /tatrertntrm . F. w aca//trm . F. and F. reg/HM/n in the  boreholes. A bundance
is given as % o f  the  to ta! foram inifera! assem hiage. D epths refe r to  th e  ground surface.
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Fig. S . D istribu tion  o f  E tph id iidae []. ¿* actr/eafam . /tc /tfe /tartam  and f . /7exaosam  raasst 
in th e  boreho ies. A bundance  is given a s%  o f the  to ta t fo ram inifera] assem btage. D ep ths 
refer to  th e  ground surface.
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Fig. 6. Distribution of Hauerinidae ScMt/fnAefyewaz, Stp/tonaperfa, Cycfo/br/rM, Y/atrertna. 
QtrtnpueYocM/tna, /t/yinernna. MYto/tna/fa, PsetrdofnYoctr/t'na, Woctr/tna, ManrYenfe/fa. 
/frftctriarta and /frftctr/tna in the borehoies. Abundance is given as % of the totai 
foraminiferai assembtage. Depths refer to the ground surface.
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Fig. 7. D istribution of/frftcM/tna, /ifft'CM/ano and M%fop/ifAa/?nh7iMfn in the borehotes. 
Abundance is given as%  o f the tota) foraminifera] assembiage. Depths refer to  the
ground surface.
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H g. 8. D istribu tion  o f CtAtfKffs /o/tttftt/MS in the  boreho les. A bundance  is given a s%  o f [he
to ta l foram inifera l assem blage D epths refer to  th e  ground surface
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H g . 9. D istrib u tio n  o f i n t h e  borehoies. A bun d an ce  g^ven as % o t tne
to ta i fo ram in ifera i assem biage. D ep ths refer to  th e  ground  surface.
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Fig. 10. D istribu tion  o f  /MMtwtMtn in the  boreho les. A bundance  is given as % o f
the to ta l foram inifera! assem blage. D epths refe r to  th e  ground surface.
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t ig. t t . D tstribu tion  o f  Botivinidae ^Ro/tvfrta R m oM avfca, R. m oravfaa and
R. sagffM/d/ in th e  boreho tes. A bundance  is given as % o f  th e  to ta i fo ram in ifera i
assem biage. D epths refe r to  the  ground surface.
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Fig. i 2 .  D istribu tion  o f  .Sptw /fna OMSirMce in th e  boreho les. A bundance  is given as % o f  the
to ta i fo ram in ifera i assem btage. D ep ths refer to  th e  ground  surface.
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Fig. 13. D istrib u tio n  o f  P o w so n o n io n  grartosHm in the  b o reho les. A bun d an ce  is given as % o f
th e  to ta l foram inifera i assem blage. D epths refe r to  the  ground  surface.
The Porosonon/on C=M)n;*on= Prote/pA/4/Mm9 graao^MmC=^MAgraao^Mm9 
zone is very much used -  in abundance- zone sense -  above the E/pA/4/am 
/MMerinnm zone in the Paratethys (T/a?e 7 /  However this species can be 
observed in most numbers in the Lower Sarmatian of North-western Buigaria, 
by STANCEVA (i960), in spite of the fact mentioned above the Sp/ro/ina 
űM^rriaca zone can be correiatcd with the Poro^oaoa/oa grano^a/n zone of 
Paratethys. The fauna assemblage -  cspeciaiiy the great numbers of 5p/ro//na 
aa^naca D'ORBIGNY and the high diversity of Hauerinidae -  of this zone 
in the Zsámbák Basin shows a closer connection with the foraminifera fauna 
of the Almaschka Horizon in Transcarpathians (VENGL1NSK1, Í958) than with 
that of the Poro^oaoaiam graao^am zone in the Vienna Basin (PAPP, 1956. 
63).
The -Sp/roAna aa^tnaca zone can be found in the Mány-22. borehole 
between 97.8-3.4 m, in the Mány-17. borehole between 111.6-10 m and in the 
Perbá!-5. borehole between 104.8-58 m.
Pa7eoeco/ogy
In the studied boreholes of the Zsámbék Basin the Badenian-Sarmatian 
boundary was defined distinctly by an unconform contact between two isopic, 
shallow-marine basin litofacies and a sharp fauna change. Numeruos Badenian 
foraminifera vanished and the poor Sarmatian fauna appeared, indicating a 
decreasing of salinity. The appcarence of Hauerinidae in relatively great numbers 
in the lowermost strata suggests shallow and probably warm water. Hauerinidae 
suffers the change of salinity, their occurrence depends on the depth and the 
temperature, as recently this group mainly lives in shallow-warm-watcr of the 
infralittoral zone (between 0-100 m) (LUCZKOWSKA, 1974; CH1ERICH1 et 
al.. 1962). In these layers irregularly coiled or very low trochospiral specimens 
of Ammonia Deccan/ (LINNÉ) fP/. X/. /fg. 5.9 can also be found together with 
" S iam ise" tw ins specim ens of Poro^oaoa/oa grano^a/n (D'ORBIGNY), 
E/pA/J/am mace/Zam (FICHTEL & MOLL) CP/. X77. /ig. #9 and E/pAáAaw 
Aaaerinam (D'ORBiGNY) CP/- X/7. yig. 4-5;.
Above the hauerina-rich layers, a 20 or 25 m interval is characterized 
by an almost complete lack of Hauerinidae (Fig. 6) and the predominance of 
the "large" elphidiids (F/g. 3, 59. supposing a somewhat deeper and slightly 
colder water (GUDINA & LEVTCHUK, 1989). At about 150 m in each boreholes 
C/A/c/4e^ /oAara/a^ (WALKER & JAKOV) became very frequent, up to 70 
percent of the total foraminifera assemblage, indicating a shallower environment, 
than earlier. C/iuc/Jc.? /oAara/a^ prefers the shallow water, a depth of 40-70 
m in Adriatic sea (CH1ER1CH1 et al.. 1962). In the uppermost strata of 
E/pA/4/am reginam zone the foraminifera assembiage considerably changes, 
numerous new -  mainly miliolinas (15) and only one CaMi<7a/ina -  species
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appeared. /imcM/ma aiso occured here in great numbers for the first time. This 
species favours the very shadow-water, about a depth of 30 m (LUCZKOWSKA, 
1974). The facts above indicate continued decreasing of the depth. The biofacies 
w ith CiAicLfay or y4f]Ofnű/inoií?M and the b iofacies with zlrncM//na and 
MxfopAiAaAnAA'Mm are wide spread in the Lower Sarmatian, supposing simdar, 
shadow marine paicoenvironmentai param eters in the different parts of 
Paratethys.
In the present-day Zsámbék Basin in the E/pAA/mm zone the
changes of foraminifera assembiages show a graduai change from not-too-deep 
to shadow water and iess agitated environment with consoiidatcd brackish-water 
condition with a saiinity of about 18 to 25 per thousand.
Above the E/pA;<A*Mm reg/HKm zone at the lower boundary of the 
E/pAA%Mfn AaMennM/n zone no sharp iitoiogicai change and sediment hiatus can 
be observed, but the change of the foraminifera assembiage is significant. The 
diversity of the fauna is substantiady decreased. ha!f of the species (20), which 
can be found in the upper part of the E/pA/J/Mm re#;nMfn zone, vanished 
compictciy here or somewhat higher. Sevcrai among them appeared again in 
the uppermost strata of this zone (4 species) or in the Sp/roAna mzHnaca zone 
(7 species) (TaA/e 27- in this zone oniy a few species occured. but in great 
numbers. The fauna is characterized by the predominance of eiphidiids and a 
poor mdioiina assembiage. in the beds at the iower and the upper boundary 
of this zone, especiady in the Mány-17. borehoie, Boiivinidac, Buiiminidae and 
Caucasinidae species appeared in masses. These groups favour the somewhat 
deeper water, Boiivinidac rcccntiy iive bciow 100 m in the Adriatic Sea 
(PHLEGER, i960; CHiERiC! ct ai, Í962) and suffer a saiinity of Í8-28 per 
thousand (PHLEGER, i960; CiCHA & ZAPLETALOVA, !96i).
it seems that the fauna change was in ciose connection with the change 
of the physico-chemicai parameters, in the E/pAi<A*M/n Aaaer/nMrn zone the 
number of the unconform contacts, bentonit and dacit tuff iayers increased in 
comparison with the one bciow, indicating a more aitering sedim entary 
environm ent and the strengthening of the vuicanic activity, this iatter 
cpisodicady induced muddy water. Futhcrmore the abundance of boiivinids and 
the ncariy compictc iack of the miiioiinas suggest that at the boundary of 
E/pAAAMfn regAmfn and E/pAAA*M/n AaMcwnan zones the area of the Zsámbék 
Basin siightiy deepened and these circumtances presumabiy continued untii the 
uppermost iayers of this zone.
At the boundary of the E/pAAAM/n AűMcwmrn and SpAoAna atzsinaca 
zones the fauna assembiage substanciady changes. The typicai species of the 
Lower Sarmatian disappeared compictciy, or the number of their specimens 
significantiy decreased. The foraminifera fauna became more diversified, 
because some new species appeared, mainiy Haurcnidac (iO species). The great 
numbers both of the species and specimens of this iatter group characterizes 
this zone, in the recent seas miiioiinas iive in the iargest quantities in shadow
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and warm waters of the infralittoral zone at depths ranging from 30 to 50 m 
(LUCZKOWSKA, 1974; CHIER1CH1 et al., 1962). Moreover they are very 
frequent in the inner turbulent zone at 20-30 m depth (PHLEGER, 1960), which 
corresponds to that place where the ooid-limestone deposits. The oolit-limestone 
in the upper part of the sections contains in large quantities miliolinas as the 
centre of ooids, therefore they could not been determined. The mass occurrence 
of finely agglutinated species, 5cA/am7)ergerIna /aha/aroiday (KARRER) 
indicates a shallow-water sand facies at depths 10-30 m (CHIER1CHI, 1962; 
HAIG, 1988).
As it was mentioned above miliolinas. the characteristic group of the 
¿piro/ina aKMnaca zone, are not sensitive to change of salinity. Especially in 
the lower layers of this zone degenerated, irregularly coiled specimens of 
Hauerinidae species (7V. 77, /Ig. 2, P/. X77, /Ig. 72-757 occured. According 
BOLTOVSKOY & WRIGHT (1976) these pathological phenomena of miliolinas 
are connection with hypersaline conditions. Spiro/ina aMTnaca D'ORBIGNY, 
the typical species of this zone, probably suffered the changes of the salinity, 
because recently living 5p/ro7iaa perrasa^ (FORSKÁL) is very abundant in 
metahaline-hypersalin areas, at water depths 0-30 m (HAIG, 1988).
Considering the above facts one can conclude, that during Spiro/ina 
aKHnaca zone there was a shallow-water lagoon in this area, which occasionally 
became hypersaline. This is also supported by the appearance of evaporite 
(anhidrit) beds in this stratigraphic level a few kilometres south from the area 
of the boreholes (JÁMBOR, 1974).
The high salinity and probably the re-occurrence of several Badenian 
species e. g. Spiro/ina aasrrlaca may indicate an episodical communication with 
the Tethys during this time.
The layers of this zone contain some redeposited Badenian specimens, 
e. g. Spirop/ecinfHfHvna sp. and 77efero/epa dafemp/ei (D'ORBIGNY), with 
strongly different preservation. They occur in the same stratigraphic level (in 
the Mány-22. borehole: 73-75 m and 85-87 m; in the Many-17. borehole: 75-80; 
in the Perbál-5. borehole: 87-90 m), showing that during this time Badenian 
formations were on the surface near the Zsámbék Basin. Similar situation was 
observed by KÓKAY (1983).
Conclusion
In the Sarmatian formations of Zsámbék Basin three foraminiferal zones 
could be distinguished, the E/pAidiam reginam, E/pAidiam Aaaerlnam and 
Spirolina aasrnaca zones. With the help of them the three studied boreholes 
could be correlated. Close correspondence could be established with the 
foraminiferal zones described from the other parts of Paratethys. The similarity 
is showed much rather in the predominance of the species than in the fauna 
components.
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On the basis of the foraminifera fauna the E/p/dJium reginM/n zone of 
the Zsámbék Basin corresponds to the Rtp/nJiMm regiUMm zone of the Vienna 
Basin and to the lower part of the Lower Sarmatian in the Eastern Paratethys 
(see 7aNe 7). The author disagrees with the opinion of BODA (1974), that the 
boundary of the E/p/n77iMM regmum and E/p/!M%Mfn AűMennMm zones -  both 
in the V ienna Basin and in the Zsámbék Basin -  coincides with the 
Kozárd-Tinnye boundary, as the typical foraminifera of the Lower Sarmatian. 
vanished completely or strongly decreased in number later, at the E/pAn/mm 
AűMcnnMfn -  SpiroAua aM.sriűca zone boundary.
During the E/pA/iRam regia aw zone the foraminifera fauna was nearly 
similar in the whole Paratethys. The first significant fauna differance appeared 
between the Eastern and Western Paratethys in the E/pARAum /¡aaen'aaw zone. 
In the Eastern Paratethys the assemblages show high diversity and rich miliolina 
fauna, while in the Western Paratethys the fauna impoverished and miliolinas 
nearly disappeared. The foram inifera community of the Zsámbék Basin 
co rresponds to tha t of the W estern P ara te thys, ind icating  a closer 
paleogeographical connection between the Zsámbék Basin and this area.
On the basis of the characteristic fauna change the E/p/uTfiuw Aanenna/n 
-  SpiroEna aajíriaca zone boundary corresponds to the V olhynian -  
Bessarabian, that is to the Lower -  Middle Sarmatian boundary. It is possible 
that the fauna change at the Lower-Middle Sarmatian boundary happened in 
time earlier in the Western than in the Eastern Paratethys, but the strata of 
the Spiro/ma aa^naca zone probably deposited during the lower part of the 
Bessarabian Substage. The SpiroAna atzsraaca zone could be correlated with 
the Porownoaioa granosaw zones of the Western Paratethys. The presence and 
the abundance of the typical species of Almaschska Horizon (lower part of the 
Bessarabian Substage in Transcarpathians) suggest that close connection existed 
between the Zsámbék Basin and the Eastern Paratethys.
From a paleoecological point of view the foraminifera fauna of the 
Zsámbék Basin during the E/pAidiam reginam and E/pAiAiam Aauen'nam zones 
indicates a shallow-marine basin environment with slightly varied water depth 
and consolidated brackish-water conditions. During the Spiro/ina aa.sfnaca zone 
a warm shallow-marine lagoon environment and a communication with Tethys, 
occasionally causing hypersaline conditions, are concluded.
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Text-fig. i. Test morfoiogy of important groups of the studied foraminifera. A. Dimensions and 
chamber arrangement: [ -  Miiiotinacea, 2 -  Bolivinacea, Caucasinidae and 3 -  Eiphidiidae. A. 
-  aperture; AF -  apertura) face; B -  breadth; C -  carinae; D -  diameter; F -  fossette; L -  iength; 
f r  -  )ast chamber: MC -  middte chamber: P -  ponticuti (= septal bridge): PO -  pores: S -  spine: 
T -  thickness; TO -  tooth; U -  umbilicus; ot- angle betwwen the suture and the longitudinal axis 
of the test. H Outline of the periphery: I -  rounded. 2 -  subrounded: 3 -  subacute 4 acme: 
5 -  carinate or keeled; 6 -  angular. C. shape of the test: I -  broad-oval; 2 -  oval; 3 -  elongate 
or slender; 4 -  quadrangular; 3 -  sigmoid; 6 -  lenticular; 7 -  rhomboid.
Systematic descriptions
The materia! studied is deposited in the Micropaieontoiogicai Collection 
of Hungarian Natural History Museum. Budapest.
TerwMno/ogy. The terminology used int he descriptions is elucidated in 
text-fig. 1.
After LOEBLICH and TAPP AN. 1990.
Phy/Mm Protista
SM&pAy/Mm Sarcodina SCHMARDA, 1871 
C/assts Rhizopodca VON SIEBOLD. 1845 
Lobosia CARPENTER, 1861 
Or<7o Foraminiferida E1CHWALD. 1830 
5'a^orifo Miliolina DELAGE et H^ROUARD, 1896 
Super/arfM/y Milionicca EHRENBERG, 1839 
Earru/y Spiroloculinidae W1ESNER, 1920 
Spiroloculina D'ORBIGNY. 1826
Spiro/ocM/ma o^royaatzi BOGDANOW1CH, 1947 
(PI- 1. fig- i)
1947. Sp/ro/ocM/ma o^royazitzi BOGDANOW1CH; BOGDANOW1CH, p. 27, 
Tabl. 3, fig. 4a, b. fide Catalogue Ellis et Messina.
1960. Spiro/ocM/ina o%rq/anizi BOGDANOW1CH; STANCHEVA, p. 15, Tabl. 
U. fig. 1.
1970. Spiro/ocM/iaa ol:royaatzi BOGDANOW1CH; D1DKOWSK1 et 
STANOVSKAJA. p. 46. Tabl. 26. fig. 3a. b.
1974. Spiro/ocM/ma o%royanf2< BOGDANOW!CH;BRESTENSKA. p.246, Taf. 
2. Fig. 1.
Marcn'ai 4 slightly eroded specimens.
Dejcnpnoa. Test large, nearly circular or broad-oval, slightly tapering 
at both end, strongly flattened; periphery rounded; six to nine tubular and 
arcaute chambers are visible from the outside; middle chambers depressed; 
sutures distinct and depressed; wall porcelanous, thin; surface dull and 
ornamented with extremely fine, oblique, longitudinal costae; aperture rounded, 
placed more or less obliquely at the apertural end of the last chamber, 
surrounding with a thin lip, bearing a low simple or bifid tooth.
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D//aea^oas. Length: 0 .6-L0 mm; breadth: 0.5-0.8 mm; thickness 
O.i 5-0.2 mm.
Far/a/?///íy. The num ber of the visibie cham bers is variable. The 
ornamentation may be more or less distinct.
Fe/narLy. The specimens from Zsámbck Basin can be well identified with 
the type described and figured by BOGDANOWICH, 1947, which however 
differs in its smaller size, only 0.45-0.6 mm in lenght.
This species differs from the other 5p/ro/ocM//aa species in its nearly 
circular test shape, rounded periphery and surface ornamentation.
D/sraFar/oa. Russia: Caucasus -  Lower and Middle Sarmatian; Ukraine: 
Krime -  Lower and Middle Sarmatian; North- Western Bulgaria: Vladimirovo 
and Dimovo -  Lower Sarmatian; Czecho slovakia -  Sarmatian; Hungary: 
Zsámbék Basin -  Sarmatian, ZE7p/iá/;ani reg/nan: zone.
Sape/^annTy Cornuspiracca SCHUTTZE, 1854 
Faaa'/y Fischcrinidae MILLETT, 1898 
5a/?/ann7y Nodophthalmidiinae CUSHMAN, 1940 
Cenay Nodophthalmidium MACFADYEN, 1939
JVoifqp/M/m/amFKfn a//*. pr/raa (BOGDANOWICH, 1952)
(Pl. 1, fig. 2)
1970. S a rm a ;/e //n  p rim a BOGDANOWICH; D1DKOWSK1 et
SATANOVSKAJA, p. 44, Tabl. 25, fig. 1.
Afarena/. 2 specimens.
Description. Initial part elongated-oval, somewhat compressed; periphery 
rounded; three chambers visible from the outside; the last two chambers tubular, 
one-half coil in lenght, planispirally enrolled; sutures slightly depressed.
The uncoilled part consits of a few elongate chambers, increasing in size, 
inflated at the base, tapering and depressed at the aperture; sutures depressed; 
wall porcclanous thick and dull; surface smooth; aperture slit-like, somewhat 
bends down at both ends, without a tooth.
D/mens/ons. Initial part: length: 0.22-0.27 mm; breadth: 0.10.0.14 mm; 
thickness 0.07-.10 ,.; Uniscrial part: length: 0.26-0.30 mm; maximum diameter: 
0.15-0.18 mm.
FanaMúy. The uniserial part may have anoblique position to the coiling
axis.
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Ee/narLy. Our specimens much resembie the type of SarfnaMe//a pn?na 
BOGDANOWICH figured by BOGDANOWICH, 1952, the original figure 
published in D1DKOWSK1 et SATANOVSKAJA, 1970.
Dryrn&MMor:. Ukraine (Black Sea Foredeep) and Azerbaidjan -  Middle 
Sarmatian; Hungary: Zsambck Basin -  Sarmatian, E/p/n^Mw zone.
aspena?! n. sp.
(PI. 1. fig. 5)
Holotypus: PI. !, fig. 5.
Locus typicus: Perbal-5. borehole, depth 142-144 m, Zsâmbék Basin,
Hungary.
Stratum typicum: Sarmatian, upper part of the E/p/niEM?n regtnMfn zone.
Dcrivatio nominis: asperum (latin) -  rough surface.
AfarenaV. 2 specimens.
D iagno^. Initial part planispirally enrolled; chambers of uniserial part 
are conical shape, compressed at the apertural end; slit-like aperture; surface 
covered with short spine-like ornamentation, forming a rough texture.
Daycripnon. Initial part oval, planispirally enrolled; periphery rounded; 
three chambers visible from the exterior; the last chambers one-half coil in 
length; chambers elongated somewhat broader at the base; middle chambers 
elongated, slightly convex; sutures depressed; aperture more or less rounded, with 
a tooth.
Uniserial part long, consists of a few conical-shape chambers, gradually 
increasing in size; chambers broad and inflated at the suture, narrowed and 
slightly compressed at the upper one-third part; sutures strongly depressed.
Wall of test relatively thick; surface rough, caused by small irregular 
spines; aperture slit-like and somewhat broader at both ends, surrounding with 
a smooth, more or less thickened lip. which inclined at both ends, without a 
tooth.
Di/wen '̂ony. Holotypc: initial part: length: 0.30 mm; breadth: 0.27 mm; 
thickness: 0.12-0.15. The last chamber of the uniserial part: length: 0.42 mm; 
maximum diameter: 0.22 mm.
Ee/narLy.' The distictive feature of this species is the rough surface. This 
species docs not resemble any form known to the author from literature.
D<yfr<7)M?;oM. Hungary: Zsambck Basin -  Lower Sarmatian, E/p/mEum 
reginMfn zone.
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JVo&p/MAa/má/iam ragosam n. sp.
(Pl. I, figs. 3-4)
Hoiotypus: Pt. !, fig. 4.
Paratypus: Pl. I, fig. 5.
Locus typicus: Mány-17. borehoie, depth 147.1-147,5 m, Zsámbék Basin,
Hungary.
Stratum typicum: Sarmatian, upper part of the E(pAá?!Mm reginam zone.
Derviatio nominis: rugósa (latin) -  wrinkled.
Afarena/. 10 specimens (2 complete).
D iagno^. Convex middle chamber in the planispirally coiled part; in 
the uniseral part chambers are elongated, with slit-like aperture, bordered with 
a smooth thickened lip; surface ornamented fine irregular grooves.
DaycnpHon.* Initial part oval; periphery rounded; three or four chambers 
visible from the outside; the fourth chamber poorly or not visible; chambers 
tubular, one-half coil in lcnght, planispirally enrolled, last chamber strongly 
curved at the base; middle chambers elongated and convex; sutures depressed; 
aperture rounded, surrounded with a thickened rim, without a tooth.
The uniserial part consists of a few long, slender chambers, slightly 
inflated at the base, tapering and somewhat depressed at the aperture; sutures 
depressed. Wall porcelanous, thick and dull; surface covered with fine irregular, 
longitudinal grooves, often bifurcated or anastomosed; aperture slit-like, 
somewhat bends down at both ends, without a tooth.
D/men.HOf].y. Holotype: initial part: length: 0.29 mm; breadth: 0.18 mm; 
thickness 0.11 mm; Uniserial part: length: 0.34 mm; maximum diameter: 0.15 
mm; Paratype: initial part: length: 0.34 mm; breadth: 0.24 mm; thickness 0.12 
mm.
PahaMiry.' The intensity of the ornamentation is variable.
/?emar%.y.' This species is close to JVo</op/M/:a/mi</iam mo/i/aw/emy/s 
BOGDANOWICH, 1952, which however differs in its narrower aperture, in the 
bent down at both ends and in oramentation, the distinctly longitudinal striae.
This species d iffe rs  from  /Vor/opAiAa/mir/iam a / / ,  p rim a 
(BOGDANOWICH, 1952) in its more slender chambers of uniserial part and 
the ornamentation.
Disrri&aricm. Hungary: Zsámbék Basin -  Sarmatian, upper part of the 
E/pAó/iam reginam zone to the lower part of the Spiro/ina aasrnaca zone.
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Sa^/aw/y Nodobacu!ariinae CUSMAN, 1927
Nodobacutarietta CUSMAN et HANZAWA, 1937
Ao^o^aca/ane//a BOGDANOWCH, 1952
(PI. 1. fig. 6)
1970. JVo</o&acM/arie//a BOGDANOW1CH; D1DKOWSKI et
SATANOVSKAJA, p. 52, Tabl. 30. fig 6a. b.
Afarcn'a/. 7 specimens.
Description. Test nearly circular, strongly depressed; periphery rounded 
or slightly subacute; six to eight chambers visible from the outside; last two 
chambers large, uniform in width, oval in cross-section; middle chambers small, 
depressed in both sides; sutures depressed, distinct; wall porcelaneous, thick; 
surface smooth, dull; aperture large, oval, with an everted lip, without a tooth.
Dimensions. Length: 0.45-0.6 mm; breadth: 0.38-0.56 mm; thickness 
0.17-0.24 mm.
Hiriain/ny. The number of the visible inner chambers is variable.
EemazLs. This species is determined on the basis of original figures of 
BOGDANOW1CH published by D1DKOWSK! and SATANOVSKAJA (1970). 
The distinctive features of this species are the nearly circular test shape and 
the large oval aperture.
Dt.Mr!T;M?;on. Ukraine: Volhyn-Podolian Platform -  Upper Badenian and 
Lower Sarmatian; Russia: Eastern Precaucasus -  Konka Horzint: Zsambck Basin 
-  Sarmatian, E/pAii/iam reginM/n and E/p/nJiam /¡aacnnam zone.
AoJo^aca/ane/Za ova/is VENGL1NSKI, 1958 
(PI. 1. figs. 7-9)
1958. JVo<ioi?acM/ane//a ovaVis VENGL1NSK1; VENGL1NSK1. p. 91. Tabl, 18. 
fig 1.
1962. AoJo^aca/an'e/Za ova/is VENGLINSK1; VENGL1NSKI, Tabl. VH. 
fig- 5.
1965. JVoJo6aca/one//a ova/is VENGL1NSK1; KORECZ-LAKY, p. 354, Taf. 
H. fig. 2.
1970. Aio<?o6acn/arie//a ova/is  VENGLINSK1; D1DKOWSK! et 
SATANOVSKAJA. p. 52, Tabl. 31. fig. 4.
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1973. Ao^o^aca/ar/e//a ovn/fs VENGLINSKI; KORECZ LAKY, Pl. 111. 
fig. 2.
1974. /Vo</o&nca/nne//n ova/L VENGLINSKI; BRESTENSKÁ, p. 247, Taf. 1. 
Fig. 2.
Aíarena/. About 30 specimens.
De^cri/?noa. Test oval, flattened; periphery rounded; three or four 
chambers visible from the exterior; chambers one-half coil in length and tubular, 
in the lower part strongly inflected, middle chamber large, convex; fourth 
chamber poorly visible or lacking; sutures distinct; wall porlelaneous, relative 
thick; surface smooth, dull; aperture circular to oval, bordered by a thick rim, 
without a tooth.
D/fnensiOfM. Length: 0.34-0.6 mm; breadth: 0.22-0.36 mm; thickness 
0.13-0.20 mm.
Fann/a/ify. The test shape ranges from oval to nearly rounded.
RemarLy. Morfologically this species is close to JVo</o&aca/ane//a ya/cara 
(REUSS), but the characteristic remarks are the smooth surface and the rounded 
periphery.
Dfyfn6a;/oH. Ukraine: Transcarpathians -  Lower Sarmatian; Hungary: 
Tokaj M ountains, Zsámbék Basin -  Sarm atian, E/pA/^/am regina/n and 
E/pAaEam Aaaen'na?n zone.
AMoAaca/an'e//a ya/cara (REUSS, 1849)
(Pl. I. fig. 10-12)
1849. /In/ca/ma ya/cara REUSS; REUSS, p. 383, Taf. IV, Fig. 13-17.
1958. /Vo</oAaca/ane//a sa/cara (REUSS); VENGLINSKI, p. 89, Tabl. XVH. 
fig. 4a, b, c.
1964. AMo&aca/an'e//a sa/cara (REUSS); KORECZ-LAKY, Taf. Ill, Fig. 5. 
1970. /Vo</oAaca/ar;*e//a ya /cara  (REUSS); D1DKOWSK1 et 
SATANAOVSKAJA, p. 53, Tabl. 31. fig. 6.
1974. JVo</oAaca/ane//a a//. .ya/cara (REUSS); BRESTENSKÁ, p. 247, Taf. 
1, Fig. 1.
Afarena/. About 50 specimens.
Descr/piion. Test oval, flattened; periphery subacute; three or four 
chambers visible from the exterior; chambers one-half coil in length, thick 
tubular, in the lower part strongly inflected, middle chamber small, elongated.
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forth chamber usually poorty visible or tacking; sutures distinct; wall calcareous, 
porcelaneous, relative thick; surface dull, covered with irregular longitudinal ribs; 
aperture oval at the end of a neck or lacking, with thin rim, without a tooth.
D/meny/ony. length: 0.35-0.6 mm; breadth: 0.32-0.42 mm; thickness 
0.11-0.20 mm.
FanaAMy. Test more or less elongated. Variable features are the length 
of the final chamber and the intensity of the ornamentation.
-Remark. The test shape is the same as the description and illustration 
of the type described by REUSS, 1849, but the latter specimens differ in their 
regular, longitudinal striae.
VENGLINSKI (1958) figured specimens with broad-rounded periphery, 
but described sometimes that may be subacute. The more distinctive remarks 
of this species are the longitudinal ornamentation and the oval aperture at the 
end of a longer or shorter neck, surrounded by a thickened rim.
Diy;n7?MHon. Eocene -  Recent. Recently lives in the oceans and seas 
between 72 to 790 m (D1DKOWSKI. 1970). In Lower Sarmatian, in the large 
E/pAnEian zone this species wide spread in Central-Paratcthys (BRESTENSKÀ, 
1974).
Original description of REUSS from Felso-Lapugy, Romania and 
Wieliczka, Poland from Miocene. Ukraine: Transcarpathians -  Lower Sarmatian; 
Hungary: Zsâmbék Basin -  Sarmatian, E/pA/Juan regina/H and E/pA/^/aw 
Aaaermam zone.
EaauTy Hauerinidac SCHAWAGER, 1876 
SaA/aaa/y Siphonapcrtinae SAIDOVA, 1975
Cenay Schlumbergerina MUNIER-CHALMAS, 1882
ScA/amAergen'na /aAa/aro;//e.s (KARRER, 1865)
(PI. 11. fig. 1-4)
1865. Qaia^ac/ocaA'aa /aAa/aroàfeyKARRER; KARRER, p. 704, T af.l, Fig.
3.
1865. {2M'n<7Me/ocM/;na traayi/vaaiae KARRER; KARRER, p. 704, Taf. 1, Fig.
4.
1974. AfiAo/a /aAa/aroà/ey (KARRER); LUCZKOWSKA, p. 96, PI. XIV, figs. 
1-3, test-fig. 34/1.
Afarena/. Over 500 specimens.
Deychpaoa. Test large, quadrangular- oval or oval; subtriangular to oval 
in cross-section; periphery rounded; five chambers visible from the outside,
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chambers elongated. tubular, one-half coil in length in quinqueloculine 
arrangement; middie chambers tong, convex and more or iess elevated; sutures 
depressed; wall finely agglutinated; surface slightly rough and dull; aperture 
nearly circular to subtriangular and convex, somewhat prominent or flush with 
the periphery, trcmatophore, with numerous rounded openings.
Dimcn^on& Length: 0.5-1.8 mm; breadth: 0.3-0.95 mm; thickness 
0.27-0.55 mm.
Mnr;a6i/i'fy. The test shape is variable, often appeared irregular-shape 
chambers. Frequently six chambers can be seen. Sometimes the last chambers 
do not reach the top of the test, forming a lateral position of the aperture. 
The aperture is surrounded with crenulate border and bearing a low simple tooth 
if the termatophore damaged.
Remark. In our specimens the quadrangular test shape is more common, 
in contrast to description of LUCZKOWSKA. The irregular chambers appeared 
frequently. This species occured in only one sample (Mány-22. borehole, 40-43 
m), but in large quantities (about 8000 specimens in 100 g rocks) and amounts 
over 30% of the total foraminifera fauna.
D;.Hrt6MHon. Romania: Lapugy in Transylvania -  Badenian; Poland: 
Niskowa -  Upper Badenian; Hungary: Zsámbck Basin -  Sarmatian, Sp;'ro/;na 
aa-wica zone.
CenM.y Siphonaperta VELLA, 1957
5i/?/iOfia/7crM /ongtWcnrara n. sp.
(PL. !I. figs. 5-8)
Holotypus: PI. !!, fig. 8.
Paratypus: Pl. 1!, figs. 5-7.
Locus typicus: Many-17. borehole, depth 147.1-147.5 m, Zsámbck Basin,
Hungary
Stratum typicum: Lower Sarmatian, E/p/aW/am reginam zone.
Dcrivatio nominis: longidentata (latin) -  long tooth.
Aíaícnaí 33 speciemcns.
Diagnoyi^. Sigmoid test shape; surface covered with fine sand grains; 
aperture oval with a long simple tooth.
De.scn/7t;on. Test sigmoid or sometimes oval; periphery rounded; three 
to five chambers visible from the outside; chambers tubular; the last chamber
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strongly inflected in the lower part, usually has short extension at the base end 
and longer, distinct extension at the aperture; middle chambers long, elongated 
and more or less elevated; sutures slightly depressed, indistinct; wall calcareous, 
agglutinated with fine sand grains; surface rough; aperture oval, somewhat 
boardered at the upper end. surrounded with a smooth porcelaneous, slightly 
inclined rim. bearing a long, slender simple tooth.
Di^aeay/oa^. Holotype: length: 0.39 mm; breadth: 0.27 mm; thickness 0.25 
mm. Paratypes: length: 0.33-0.42 mm; breadth: 0.24-0.33 mm; thickness 
0.12-0.18 mm.
EunaMify. The shape of the test and the length of the extensions of 
both ends of the last chamber are variable.
Remarks. This species somewhat resem bles to SipAoaaferta 
me^terraaeasis BOGDANOWICH. 1950, but the latter species differs in its 
small round aperture, equipped with a short simple tooth.
Di.Mr<6KHoa. Hungary: Zsambck Basin -  Sarmatian, upper part of the 
E/p/H<RMfn regiaum zone.
Sab/araBy Hauerininae SCHWAGER. 1876 
Cemzy Cycloforina LUCZKOWSKA, 1972
Cyc/o/on'aa baJeaeasis D' ORB1GNY, 1846 
(PI. II. fig. 9-11)
1846. Qa/aqae/oca/iaa B aJeaea^  D'"ORBIGNY; D'ORBIGNY, p. 299, Taf. 
20. fig. 10-12.
1958. M7io%aa baJeaea^is D'ORBIGNY; VENGLINSKI, p. 76, Tabl. 13, 
fig. 3.
1968. Qaiaqae/oca/iaa ba^eaea^is D'ORBIGNY; KORECZ-LAKY, p. 148, 
Taf. 12. Fig. 10.
1970. Q ata^ae/oca/taa ¿?a(feaea.yi.y D'ORBIGNY; DIDKOWSKI et 
SATANOVSKAJA. p. 18, Tabl. 8. fig. 2 a, b.
1974. Cyc/q/onaa ba^eaea^  D'ORBIGNY; LUCZKOWSKA, p. 73, PI. 11, 
fig. 5.
1985. Cyc/o/obaa ¿?aJeaeas:.y D'ORBIGNY; PAPP et SCHMID, p. 105, PI. 
101, fig- 6-10.
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Afarena/. Over 500 specimens.
Descai/M/oa. Test broad-oval; periphery angular; five chambers visibie 
from the outside, chambers one haif a coii in tenght in cycioforina arrangement, 
chambers uniform in width, in cross-section trapezoid, siightiy inflated, oniy 
on the iast two chambers visibie two ridges; iarge, eievated middic chambers 
with a visibie ridge; sutures distinct, depressed; wait caicareous. imperforate, 
thick; surface duii; aperture circuiar, with a short, bifid tooth.
Di/aeastbay. Length: 0.60-i.iO mm; breadth: 0.40-0.75 mm; thickness: 
0.26-0.60 mm.
Ta/iaMny. The test may sometimes be more ciongated and edges of the 
chambers more or iess acute.
Re/aaaLy. in our matcriai the specimens arc not so keeied as the ones 
figured by PAPP et SCHMiD (Í985) on piate iOi, figs. 7, Í0.
D/yraibahoa. Austria: Baden, Vienna Basin -  Badenian; Poiand: Benczyn, 
Bogoria, Karsy. Korytnica -  Badenian and Lower Sarmatian; Ukraine: 
Transcarpathians, North Caucasian, Southern part of the Russian Piatform -  
Miocene; Hungary: Mecsek Mts. -  Badenian and Lower Sarmatian; Zsámbék 
Basin -  Sarmatian.
Cyc/o/onaa coaroaa (D'ORBIGNY, 1846)
(Pi. HI. fig. 1-3)
Í846. Qa/a^Me/oca/iaa Jae/aaa D'ORBIGNY; D'ORBIGNY. p. 298, Taf. 20. 
Fig. 1-3.
1846. Qa/a^ac/ocM/iaa coatoafa D'ORBIGNY; D'ORBIGNY, p. 298, Taf. 20, 
Fig. 4-6.
!846. Qaia^ae/oca/iaa RaJo/p^iaa D'ORBIGNY; D'ORBIGNY, p. 299, Taf. 
20, Fig. 7-9.
1964. Qa/a?Me/ocM/iaa coatoata D'ORBIGNY; KORECZ-LAKY. p. 478. Taf. 
2, Fig. 10.
1968. QM/a<?Mc/oca//aa coatoafa D'ORBIGNY; KORECZ-LAKY, p. 59, Taf. 4. 
Fig. 4.
1968. Qaia^Me/ocM/iaa ya/caaa D'ORBIGNY; KORECZ-LAKY, p. 59.
1970. Q aia^ae/oca/iaa  coaroata D 'ORBIGNY; DIDKOWSKI et 
SATANOVSKAJA. p. 22. Tab). 9. fig. 6.
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1974. Cyc/o/onaa coarorta (D'ORBIGNY); LUCZKOWSKA. p. 74, part 1. PI.
12, fig. 3, part 2, PI. 11, figs. 2, 3, Text-fig. 26.
1985. Cyc/q/orina coarorta (D'ORBIGNY); PAPP et SCHMID, p. 104-105, PI. 
100, figs. 1-11, PI. 101, figs. 1-5.
1991. Cyc/q/onaa coatorra (D'ORBIGNY); C1MMERMAN and LANGER, p. 
32.pl. 27. figs. 7-11.
1991. Cyc/o/on'aa ya/caaa (D'ORBIGNY); C1MERMAN and LANGER, p. 33, 
pi. 28, figs. 1-2.
Afarena/. About 350 specimens.
Descr/pr/oa. Test narrowly-oval; periphery angular; in cross-section 
flattened or triangular; five chambers visible from the outside, chambers one-half 
a coil in lenght in cycloforina arragement, in the lower part strongly inflected 
and sometimes reach the last one, chambers long, narrow, uniform in width, 
sides flattened, two carinae run wide apart on the periphery, may be slightly 
depressed between the keels; elevated middle chambers, long, with a visible ridge; 
sutures distinct, depressed; wall calcareous, imperforate, thick; surface dull; 
aperture circular, with a short, bifid tooth.
D/areas/oas. Length: 0.6-1.1 mm; breadth: 0.3-0.7 mm; thickness 
0.25-0.45 mm.
Ear/a/n7/ry. The shape of the test may be m ore slender and in 
cross-section has more or less parralel siedes or triangular shape. Sometimes 
two ridges run along the largest middle chamber. The carinae ranges from blunt 
to sharp. The aperture may be produced on a short neck.
Remark. In our material the axe of the test often curved. Inspite of 
description of LUCZKOWSKA the rough streakly surface is not a characteristic 
feature, it appeared very rarely.
D/str/bar/oa. Eocen to Recent. Recently lives in Mediterranean Sea 
(C1MERMAN and LANGER, 1991). Austria: Vienna Basin -  Badenian; Ukraine 
-  Upper Eocen-Mioccn; Poland: Benczyn, Bogoria, Korytnica, Gliwice Stare, 
Niechobrz, Rybnica, Wieliczka -  Badenian and Lower Sarmatian; Hungary: 
Mecsek Mts. -  Badenian and Lower Sarmatian, Zsambck Basin -  Sarmatian, 
E/p/ur/arra baaenaam and Sp/ro//aa aa.srnaca zone.
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Cyc/o/on'na 77wiara (VENGL1NSK1, 1958)
(PI. H. figs. 4-6)
1958. M//o/ma /fav/ara VENGL1NSK1; VENGL1NSK1, p. 82. Tabl. 15. fig. 
4. 5.
1960. AE/to/ina /7w/ara VENGL1NSKI; STANCHEVA. p. 10. Tabl. 1. fig. 7. 
1962. Qa/a^Me/oca/ma y7av/ara (VENGL1NSKI); VENGL1NSK1. p. 73, Tabl. 
4. fig. 2.
1970. Qaia<?ae/oca//aa / /a v ia ta  (VENGL1NSK1); D1DKOWSK1 ct 
SATANOVSKAJA. p. 23. Tabl. 1!. fig. 2. 
pars 1974. Cyc/q/bnna _/7w<'a;a (VENGL1NSK1); LUCZKOWSKA. p. 76. PI. 
13. fig. 4. text-fig. 27/2.
Afarena/. About 100 specimens.
De^cnpaoa. Test quadrangular-oval, elongated, flattened in cross-section; 
periphery rounded; five chambers visible from the outside; chambers one-half 
coil in length in cycloforina arrangement, broad tubular, in the lower part 
inflected, middle chamber long, fifth chamber usually poorly visible; sutures 
slightly depressed; wall thin; surface covered with longitudinal ribs; aperture 
circular, with a short, bifid or quadrate and slightly bifid tooth.
Lana/a/ay. Variability expressed in the visible size of the fifth chamber 
and in the strong or weak development of ribs.
D/meas/oa^. Length: 0.28-0.42 mm; breadth: 0.13-0.19 mm; thickness 
0.09-0.18 mm.
EeraarLf. The specimens arc same the as the original description of 
VENGL1NSK1. Specim ens of LUCZKOWSKA d iffe r from  it in the 
ornamentation ("surface longitudinal thick protuberences accumulated at the 
bottom of chambers and dissappearing towards the end"), in the broad 
oval-quadrangular shape of the test, and the aperture bearing a quadrate tooth.
D/srnAaaoa. Ukraine: Transcarpathians -  Lower and Middle Sarmatian; 
Northwestern Bulgaria: Vladimirovo, Pclovo -  Lower Sarmatian; Hungary: 
Zsâmbék Basin -  Sarmatian. from the upper part of the E/pAa/ram regr'aam 
zone to the Sp/roA'aa aa^rnaca zone.
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Cyc/q/onna (SEROVA, 1955)
(PL IH. figs. 7-9)
1970. C yc/o /o r/na  p rc ^ ^ a rp a n c a  (SEROVA); D1DKOWSK1 et 
SATANOVSKAJA, p. 30, Tabl. 18. fig. 1.
1974. Cyc/o/onaa /?re^a^ar<ca (SEROVA); LUCZKOWSKA, p. 83, PL 13, 
figs. 8, 9, text-fig. 27/4.
Afarena/. 46 specimens.
Darcr/pHon. Test quadrangular-oval to oval; subtriangular in section; 
periphery rounded; four or five chambers visible from the outside; chambers 
tubular, in the lower part inflected, straightened at the aperture; middle 
chambers long, convex; sutures depressed; wall thin; surface smooth, polished; 
aperture small, circular with a low quadrate, somewhat bifid tooth.
Length: 0.4-0.8 mm; breadth: 0.3-0.5 mm; thickness
0.1-0.3 mm.
Laria/a/ify. The shape of the test varies from elongated oval to 
quadrangular-oval. Often the fourth and the fifth chambers are very narrow 
and poorly visible. The periphery sometimes covered with faint and irregular 
longitudinal grooves.
/?e/narLy. The specimens from Zsambck Basin are similar to the original 
illustration of SEROVA, 1950, and have larger test, than specimens of 
LUCZKOWSKA. 1974.
This species differs from Cyc/o/or/aa .Mo?na;a LUCZKOWSKA in its 
more quadrangular test shape, smaller aperture and lower, quadrate tooth.
Ukraine: Prccarpathian Foredeep -  Lower Sarmatian; 
Poland: Budy, Dwikozy, Crzybow, Miechocin, Miclec, Niwka, Rytwiany, Zrccze 
-  Loser Sarmatian; Hungary: Zsambck Basin -  Sarmatian.
Cyc/o/bnaa stomata LUCZKOWSKA, 1974 
(PL HI. fig. 10-11)
1974. Cyc/o/bnaa stoma/a LUCZKOWSKA; LUCZKOWSKA, p. 85, PL 13. 
fig. 5, text-fig. 27/1.
Afarena/. 32 specimens.
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De^cripno/t. Test ova), tapering at both ends; periphery rounded; five 
chambers visibie from the exterior; chambers one-half coit in length, broad 
tubuiar, middle chambers large and convex, fifth chamber narrow and usually 
poorly visible; sutures slightly depressed; wall thin; surface smooth, shiny; 
aperture large, circular or semicircular, with an everted border, bearing a short, 
bifid tooth.
D/men-Hons. Length: 0.4-0.6 mm; breadth: 0.25-0.35 mm; thickness
0.17-03 mm.
Lan'aN/;ry. The test shape may be more or less elongated. The size of 
the fifth chamber is variable. The tooth ranges from narrow to quadrate.
/?efngrLy. LUCZKOWSKA remarked, that "some specimens covered with 
longitudinal, irregular wrinkles", in our material such specimens did not appearc. 
Except of th is, our specim ens corresponds to C ycloforina stom ata 
LUCZKOWSKA. 1974.
Drwi&MHon. Poland: Budy, Grzybow, Mielec, Niwka, Rytwiany -  Lower 
Sarmatian; Hungary: Zsambek Basin -  Sarmatian, Spiro/ina mzHnaca zone.
Cyc/o/onna foreafna (SEROVA. 1955)
(PI. IV. figs. 1-2)
1970. Qa/a^Me/ocM/iaa ioream a (SEROVA); DIDKOWSKI et 
SATANOVSKAJA, p. 35. Tabl. 20. fig. 4.
1974. Cyc/o/onaa foreama (SEROVA); LUCZKOWSKA, p. 87. PI. 13, fig. 3 
a-c, text-fig. 29/2, 3!.
Afarena/. 22 specimens.
De^cr/pnon. Test nearly circular in outline; subtriangular in section; 
periphery rounded; four or five chambers visible from the exterior; fifth chamber 
usually poorly visible; chambers broad, arcaute, middle chamber large, 
prominent; sutures distinct, depressed; wall porcelaneous, thin; surface polished 
and covered with longitudinal striae, which may be bifurcated or dissappeared, 
stronger on the periphery and often missing from the sides of the chambers; 
aperture large, rounded, bearing with a low, quadrate, slightly bifurcated tooth.
Dim<?n.Hon.y. Length: 0.3-0.46 mm; breadth: 0.24-0.36 mm; thickness 
0.15-0.26 mm.
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Panabi/iry. Often the fourth chamber is very small, and pooriy visibie 
and the fifth invisible. The intensity of the ornamentation is variable.
Re/nar/ts. Our specimens are very close to the description of Luczkowska, 
but differ in their less number of the visible chambers. This species differs from 
Cyc/o/ori/M! verauca/ans (KARRER) in its smaller size, sharp and thinner 
striae. From Cyc/o/onna barren ovara (SEROVA) it differs in having aperture 
flush with the periphery and having irregular grooves placed only on the 
periphery. This species differs form Pan<fen(e//a pscM^ocosrara (VENGLINSKI) 
in its smaller size of the test, having stronger ornamentation and circular shape 
of the aperture.
Distrlbanoa. Ukraine: Volhyn-Podolian Platform, West Ukraine-Upper 
Badenian; Poland: Rytwiany, Zrecze -  Lower Sarmatian; Zsambek Basin -  
Sarmatian, E/p/aTfitan reginam zone.
Cyc/o/onaa veraacM/ans (KARRER, 1868)
(PI. IV. fig. 3-3)
1868. QiaH<yMe/oca/;na vcraacM/aas KARRER; KARRER, p. 130, Taf. 3, Fig.
1.
1974. Cyc/o/onaa veraa'ca/an^ (KARRER); LUCZKOWSKA. p. 88, PI. 13. 
fig. 10, text-fig. 32.
Afarena/. 31 specimens.
Deschpaoa. Test, broad-oval, tapering at both ends; periphery subrounded 
or subacute; five chambers visible from the outside; chambers arcuate, uniform 
in width; middle chambers eleveted; sutures slightly depressed, distinct wall 
thick,dull surface covered by longitudinal or sometimes irregular, bifurcated and 
interrupted striae aperture circular, with a short tooth widening at the end.
Di/acasioas. Length: 0.4-0.9 mm breadth: 0.25-0.7 mm thickness 0.28-0.63
mm.
PanaMtfy. The shape of the test ranges from oval to nearly circular. 
In the section may be subrounded or more or less angular. The ornamentation 
varies from regular to irregular longitudinal striae. The aperture may be produced 
on a short neck.
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D im orphism  and ontogeny arc d iscussed in de ta ii by 
LUCZKOWSKA (1974). In the studied material specimens with regular, 
longitudinal ornamentation are more common than specimens with irregular, 
acuted one, such as figured by KARRER, 1868.
D/.Mn7?MHon. Romania: Kostej in Banat. Lapugy in Transylvania -  
Badenian; Poland: Benczyn, Korytnica -  Lower Badcnian; Hungary: Zsámbck 
Basin -  Sarmatian.
Hauerina D'ORBIGNY, 1839
/Amenna VENGL1NSK1 ct BUR1ND1NA, 1965
(Pl. IV, figs. 6-9)
1965. TAmerma A.sc/iavcn.?;\ VENGL1NSK1 ct BUR1ND1NA; VENGL1NSK1 
et BUR1ND1NA, p. 72, Tabl. 1, fig. la, b. 
pars 1965. Afaacr/aa .ra^com^rMS'a VENGL1NSK1 et BUR1ND1NA;
VENGLINSK1 et BUR1ND1NA, p. 74. Tabl. 1. fig. 3a. b. 
pars 1965. Afaaenna coa/a^a SEROVA sa rm atica  VENGHNSK1 et 
BUR1ND1NA; VENCLINSK! et BUR1ND1NA, p. 75, Tabl. 1. fig. 
5a, b.
1975. Naaeaaa /r^cAavea^ VENCLINSK! ct BUR1ND1NA; VENGL1NSK1, 
p. 166, Tabl. 17. fig. 1-3.
1975. /Vaaer/aa c o a /a sa  sarm atica  VENGL1NSK! ct BURIND1NA; 
VENGL1NSK1, p. 166, Tabl. 18, fig. 6-9.
Aiatcna/. About 80 species.
DMCri/?Noa. Test circular to oval, flat, outline irregular; periphery 
rounded; early chambers show a quinqucloculina arragement, later planispiral 
with three or four chambers per whorl, chambers slightly inflated, middle 
chambers small, oval; sutures depressed, indistinct; wall calcareous, porcclanous; 
surface smooth, dull; aperture circular to triangular, large, tremathophore.
Length: 0.36-0.73 mm; breadth: 0.22-0.7! mm; thickness
0.09-0.16 mm.
LaAaN/ny. The shape of the test ranges from circular to oval. Chambers 
in the last whorl may have irregular arrangement.
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Ontogeny. The juvenite specimens have rounded or trianguiar aperture 
and the middle chambes arc convex and cieariy visible, as in Naaenaa coa/a^a 
yarmar/ca. In adult stage the aperture is triangular and the middle chambers 
flat and poorly visible, as in Naacnaa irycAavcayAy.
ÆcaMrL?. The valid figure in the original description of the Naacnaa 
coa^asa sarfnanca VENGLINSKI et BURINDINA, 1965 is fig. 3. The valid 
figure of Naaenaa ^aAcompre^sa VENGLINSKI et BURINDINA, 1965 is fig. 
4., 5. is Peaerop/Af ya/zaahea.? DIDKOWSKI AcyaraA/ca VENGLINSKI, 1965.
VENGLINSKI (1958) and VENGLINSKI and BURINDINA (1975) 
designated Naaenaa mycAavensAr VENGLINSKI et BURINDINA and Naaenaa 
coa/aya .yaraaaica VENGLINSKI et BURINDINA from the same stratigraphic 
level, they occured together. According to the description of VENGLINSKI and 
BURINDINA (1965) N. N^cAavea^is is larger than N. coa/as'a sarmanca. 
According to the morfologycal features and their stratigraphic distribution 
Naaenaa coa/a.?a .yaraaaica is the juvenile stage of Naaenaa ;/-̂ cAaveay;.y.
DisrnAanoa. Ukraine: Transcarpathian -  Lower and Middle Sarmatian; 
Hungary: Zsambék Basin -  Sarmatian. SpiroAaa aa.ohaca zone.
Naaenaa po<AoAca SEROVA, 1955 
(PI. IV. figs. 10-12)
1960. Naaenaa po<AoAca SEROVA; STANCHEVA, p. 15, Tabl. 1, fig. 5. 
1970. Naaenaa po^/oAca SEROVA; DIDKOWSKI et SATANOVSKAJA, p. 50,
Tabl. 29, fig. 6.
1974. Naaenaa po<7o/ica SEROVA; LUCZKOWSKA, p. 92, pi. 18. figs. 3,4.
Afarena/. 38 specimens.
De^cnpuoa. Test round in outline, lenticular in cross-section; three or 
four chambers visible from the exterior; The two outer ones arc broad, with 
early chambers show a quinqucloculina arragement, later planispiral with two 
chambers per whorl, chambers slightly inflated, middle chambers small, poorly 
visible; sutures indistinct; wall calcareous, porcclanous; surface smooth, dull; 
aperture triangular, large, tremathophore.
D/raea^/oay. Length: 0.26-0.38 mm; breadth: 0.22-0.33 mm; thickness 
0.15-0.24 mm.
LanaAMy. The shape of the test ranges from circular to broad oval.
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DAMriÓKHon. Ukraine: Volhyn-Podolian Piatform  -  Upper Törtön: 
Buigaria: Vladimirovo (North western Buigaria) -  Lower Sarmatian; Poiand: 
Giiwice Stare, Ligota Zabrska, Niskowa Wegtinek -  Upper Badenian; Hungarian: 
Zsámbék Basin -  Sarmatian, S^/ro/ma aM.wiaca zone.
Quinqueiocuiina D'ORBIGNY, 1826, emend LUCZKOWSKA
!972.
QMm^Me/ocM/ma LUCZKOWSKA, Í974
(Pi. V. figs, 1-3)
1974. QMm?Me/ocM/ma űnagű///.? LUCZKOWSKA; LUCZKOWSKA, p. 40. Pl.
1. figs, la-c, 2a. b. 3a-c, text-fig. 7-9, 11/1, 4.
Afarena/. About 80 specimens, only in quinqueloculine stage.
De^cn/mon. Test large oval, somewhat tapering at both ends, triangular 
in cross-section; periphery acute; five chambers visible from the exterior, usually 
the fifth chamber very narrow; chambers broad, more or less acute, with slightly 
convex or flat sides; middle chambers large and acute; sutures distinct; wall 
relatively thick; surface more or less covered with strong or weak longitudinal 
striae, aperture large, oval.places in slightly oblique position, surrounded with 
thickened rim, bearing, a long, distally bifid tooth.
D /m e^ /o ^ . Length: 0.32-1.2 mm; breadth: 0.32-0.78 mm; thickness: 
0.4-0.8 mm.
kű/mM/ry. The periphery may be more or less acute, but not carinate. 
The ornamentation varies from weak longitudinal wrinkles along the edges to 
distinct striae, covering the hole surface of the test.
Variability and ontogeny are discussed in detail in LUCZKOWSKA
1974.
/?enMrLy. The test shape of these specim ens much resem bles 
Quinqueiocuiina pscudobuchiana LUCZKOWSKA, which differs in its smooth 
polished surface.
D/nn/mnon. Poland: Chomcntów, Grabki Duzc, Karsy, Korytnica, Leki 




(PI. V, figs. 4-7)
1846. (2Min<7Me/ocM/;na ¿uvc/nann D'ORBIGNY; D'ORBIGNY, p. 289, Taf. 18, 
Fig. 10-12.
1964. QM"!<7Me/ocM/*na ¿̂ McAinna D'ORBIGNY; KORECZ LAKY, p. 478, Taf. 
3. Fig. 3.
1970. Mugeriana D'ORBIGNY; D1DKOWSKI et
SATANOVSKAJA, p. 36. Tabl. 21. fig. 2a-c.
1974. QMin<7M(-/ocM/;na ¿Mc/nnna D'ORBIGNY; LUCZKOWSKA, p. 45, PI. 4. 
figs. 1-4, text-fig. 11/2, 3. 12-14.
1985. Qai'a^ae/ocM/ina ¿?acAiaaa D'ORBIGNY; PAPP et SCHMID, p. 99, PI. 
93, figs. 1-7, text-plate 14. fig. 4. text-plate 15.
Afarena/. 25 specimens in quinqueloculine stage, 4 in massiline stage.
Deœnpnon. Quinqueloculine stage: Test large, broad-oval, triangular in 
cross-section; periphery acute and keeled; five chambers visible from the exterior, 
often the fifth chamber visible as a ridge; chambers broad, more or less keeled, 
with flat sides; strongly elevated middle chambers large and acute; sutures 
distinct, flat; wall relatively thick; surface smooth, shiny; aperture large, oval, 
places in slightly oblique position, bordared with thickened rim, equiped with 
a long, distally bifurcated tooth.
Massiline stage: nearly circular, flattened; periphery sharply angled and 
keeled; chambers broad, slightly inflated; middle chambers large, bearing ridge, 
somewhat prominent; sutures distinct, flat; wall relatively thick; surface covered 
with fine longitudinal striae, accumulated at the outer part of the chambers 
near the edges; aperture large, oval, parallel with the periphery, with a simple 
distally bifurcated tooth.
D;7ncn.Hon.y. Quinqueloculine form: length: 0.6-10.8 mm; breadth: 0.4-1.33 
mm; thickness: 0.35-0.7 mm.
Marr'a&Hify. The shape of the test is characteristic and constant. The 
periphery may be more or less keeled. Surface of quinqueloculine forms 
sometimes covered with fine longitudinal grooves along the edges of the 
chambers.
Variability and ontogeny are discussed in detail in Luczkowska, 1974.
ÆefnaÆy. The specimens from Zsambék Basin are identical in detail with 
the descriptions and figures of LUCZKOWSKA, 1970 and PAPP et SCHMID, 
1985; difference is in the appearance of the ornamentation on quinqueloculine 
forms.
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Dí^íri6Mí/on. Austria: Vienna Basin -  Badenian; Russia: Tchokrak 
Horizont (Middie Miocene); Poiand: Brzeznica. Bcnczyn, Chomentów, Giiwice 
Stare, Karsy, Korytnica -  Badenian and Lower Sarmatian; Hungary: Zsámbck 
Basin -  Sarmatian, reg/nam zone.
Sa^/a/m/y Miiioiineiiinae VELLA, Í957 
Ceaa^ Affinetrina LUCZKOWSKA. 1972
/t//Inca/an ca/?aa/ca (BOGDANOWiCH, 1947)
(Pi. V. figs. 8-10)
non 1958. MV/o/ma a//! ca^aaica BOGDANOWICH; VENGL1NSK1, p. 83, 
Tabl. 15, fig. 2.
non 1960. M/io/ma a# , ca^aa/ca BOGDANOWICH; STANCHEVA, p. 13, 
Tabl. 2, fig. 3.
1970. 7n7oca//na ca^aa/ca ca^aa/ca BOGDANOWICH; DIDKOWSKI et 
SATANOVSKAJA. p. 55. Tabl. 32. fig. 3.
1974. zl/yiaefnaa ca^aaica (BOGDANOWICH); LUCZKOWSKA, p. 108, PI. 
26, fig. 4, text-fig. 38/5.
AÍarena/. About 70 specimens.
Dejcnpaoa. Test small, broad oval to nearly circular, slightly tapering 
towards the aperture; periphery rounded; three chambers visible from the 
outside, in triloculina arragement; chambers broad, more inflated and somewhat 
curved at the base, narrowed towards the end; middle chamber narrow, somewhat 
elevated and oblique; sutures distinct, slightly depressed; wall calcareous, 
imperforted and thin; surface smooth and polished; aperture high, narrow, with 
arcuate border, which is bent somewhat to the back, placed slightly oblique to 
the penultimate chamber and filled with a long simple tooth, often jutting out 
over the plan of the aperture.
D/?neH.n'on.y. Length: 0.20-0.38 mm; breadth: 0.22-0.33 mm; thickness: 
0.11-0.2 mm.
HanaM/ry. The morfology of the test is unvaried. The early chambers 
show a cryptoquinqucloculina arrangement.
Remarry. The arcutc boarder and the oblique position of the aperture 
and the near circular and not flattened test shape arc the major distinguishing 
features between this species and /l/yinefnna acra/mca (SEROVA, 1952).
78________________________ ÁGNES GÖRÖG__________________________
The species described by VENGL!NSKI (1958) and STANCHEVA (i960) 
has an elongated test shape and the aperture perpendicuiar or nearly 
perpendicular to the penultim ate chamber, as in ^ 4 ///a c rr /a a  acra/ruca 
(SEROVA. 1952).
DAyfri&MHon. Russia: North and West Caucasus -  Lower and Middle 
Sarmatian; Ukraine: Black sea Depression -  Lower and Middle Sarmatian; 
Poland: Gliwice, Stare, Grabowiec, Grzybow, Weglinck, Zrccze -  Upper Badcnian 
and Lower Sarmatian; Hungary: Zsambek Basin -  Sarmatian.
/lyyinemna acram/ca (SEROVA, 1952)
(PI. VI. figs. 1-3)
1958. M/fo/ma a #  caRaa/ca BOGDANOW1CH; VENCL1NSKI, p. 83. Tabi. 
15, fig. 2.
1960. AKRo/ma a #  cuRaaica BOGDANOW1CH; STANCHEVA, p. 13. Tabl.
2. fig. 3.
1962. 7W/ocM/ma ucra/a/ca (SEROVA); VENGL1NSK1, Tabl. 8, fig. 5 a. b. 
c.
1970. 7r;/ocM //na a^ra /m ca  M^ra/a/ca SEROVA; D1DKOWSK1 ct 
SATANOVSKAJA, p. 63, Tabl. 38, fig. 8 a. b.
1974. ^¿/iacfn'aa acrafa/ca. (SEROVA); LUCZKOWSKA, p. I l l ,  PI. XXV!, 
figs. 3a-c, text-fig. 38/4.
1975. 7n7ocaRaa acra/a/ca .Owa.sc/uca D1DKOWSK1; VENGL1NSK!, p. 168, 
Tabl. 19, fig. 4. 5.
Afatcna/. 34 specimens.
DMcn^t/oa. Test elongated oval, flattened; periphery rounded; three 
chambers visible from the exterior, in triloculina arrangement; chambers broad, 
somewhat inflated in the lower part, straightened and narrowing towards the 
aperture; middle chamber small and narrow; sutures slightly depressed; wall 
calcareous, imperforate; surface smooth and polished; aperture high, narrow 
slit-like, filled with a long simple tooth, often jutting out over the plan of the 
aperture.
Length: 0.3-0.55 mm; breadth: 0.2-0.3 mm; thickness:
0.16-0.2 mm.
EanaRRRy. Sometimes the fourth chamber is visible. The test may be 
more or less flattened.
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RemarLy. The distinctive features between this species and 4̂//inetnna 
ca^amca (BOGDANOW1CH) are presented in the description of the latter 
species.
DrMrihMHon. Ukraine: Transcarpathians, Volhyn-Podolian Piatform -  
Upper Badenian -  Middie Sarmatian; Buigaria: Vladimirovo, Dobrusa, Krividoi, 
Staroseici, Staverci, Orjahovina and Deieina in Moldavian Platform (Nortwestcrn 
Bulgaria) -  Lower and Middle Sarmatian; Poland: Boguvice, Ligota Zrabska, 
Rytwiany, Weglin -  Upper Badenian; Hungary: Zsámbék Basin -  Sarmatian.
CenMJ Miliolinella WIESNER, 1931. emend. LUCZKOWSKA, 1972
№7io/me//a ¿^anariaaa LUCZKOWSKA. 1974 
(Pl. VI. figs. 4-5)
1974. AiMo/me/Za Zmnanana LUCZKOWSKA; LUCZKOWSKA, p. 103. PI.
29, figs. 1-5, text-fig. 35.
AÍarena/. 24 specimens.
De^chphoa. Test ovate in outline, usually broader than longer, flattened; 
periphery rounded; three to five chambers visible from the outside; early 
chambers small, in quinqueloculine arrangemenet, two chambers in the final 
whorl broad, inflated, in planispiral arrengement; sutures depressed, distinct, 
with narrow strip along the sutures; wall calcareous, imperforate, thin; surface 
smooth and polished; aperture large, semicircular, with a broad and low apertura! 
flap.
DZ/nen^Zons. Length: 0.4-0.57 mm; breadth: 0.36-0.6 mm; thickness: 
0.2-0.38 mm.
LanaZ)ZZZry. The test shape is variable, as the last chamber may be more 
or less inflated and have flattened sides. Sometimes slightly evolut. Centrally 
more or less depressed.
ÆemazLy. The specimens from Zsámbék Basin can be well identified with 
the type described by LUCZKOWSKA, 1974.
DZsrrZZ?arZon. Poland: Ligota Zabrska, Wcgline, Wierczhowika -  Upper 
Badenian; Romania: Kostej in Banat -  Badenian; Hungary: Zsámbék Basin -  
Sarmatian. SpZroZZna aaswaca zone.
80________________________ ÁGNES GÖRÖG__________________________
AiZZZoZZaeZZa je/eae (KARRER, 1868)
(PI. VI. figs. 6-8)
1868. 7n/ocM/;'rta ye/ene KARRER; KARRER, p. 138, Taf. 1, Fig. 12. 
1970. QMin?Me/ocM/ina ^eZeae (KARRER); D1DKOWSKI et 
SATANOWSKAJA. p. 32. Tabl. 18. fig. 9.
1974. AfZZZoZZaeZZa yeZene (KARRER); LUCZKOWSKA, p. 105, PI. 20, figs. 
1, 2, text-fig. 36.
Materia/. 76 specimens.
De.ycn/7fton. Test small, oval, subtriangular in cross-section; periphery 
rounded; three to five chambers visible from the outside, usually the fourth and 
fifth chambers are small, or invisible; chambers broad, widest at the base, 
tapering towards the aperture; elevated middle chamber placed slightly oblique; 
sutures somewhat depressed; wall calcareous, imperforte and thin; surface 
smooth and polished; aperture semicircular to low and broad arch, bearing a 
flap or low, tape-shape tooth.
DZ/aeayZoa .̂ Length: 0.25-0.5 mm; breadth: 0.2-0.4 mm; thickness: 
0.2-0.36 mm.
MarZaRZ/Zfy. Usually three chambers are visible from the exterior. The 
shape of the aperture and the tooth is variable.
Remarry. The shape of the aperture and the tooth are the m ajor 
d istingu ish ing  fea tu res between AfZZZoZZaeZZa ye/eae (KARRER) and 
AfZZZoZZaeZZa vaZvaZany (REUSS).
The specimens from Zsambek Basin can be well identified with the type 
described by KARRER, 1868.
DZyfrZ&MiZoa. Rom ania: K ostej in Banat -  Badenian; Russia: 
W est-Precaucasian region. Georgia, Crimea -  Middle Miocene: Ukraine: 
Volhyn-Podolian Platform -  Lower Badenian; Hungary: Zsambek Basin -  
Sarmatian. SpZro/Zaa aayrnaca zone.
In Paratethys: Oligocene -  Miocene.
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Ce/HAf P seudo trilocu lina  CHER!F, 1970 ( -  S inuloculina
LUCZKOWSKA. 1972)
con.?o^nna (D'ORBIGNY. 1846)
(PI. VI. figs. 9-10)
1846. 7n/ocM/;na D'ORBIGNY; D'ORBIGNY. p. 277. Taf 17 Fig
10- 12.
1951. 7n7ocM/ma couw(?nna D'ORBIGNY; MARKS, p. 40.
1958. M/io/tna con.so&wia (D'ORBIGNY); VENCL1NSK1, p. 80. Tabl. XV, 
fig. 3 a-c.
1958. A fi/io /ina conyo^r/na (D 'ORBIGNY) var. n itens REUSS;
VENGLINSK1. p. 82. Tabl. XV. fig. 1 a-c.
1960. M7io/ina co/i.w№na (D'ORBIGNY) var. nitens REUSS; STANCHEVA. 
p. 11, Tabl. I, fig. l a .
1960. M/io/ina c o a ^ n a a  (D'ORBIGNY) var. sarmatica BOCDANOWICH 
STANCHEVA. p. 11. Tabl. 1. fig. 6.
1968. 7h7ocM/iaa coa^oMaa D'ORBIGNY; KORECZ LAKY, p 67 Taf I 
fig. 12.
1970. Tri/oca/iaa c o a ^ r i a a  coa^o(?riaa D'ORBIGNY; DIDKOWSKI et 
SATANOVSKAJA. p. 21. Tabl. 10. fig. 10-12.
1973. 7n7ocM/;aa coa.w ^aa D'ORBIGNY; KORECZ-LAKY, PI. 1. fig. 12.
1974. S/aM/ocH//aa coayo^r/aa (D'ORBIGNY); LUCZKOWSKA, p. 123, PI. 
XXV, figs. 5-7, text-fig 40.
1975. QMia<?Me/ocM/;aa coa.wMaa (D'ORBIGNY); VENGLINSKl.p. 157, Tabl 
XV. fig. 2.
1985. S/aa/ocM/iaa coa.wAriaa (D'ORBIGNY); PAPP et SCHMID, p. 95. PI. 
88, Fig. 5-10, text-plate 14. fig. 2.
Afarena/. About 500 specimens.
De^cripaoa. Test slender, flattened, tapering at the aperture; periphery 
rounded, three or five chambers visible from the exterior, chambers one-half 
coil in lenght, broader at the base, the last chamber often extended forming 
a short neck, middle chambers long, narrow and oblique, usually the fourth and 
fifth chambers poorly or not visible; sutures indistinct; wall thin; surface smooth, 
polished; aperture small, circular, bearing a short, bifid tooth.
Length: 0.5-1,0 mm; breadth: 0.2-45 mm; thickness:
0.2-0.3 mm.
Variable features arc the length of the extension of the last 
chamber, which occasionally dissappearcs, producing a more or less quadrangular 
shape of the test. The periphery may be subacute.
82________________________ AGNES GOROG________________________
RemarLy. This is a very weii-known and common species, it differs from 
SinM/oca/ina nifens (REUSS, 1950) in broader ova! test and obtique position 
of the middle chamber.
Di.Mn&Miion. Austria: Nussdorf. Baden. Vienna Basin -  Badenian and 
Sarmatian; Poland: Regions of Wadowice. Wieliczka, Chmielnik -  Badenian and 
Lower Sarmatian; Ukraine: Transcarpathians -  Lower Sarmatian. Krim -  
Miocene; North Caucase -  Miocene; Hungary: Mecsek Mts. -  Badenian and 
Lower Sarmatian. Zsambék Basin -  Sarmatian.
in Lower and Middle Sarmatian this species were cosmopolitan in 
Paratethys.
PseMifofn/ocMhna in/7a?a (D'ORBiGNY. 1826)
(PI. Vi. figs, li-13)
1826. 7ri/ocM/ina in/Yara D'ORBiGNY; D'ORBiGNY. p. 300.in Catalogue 
Ellis et Messina.
1846. 7ri/ocM/ina in/7a;a D'ORBiGNY; D'ORBiGNY, p. 278. Taf. 17, Fig. 
13-15.
1970. T /r/ocM /iaa In /ia ra  in / / a t a  D 'ORBiGNY; DiDKOW SKi et 
SATANOVSKAJA. p. 57. Tabl. 34. fig. 4.
1974. Sina/oca/ina in/7ara D'ORBiGNY; LUCZKOWSKA, p. 126, PI. XXIV. 
fig. 6.
1985. 7ri/oca/ina in/fara D'ORBiGNY; PAPP ct SCHMID, p. 95, PI. 89. Fig. 
1-3.
Materia/. 28 specimens.
Description. Test broad, quadrangular-oval, oval in section; periphery 
rounded; three chambers visible from the outside; chambers broad, tubular, in 
the lower part strongly inflected, straightened toward the aperture; sutures 
slightly depressed; wall calcareous, relative thick; surface smooth, polished; 
aperture large, circular, with a robust, bifid tooth.
Dimensions. Length: 0.6-1.2 mm; breadth: 0.4-0.72 mm; thickness: 
0.34-0.52 mm.
FahaMiry. Sometimes only two chamber arc visible from the exterior.
Remarks. Our specimens are similar to the original description and 
illustration of this species published by D'ORBiGNY in 1846, having a
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broad-ova! shape of the test. In contrast to the specimens described and figured 
by LUCZKOWSKA (1974) they have siendcrer shape, but the other features 
are the same.
Di.Mr;7?anon. Austria: Nussdorf. Vösiau. Vienna. Basin -  Badcnian; 
Poiand: Bogoria, Crabowiec. Niskowa, Rybnica, Wcgiinck, Wieliczka -  Badenian 
and Lower Sarmatian; Ukraine: Volhyn-Podolian Piatform. Predcarpathian 
Foredeep. Biack Sea Depression -  Upper Badenian; South Ukraine -  Piioccne; 
Hungary. Zsambck Basin — Sarmatian, S/aro/ina aasrnaca zone.
In the Upper Badenian this species was cosmopoiitian in Paratcthys. 
Recentiy iives in Medierrencan Sea (LUCZKOWSKA. 1974).
CentM Triiocuiina D'ORBIGNY. 1826. emend. LUCZKOWSKA. 1972
7h7oca/ma g/Ma D'ORBIGNY, 1846 
(PI. VII. figs. 1-2)
1826. 7r;7oca/;'na g/№a D'ORBIGNY; D'ORBIGNY, p. 133, Nr. 3, fide 
Catalogue Ellis ct Messina.
1846. 7r;7oca/;'na gtM a D'ORBIGNY; D'ORBIGNY, p. 274 Taf 16 Fie
22-24. ' ' s*
1846. 7h7oca/ma aa.s?naca D'ORBIGNY; D'ORBIGNY, p 275 Taf 16 Fie 
25-27. ' ' s-
1846. 7n7oca/iaa moraara D'ORBIGNY; D'ORBIGNY, p. 279, Taf. 17 
Fig. 16-18.
1958. Afi/io/i'na aa^riaca (D'ORBIGNY); VENGLINSKI, p 65 TabI 13 
fig- I- ' '
1964. 7n7oca/;aa aa^naca D'ORBIGNY; KORECZ-LAKY p 478 Taf 1 
Fig. 13. . . .
1968. 7n7oca//aa g;Ma D'ORBIGNY; KORECZ-LAKY. p. 67.
1968. 7f!/oca/tna aasrnaca D'ORBIGNY; KORECZ-LAKY, p. 67. Taf. 1. 
Fig. 4.
1970. T r i/o c a /ia a  a a ^ tr /a c a  D'ORBIGNY; DIDKOWSKI ct 
SATANOVSKAJA, p. 54. Tabl. 32. Fig. 1.
1970. T r i/o c a /ia a  g /M a  g / ^ a  D'ORBIGNY; DIDKOWSKI et 
SATANOVSKAJA. p. 56. Tab). 33. Fig. 3.
1973. 7n7oca/ina aa.stnaca D'ORBIGNY; KORECZ-LAKY, pl.l, fig. 8.
1974. Th/oca/iaa g;№a D'ORBIGNY; LUCZKOWSKA. p. 134. pl. XXIII, Fig. 
2a-c; Text-fig. 46/2.
1975. 7n7oca/ma ^№ a D'ORBIGNY; VENGLINSKI, p. 167, Tabl 19 Fie3. s-
1985. 7n/oca//ma ^ ¿ ;a  D'ORBIGNY; PAPP ct SCHMID, p. 93, PI. 86. Fig. 
1-4, text-plate 14. fig. 1; p. 94. PI. 86. Fig. 5-7; p. 95. PI. 89, fig. 4-6.
M________________________ ÁGNES GÖRÖG____________________
Matena/. 18 specimens.
Description. Test broad-oval, tapering at both ends; subtrianguiar in 
section; periphery rounded; two or three chambers visible from the exterior; 
chambers broad, infiated. middie chamber inflated; sutures depressed; wali 
caicarcous. thick; surface smooth; aperture circuiar, bearing a iarge bifid tooth.
Dimensions. Length: 0.4-0.8 mm; breadth: 0.34-76 mm; thickness: 0.3-0.5
mm.
Parta/nUry. The size of the middic chamber is variable, sometimes only 
two chambers are visible, as in T. bipartia. The chambers may be more or less 
inflated. Occasionally chambers have more or less rounded edges.
Remarks. 7n7oca/ma aa.nnaca D'ORBIGNY. 71 Inomata D'ORBIGNY. 
and 71 ¿yfpn/Mn D'ORBIGNY differ from 71 %;Ma D'ORBIGNY only in the 
features mentioned above. In our material the specimens with different 
morfology occured together, for which reasons we accept the opinion of PAPP 
et SCHMID (1985), that these species belong to 71 g/Ma D'ORBIGNY.
Dlstrilmtion.- Austira: Nussdorf, Voslau. Vienna Basin -  Badenian; Poland: 
Bcnczyn, Bogoria. Bogucice. Grabowiec. Karsy. Rybnica, Weglinek -  Badenian 
and Lower Sarmatian; Ukraine: Volhyn-Podolian Platform. Precarpathian 
Foredeep -  Badenian; Black Sea Depression -  Upper Badenian; Hungary: 
Zsambck Basin -  Sarmatian. Splro/Ina aastrlaca zone.
This species was frequen t in Lower and M iddle Sarm atian  
(BRESTENSKA, 1974), recently lives in Adriatic Sea (LUCZKOWSKA. 1974).
7n7ocM/ma intermedia KARRER, 1868 
(PI. VII. figs. 3-4)
1868. 7n7oca/ina intermedia KARRER; KARRER. p. 138. Taf. 1, Fig. 1. 
1958. Ml/Io/Ina intermedia (KARRER); VENGLINSKI, Tabl. 77. Tabl. XIV, 
fig. 1.
1970. Th/oca/ina intermedia KARRER; DIDKOWSKI et SATANOVSKAJA. 
p. 58. Tabl. 35. fig. 3.
1974. 7'ri/oca/ina intermedia KARRER; LUCZKOWSKA. p. 136, PI. 23. fig. 
1, text-fig. 46/4.
Materia/. 7 specimens.
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Daycr;/7í;on. Test irregularly circular, triangular in cross-section; 
periphery angular, keeled; three chambers visible from the outside; two last 
chambers large, inflated, tapering at both ends, trapezoid in cross-section, bear 
two strong ridges placed wide apart on the periphery; third chamber small, 
convex, with one ridge; sutures depressed, distinct; wall thick; surface smooth; 
aperture circular or subtriangular, bordered by everted, rim, with a sort, bifid 
tooth.
Dimensions. Length: 0.5-0.9 mm; breadth: 0.4-0.7 mm; thickness: 
0.5-0.8 mm.
Cariai) i/iry. The edges of the chambers may be more or less sharp and 
occasionally waved.
f?emar%s. Our specimens are very similar to the illustration of KARRER, 
having distinct ridges.
DisrriirMtion. Romania: Kostej in Banat, Buitur -  Badenian; Ukraine: 
Volhyn-Podolian Platform , Precarpathian Foredccp -  Middle Miocene, 
Transcarpathians -  Upper Badenian and Lower Sarmatian; Poland: Karsy, 
Korytnica, Niskowa -  Lower Badenian; Hungary. Zsámbck Basin -  Sarmatian. 
Recently lives in Mediterranean Sea (LUCZKOWSKA, 1974).
Genas Varidcntclla LUCZKOWSKA, 1972
Cariiicnte/ia /ate/acanara (VENGL1NSKI, 1953)
(Pl. VH. figs. 5-6)
1958. M7io//ina /are/acanata VENGL1NSKI; VENGL1NSK1, p. 79, Tabl. 14, 
fig- 3.
1960. Afi/ioiina /are/acanata VENGL1NSK1; STANCHEVA, p. 12, Tabl. 1. 
fig. 2.
1970. A fi/io iina  /a fe /a c a n a ta  VENGLÍNSK!; D1DKOWSK1 et 
SATANOVSKAJA, p. 26. Tabl. 14. fig. 1.
1974. CariJente/in /atciaca/ata VENGLINSK1; LUCZKOWSKA. p. 140, PI. 
27, figs. 7, 8.
Afareria/. About 400 specimens.
Description. Test oval, slender; periphery rounded; four or five chambers 
visible from the outside; chambers one-half coil in length, tubular, narrow, in
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the tower part somewhat inflected; elevated middie chambers iong, convex; 
sutures strongly depressed, distinct; waii calcareous, imperforate; surface duii; 
aperture rounded to ovai, bordered by erverted rim, bearing iow, broad tooth 
siightiy bifid at the end.
Di/way/oay. Length: 0.4-0.65 mm; breadth: 0.24-0.37 mm; thickness: 
0.14-0.2 mm.
Pa/raMhy. The shape of the test may be ovai or narrowiy ovai. The shape 
of the aperture ranges from rounded to ovai. The tooth is variable, usuaiiy broad, 
but may be narrow.
Rema/ty. 7he most distinctive features of this species are the iong and 
tubular chambers, the strongiy depressed sutures and the variable shape of the 
aperture.
Diytri^atioa. Ukraine: Transcarpathians -  Lower Sarmatian; Poland: 
Budy, Grzybow, Mielec, Rytwiany. Zrccze -  Lower Sarmatian; Bulgaria: 
Vladimirovo, Staroselci, Staverni, Orjahovina, Dimovo (Nortwestern Bulgaria) -  
Lower Sarmatian; Hungary: Zsambek Basin -  Sarmatian, E/pAaPa/H Aaacnaaw 
and Sp/ro/ina aa.stnaca zone.
Lan'(fen?c//a p.yca^ocoy/ata (VENGL1NSK1, 1958)
(PI. VH, figs. 7-9)
1958. Af/Eo/ina pyea^ocoyrafa VENGL1NSK1; VENGL1NSK1. p. 70, 
Tabl. 10. fig. 1-3, Tabl. 11. fig. 1-3.
1962. QMt"?Mc/oca/ma pyeaJocosrata (VENGL1NSK1); VENCL1NSK1, p. 
74. Tabl. 4. fig. 3. 4.
1970. Qa/ngae/oca/ina pyea^ocosrara (VENGL1NSK1); D1DKOWSK1 et 
SATANOVSKAJA, p. 31. Tabl. 17. fig. 5.
1973. Qa/ngae/oca/ma pycaJocosMM (VENCL1NSK1); KORECZ LAKY, 
PI. H. fig. 5.
1974. ka/r<7catc//a pyca^ocoyrara (VENGL1NSK1); LUCZKOWSKA, p. 
140, PI. 26. Fig. 7.
1975 Qa;rayac/oca/;7na pyca<7oco.y?a;a (VENGL1NSK1); VENCL1NSK1, 
p. 159, Tabl. 13. fig. 3.
Afarena/. 36 specimens.
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Deych/nion. Test broad-ova) to circutar in outtinc; oval or triangular in 
section; periphery broadiy-rounded; three to five chambers visibie from the 
exterior, fifth chamber usually pooriy visible; chamber broad, in the lower part 
inflected, sfightfy narrower towards the aperture, middfc chamber iarge, convex; 
sutures distinct, depressed; wait porcefaneous, massive; surface covered with fine, 
fongitudinai grooves, which stronger on the outer part of the chamber, usuaHy 
disappearing near the aperture; aperture iarge, oval, with iow, broad, quadrate, 
bifurcated tooth.
Dimenyiony. Length: 0.3-0.68 mm; breadth: 0.3-0.56 mm; thickness: 
0.2-0.34 mm.
EariaMiry. The ornamentation may be more or iess strong.
Remarry. Our specimens are very cióse to the originai description of 
VENGLINSKi, Í958. They differ from specimens figured by LUCZKOWSKA 
in their more weak and thicker grooves. The different characters from 
Cyc/q/bri'na roreama (SEROVA) and from C. vermica/ariy (KARRER) arc given 
at the desription of C. roreM/na. The specimens described by VENGLINSKI, 
Í975 probabiy beiong to Eari<fenre/la georgiana LUCZKOWSKA, Í974. E. 
/?yeM&)coyia;a differs from this species in its iarger test, iarge ovai aperture 
and bifid quadranguiar tooth.
Diyfri&Míion. Poiand: Budy, Grzybów, Rytwiany, Zrccze -  Lower 
Sarmatian; Ukraine: Transcarpathians -  Lower Sarmatian; Hungary: Zsámbék 
Basin -  Sarmatian, E/pi:i¿fÍMm reginán: and EipAiJian: Aaaerinan: zone.
Ean)ien:e//a reayyi (BOGDANOWICH. Í947)
(Pi. VII, figs. 10-11)
1958. Afiiio/ina reayyi BOGDANOWICH; VENGLINSKI. p. 83. Tab!. !4, 
fig. i. 3.
i960. Afi/io/ina reayyi BOGDANOWICH; STANCHEVA, p. 10, Tabi. I, fig. 
4.
1962. QMin<7Me/ocM/ina reayyi (BOGDANOWICH); VENGLINSKI, p. 74, Tabl. 
IV. fig. 1.
1964. QMÍn<7Me/ocM/ina re ay y i (BOGDANOWICH); KORECZ-LAKY, p. 478, 
Taf. in, Fig. 2.
1970. QaingMe/ocM/ina reayyi reayyi (BOGDANOWICH); DIDKOWSKI et 
SATANOVSKAJA. p. 31. Tabi. 18. fig. 3.
1973. Qaingoe/ocM/ina reayyi (BOGDANOWICH); KORECZ-LAKY, Pl. II, 
fig. 4.
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1974. PanJenre//a (BOGDANOW1CH); LUCZKOWSKA, p. 141, part
I, PI. 8. figs. 1-3. part 2. text-fig. 48-49.
1974. QmngMe/ocM/ina (BOGDANOW1CH); BRESTENSKA, p. 250, Taf,
1. Fig. 5.
1975. QMtn<?Me/ocM/ina reu^i (BOGDANOW1CH); VENGL1NSK1, p. 161, Tab). 
8. fig. 10.
Afarena/. About 80 specimens.
Descr/pf/on. Test nearly  c ircu lar to broad-oval, sub triangu lar in 
cross-section; periphery rounded; four to five chamber visible from the outside; 
chambers broad, compressing towards the aperture; the last chamber usually 
extended and inclined towards the penultimate one; elevated middle chambers 
slightly oblique; sutures distinct; wall porcelanous and thin; surface dull, smooth 
or often covered with irregular, longitudinal wrinkles; aperture low semicircular 
to slit-like, bordered with an everted rim. equipped with low. broad quadrangular 
or tape-shape tooth.
Length: 0.28-0.41 mm; breadth: 0.24-36 mm; thickness:
0.18-0.25 mm.
PanaN/ny. The shape of the test, the aperture and the tooth is variable. 
A clear review of the variab ility  and ontogeny is presented by 
LUCZKOWSKA, 1974.
/?emanLr. The specimens from Zsambek Basin are identical in detail with 
the desription and illsutration of LUCZKOWSKA, 1974.
D/str/ZMa/on. Ukraine: Precaucasus, Moldavia -  Lower Sarm atian, 
Transcarpathians -  Lower and Middle Sarmatian; North-Western Bulgaria: 
Vladimirovo. Pakevo, Pelovo, Krivodol -  Sarmatian; Westslowakia -  Sarmatian; 
Poland: Machow, Miechocin, Mokrzyszow, Piaseczno, Rytwiany -  Lower 
Sarmatian; Hungary: Tokaj Mts. -  Lower Sarmatian, Zsambek Basin -  Sarmatian, 
E/p/nJium AaMennMfn zone and the lower part of the Sp/ro/ma aa.swaca zone.
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%y!<?ente//a rotunJa (GERKE, 1938)
(Pl. Vin, figs, 1-2)
1958. №7io/;na a*nehann var. romnifa GERKE; VENGLINSKf, p. 79, Tab!. 
!4, fig. 4.
1970. QMin?He/ocM/ina aÁ:nenana rotunda GERKE; DIDKOWSKI et 
SATANOVSKAJA. p. !7. Tab!. 7. fig. 4.
!974. emn^Hc/ocM/ina a/:neriana rotanJa GERKE; BRESTENSKÁ, p 248 
Taf. !. Fig. 6.
1974. Fan<a?nfe//a rofaa^a (GERKE); LUCZKOWSKA. p. !45, P!. 27, figs. 
5, 6. text-fig. 5!.
Afarena/. About !00 specimens.
De^cri/rrion. Test rounded, subtriangular in cross-section; periphery 
rounded; four to five chambers visible from the outside; the fifth chamber poorly 
or not visib!e; chambers broad, somewhat tapering toward the aperture; the last 
chamber usually extended and inclined towards the penultimate one; prominent 
middle chambers slightly oblique; sutures slightly depressed; wall thin; surface 
smooth and shiny; aperture large semicircular, usually bordared with a thickened 
rim, bearing a short bifid tooth.
Dimension.?. Length: 0.4-0.7 mm; breadth: 0.2-0.6 mm; thickness: 
0.25-0.4 mm.
PanaMáy. The last chamber more or less extends and inclines toward 
the penultimate one. The aperture is surrounded with a strongly or weakly 
thickened rim. Ontogeny is discussed in detail by LUCZKOWSKA, 1974.
Remarks. This species somewhat close to Fari<fen?e//a /7seM<focos?a;a 
(VENGHNSKJ, 1958), from wich it differs in ist smooth surface.
DiSiri&Mfion. Ukraine: Transcarpathinas -  Upper Badcnian -  Lower 
Sarmatian; Russain Platform -  Lower Sarmatian; Poland: Budy, Miechocin, 
Mokrzyszów, Grzybów, Rytwiany, Mielic, Zrecze -  Upper Badenian and Lower 
Sarmatian; Westslovakia -  Sarmatian; Hungary: Zsámbck Basin -  Sarmatian.
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Sa¿?yanM/y Tubinellinae RHUMBLER, 1906 
Cenas Articularía LUCZKOWSKA. 1972
^Irnca/aha artica/inoUes (GERKE et ISSAEVA, 1952)
(PI. Vm. fig. 3)
? 1958. y lrn c a /in a  c /.  a r tic a /in o i^ e s  (G ER K E et ISSAEVA);
VENGLINSKI, p. 96. Tabl. XIX. fig. 2.
1960. ^mca/ina ? araca/inoá/es (GERKE et ISSAEVA); STANCHEVA, 
p. 13. Tabl. 2. fig. 5.
1970. ^mca/ina ? arnca/inoá/es (GERKE et ISSAEVA); DIDKOWSKI 
et SATANOVSKAJA. p. 38. Tabl. 22. fig. 4.
? 1974. /4raca/ina arnca/inoa/es (GERKE et ISSAEVA); BRJESTENSKÁ,
p. 253, Taf. 2. Fig. 46.
1974. y lr iic a /a r ia  a rtica /in o /Je s  (GERKE et ISSAEVA); 
LUCZKOWSKA. p. 68. PI. XVII. fig. 1. 2.
Afarena/. 9 incomplete specimens (1 initial part).
Descnpaon. Initial part oval, flattened; periphery rounded; five chambers 
visible from the outside, one-half coil in length and in quinqueloculine or 
cryptoquinqueloculinc arrangement; chambers tubular, strongly inflected in the 
lower part; middle chambers elongated; sutures tape-shaped, distinct, slightly 
depressed; wall relatively thick; surface smooth and dull; aperture semicircular, 
with low. broad tooth.
Later part uniserial; of one to three elongate, pipe-like chambers, 
broadering at the base and tapering towards the end; sutures depressed; surface 
smooth and dull; aperture rounded, bordered with a thickened lip. without a 
tooth.
Dimensions. Inital part: length: 0.34 mm; breadth: 0.22 mm; thickness: 
0.09 mm. Uniserial part: length: 0.4-0.75 mm; maximum diameter: 0.08-1,3 mm.
LanaMiry. The shape of the initial part is unvaried. Often the uncoiled 
part grows obliquely to the coiling axis. The uniserial chambers have usually 
a more or less irregular shape, bearing constrictions.
Remarks. The initial part of this species is very resembles Fan(/ente//a 
reass/ (BOGDANOWICH). according LUCZKOWSKA (1 9 7 4 )^ rr/c a /a r/a  
arnca/Znoa/es may have arisen from Lanenre/Za reass/.
VENGLINSKI (1958) and BRESTENSKÁ (1974) desribed only the 
uniserial part and the illustrated chambers have a regular shape.
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ЛЛмгймноя. Russia: North Caucasus. A z e rb a ija n , Moidavia and 
Ukraine: Voihyn- Podotian Piatform -  Lower Sarmatian; Poiand: Gryzybów. 
Miechocin, Mokrzyszów, Rytwiany -  Lower Sarmatian; Buigaria: Vladimirovo 
in Moldavian Piatform (Northwestern Buigaria) -  Lower Sarmatian; Hungary: 
Zsámbék Basin -  Sarmatian. S/мгойяа аылтпаса zone.
Селил Articuiina D'ORBIGNY. Í826
z!r?icM/ma a/! ятТ/a D'ORBiGNY, 1826 
(Pi. VHi, fig. 5)
1826. Илпсм//ла a¿?;¿a D'ORBiGNY; D'ORBIGNY. p. 300. fide Catalogue 
Eiiis et Messina.
1970. И гясм О яа яС /ífa л/ n J a  D 'ORBiGNY; DIDKOWSKI at 
SATANOVSKAJA. p. 40. Tabi. 23. fig. 2.
1973. Игмсмйяа я/нТ/а D'ORBIGNY; KORECZ LAKY, Pl. II, fig. 3.
Afarenaf. 4 chambers of the uniserial part.
Релсл/?ноя. Test elogate, consists of a few onion-like chambers; chambers 
inflated at the base and narrowing toward the aperture; length: diameter rate 
is 1:1.5; wall relatively thick; surface covered with distinct, longitudinal costae; 
aperture circular, bordered with a thickened rim, without a tooth.
Ойнеял/оял. Length: 0.2-0.25 mm; maximum diameter:0.15-0.19 mm.
Деякм%л. The ornamentation of this species is very similar to Илнсмйлл 
#й?йоли/а D'ORBIGNY, 1846, the latter species differs in its oval aperture, and 
more thickened rim. The shape of the chambers is close to Нлмсмйла ляг/лайса 
(KARRER, 1877), but differs in its distinct and thicker ornamentation.
D/лгйймйоя. Ukraine -  Upper Badenian; Hungary: Tokaj Mts. -  Lower 
Sarmatian, Zsámbék Basin -  Sarmatian, Е/рАййм/л reg/лмл: zone.
Articuiina problema BOG DAÑO WICH, 1952 
(Pl. VIII, fig. 4)
1958. уипсыЛла /?гоЫеяю BOGDANOWICH; WENGLINSKI. p 93 Tahi 
XIX, fig. 1-10.
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I960. /4rricHiina /?roAiema BOGDANOWICH; STANCHEVA, p.13, Tab!. II, 
fig. 6.
1964. .dmca/ina /?roi?/ema BOGDANOWICH; KORECZ LAKY, Taf, II. fig. 
5.
1970. ^ r i i c u / in a  /7roi?/ema BOGDANOWICH; DIDKOWSKI et 
SATANOVSKAJA, p. 41. Tab!. 23. fig. 5-7.
1973. ^4m'cM/ina /?ro&/ema BOGDANOWICH; KORECZ-LAKY. Pi. V, fig. 1.
1974. /Irtica/ina pro^/ema BOGDANOWICH; BRESTENSKA, p.253. Taf. 3. 
Fig. 1-2.
1974. ,4r;icM/ina pro^/ema BOGDANOWICH; LUCZKOWSKA. p. 71. PI. 
XVII. figs. 7-10.
1975. /Irricaiina jproMema BOGDANOWICH; VENGLINSKI, p. 164. Tabl. 
XV. fig. 10.
Afa/eriaf. About 100 specimens.
Description . Initial part relatively small, broad to elongated oval, usually 
quadrangular at the base and slightly tapering towards the end, flattened; 
periphery rounded or subrounded; three to five chambers visible from the 
outside; chambers one-half coil in length, in the eariy part planispiral, than in 
triloculine or quinqueloculine arrangement; chambers tubular, basically 
somewhat widened and strongly inflected; middle chambers nearly circular to 
elongated oval, sometimes slightly depressed; sutures slightly depressed; aperture 
more or less rounded, with a iow, simple tooth.
Uniseriai part long, number of the chambers up to six; chambers elongated, 
cone shaped, siightly inflated at the base and narrowed towards the end. and 
slightly increasing in size; length: diameter rate is 1:2-3; sutures strongly 
depressed; aperture circular, bordered with a more or less thickened iip, without 
a tooth.
Wall of test relatively thick; surface smooth and dull, in adult specimens 
covered with fine, longitudinal grooves.
Dimensions. Initial part: length: 0.15-0.31 mm; breadth: 0.11-0.16 mm; 
thickness: 0.08-0.1. Chamber of uniserial part: length: 0.3-0.4 mm; maximum 
diameter: 0.1-0.15 mm.
La/iain/hy. The shape of the initial part is variable.
/?enKM%s. This species differs from /Inricaiina sarmatica (KARRER) in 
its slender shape of the uncoiled chambers.
Disfiinaion. U kraine: Crim e, V olhyn-Podolian P latform ,
Transcarpathians -  Sarmatian; North Caucasus, Georgia, Moldavia -  Lower and
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Middle Sarmatian; Poland: Dwikozy.Cryzybów, Miechocin, Mokrzyszów, 
Rytwiany, Zrecze -  Lower Sarmatian; Bulgaria: Pelovo, Dimovo. Kősava and 
Dlgodelci in N orthw estern  Bulgaria -  Lower and M iddle Sarm atian; 
Czecho slovakia -  Sarmatian; Hungary: Tokaj Mts. -  Upper part of Lower 
Sarmatian, Zsámbék Basin -  Sarmatian, from the Е^рймйит reg/пым: zone to 
the lower part of the Spiro/ina аилпаса zone.
Most common in the upper part of the Lower Sarmatian.
Sapef/ami/y Alveolinacea EHRENBERG, 1839 
Faau/y Soritidac EHRENBERG. 1839 
Saí/amv/y Peneroplinae SCHULTZ, 1854 
белил Spirolina LAMARCK, 1804
Spiro/ina амяпаса D'ORBIGNY, 1846 
(PI. VIII, fig. 6-9)
1846. Dendwina e/egaa^ D'ORBIGNY; D'ORBIGNY. p. 135, Taf. 7, Fig. 5.
6.
1846. Spiro/ina аилп'аса D'ORBIGNY; D'ORBIGNY. p. 137. Taf. 7. Fig. 7-9. 
1968. Spiro/ma амлласа D'ORBIGNY; KORECZ-LAKY. p. 95, Taf. VI, 
Fig. 5.
1970. Spiro/ma амлласа D'ORBIGNY; D1DKOWSK1 et SATANOVSKAJA, 
p. 65. Tabl. 40, fig. 4.
1970. S p iro /in a  aa^ rriaca  ^oa<Ua D1DKOWSKI; DIDKOWSKI, et 
SATANOVSKAJA. p. 65. Tabl. 40. fig. 2.
1970. Spiro/ina e/e#ans D'ORBIGNY; DIDKOWSKI et SATANOVSKAJA, 
p. 66, Tabl. 41. fig. 5.
1975. Spiro/ina амлласа D'ORBIGNY; VENGLINSKI. p. 169, Tabl. 20. 
fig. 1.
1985. Spiro/ma амлласа D'ORBIGNY; PAPP et SCHMID, p. 54, PI. 44, 
figs. 7-9, P!. 45, figs. 1-5.
Миела/. Over 500 specimens.
DMcnpaon. Test large, robust; juvenile part planispirally coiled, seven 
to eighteen chambers, flattened; adult part free, zero to seven barrel-like 
chambers, in uniserial arrengement; periphery rounded; sutures distinct, in the 
juvenile portion ribbon-like, in the uniseral part deeply depressed; umbilicus 
distinct, depressed; wall calcereous, porcelaneous; surface in the juvenile stage 
polished, in adult stage more or less dull; ornamented with longitudinal striation 
at right angle to sutures, stronger on the uniscrial part; aperture of juvenile 
specimens is elongate, lobatcly notched; aperture of adults rounded, lobately 
notched.
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Dimensions. Coilled part: diameter: 0.4-0.7 mm; thickness: 0.23-0.35. 
Uniseraii part: length up to 1 mm; diamter: 0.15-0.3 mm.
Pa/iain/ity. The number of the chambers is variable. The section of the 
uniserial part may be more or less circular. The intensity of the ornamentation 
on the juvenile portion ranges from strong and distinct to weak and poorly 
visible.
R em ark. The morfologically and ornamentically different specimens 
occured together. We agree with PAPP et SCHMID that Dem&ifina e/egans 
D'ORBIGNY, 1846 corresponds to S/aro/ina aasrriaca D'ORBIGNY, 1846. 
Denmana genus differs from Spno/ina genus in its striation aligned with the 
direction of the coiling.
Di-yfn&MHoH. Austira: Nussdorf, Baden, Vienna Basin -  Badenian; Russia: 
Moldavia -  Upper Badenian; Ukraine: Transcarpatians -  Middle Sarmatian; 
Ukraine: Volhyn-Podolian Platform, Balck Sea Depression -  Upper Badenian; 
Hungary: Mecsek Mts. -  Upper Badenian, Zsambck Basin -  Sarmatian, S/7/ro/;na 
aastnaca zone.
S/Mro/ina and Penerop/is genus are frequent in the Middle Sarmatian 
in Eastern Paratethys.
Sape/^ami/y Nodosariacea EHRENBERG, 1838 
Fami/y Polymorphinidae D'ORBIGNY. 1839 
Sa^/ami/y Polymorphininae D'ORBIGNY, 1839 
Genas Guttulina D'ORBIGNY, 1839
CaffM/ina co/n/nanis D'ORBIGNY, 1846 
(PI. VIII, fig. 10)
1846. Ca?;a/ina proMema D'ORBIGNY; D'ORBIGNY. p. 224, Taf. 12, 
Fig. 26-28.
1846. Garta/ina conananis D'ORBIGNY; D'ORBIGNY, p. 224, Taf. 13, 
Fig. 6-8.
1846. Cafta/ina irrega/aris D'ORBIGNY; D'ORBIGNY, p. 226, Taf. 13, 
Fig. 9-10.
1951. Garta/ina irrega/aris D'ORBIGNY; Marks, p. 47.
1962. Carra/ina proMemo D'ORBIGNY; VENGLINSKI. p. XI, fig. 3.
1962. Can a/inn co/n/nanis D'ORBIGNY; VENGLINSKI, p. XI, fig.4.
1968. Gat; a/inn com/nan is D'ORBIGNY; KORECZ LAKY, p. 85.
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1968. Carru/iaa /voMema D'ORBIGNY; KORECZ-LAKY, p. 85, Taf. IV, 
Fig. 17.
1973. CKMM/í/M proMewa D'ORBIGNY; KORECZ-LAKY, Pl. VH. fig. 13. 
1985. coa!/aaais D'ORBIGNY; PAPP et SCHMID, p. 78-79, Pl. 70,
figs. 2-12, Pl. 71, figs. 1-4.
Afarena/. 4 specimens.
Dercnpnoa. Test broad-oval, tapering at the aperture, subtriangular in 
cross-section; periphery broadly rounded; three chambers visible from the 
outside; chambers inflated, more or less döngeted; sutures distinct, depressed; 
wall fine perforated; surface smooth; aperture small, radial, placed at the 
narrowed end of the final chamber.
D/maar/oar. Length of chamber: 0.4-0.9 mm.
LanaN/iry. The shape of the chambers may be more or less inflated and 
elongated. Sutures vary from depressed to flat.
ReraarLy. We agree with the conclusion of MARKS (1951) and PAPP 
et SCHMID (1985), that (?MHM//aa /rregM/anr and (7. /7ro6/ema are synonymus 
with (7. co/a/naa/s. In spite of the fact that (7. coarmaa/r was described before, 
MARKS named these forms as (7. /rrega/an'.?.
D/rinFanoa. O ligocene to R ecent. E specially  abundant in the 
shallow-water and sand facies during the Badenian (PAPP et SCHMID, 1985). 
Austria: Baden, Nussdorf, Vienna Basin -  Badenian, Ukraine: Transcarpathians 
-  Badenian; Hungary: Mecsek Mts. -  Badenian, Tokaj Mts. -  Middle Badenian, 
Zsámbék Basin -  Sarmatian, upper part of the E/p/iá/iara Aaaenaaa! zone. Very 
rarely.
Fa/ai/y Glandulinidac REUSS, 1860 
SarF/aaa/y Oolininae LOEBUCH et TAPPAN, 1961 
Ceaar Oolina D'ORBIGNY, 1839
Oo/iaa atiroaov/ (BOGDANOWICH. 1947)
(Pl. VIII, figs. 11-12)
1947. Earoyo/ea/a mironovi BOGDANOWICH; BOGDANOWICH, p. 28, 
Tabl. 3, fig. 6, fide Catalogue Ellis et Messina.
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1970. E nroso /en ia  Mironov; BOGDANOW1CH; D1DKOWSK1 et 
SATANOVSKAJA, p. 133. Tabl. 78. fig. 7.
Afarena/. 4 specimens.
Description. Test consists of only one chamber, small, egg-shaped, slightly 
flattened; periphery rounded; wall calcareous, gently perforate, thin; surface 
smooth, shiny, with a longitudinal, broad rib. at the lower part somewhat bent, 
connected to a wide rim around the aperture narrow slit, placed at the to of 
the test.
Dimensions. Length: 0.24-0.3 mm.
Remarks. This species differs from the other Enroso/enia species in its 
c h a ra c te r is tic  long itud inal o rnam en ta tion  and broad ap ertu ra l rim . 
VENGL1NSK1 (1958) described E. isa VENGL1NSK1. 1958 and E. marginara 
(WALTER et BOYS, 1784) from Transcarpathians. from Lower Sarmatian.
DisMiTnaion. Ukraine: Crime -  Middle Badenian; Russia: North Caucasus 
-  Middle Badenian; Hungary: Zsambek Basin -  Sarmatian E/p/aT/iam /¡aaen'nam 
zone. Very rarely.
SaZ?or</o Rotaliina DELAGE and H&ROUARD, 1896 
Saper/ami/y Bolivinacea GLAESSNER, 1937 
Eami/y Bolivinidae GLAESSNER, 1937 
Genas Bolivina D'ORBIGNY. 1839
Bo/ivina anrayaa D'ORBIGNY, 1846 
(PI. IX. fig. 1)
1846. Bo/ivina anfi?aa D'ORBIGNY; D'ORBIGNY, p. 240, Taf. 14. Fig. 11-13. 
1961. Bo/ivina anrigaa D'ORBIGNY; C1CHA et ZAPLETALOVA, p. 160, 
Abb. 33.
1968. Bo/ivina anti^aa D'ORBIGNY; KORECZ LAKY, p. 101.
1970. Bo/ivina anri<yaa D'ORBIGNY; D1DKOWSKI et SATANOVSKAJA, 
p. 142. Tabl. 82, fig. 2.
1975. Bo/ivina an;i<?na D'ORBIGNY; VENGLINSK1. p. 199. Tabl. XXXIV. 
fig. 6.
1985. Bo/ivina an;i<yaa D'ORBIGNY; PAPP et SCHMID, p. 83. PI. 77. 
Figs. 1-6.
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Afűíena/. About 30 specimens.
Description. Test eiongated flattened; periphery subacute; biseriaf 
throughout; the number of chambers up to twenty six; proiocuius iarge; chambers 
iow, broad, gradually increasing in size; length: breadth rate is 4:1; sutures 
slightly depressed and straight; there is an angle of 40° between the sutures 
and the logitudinal axe of the test; wall hyaline; surface finely perforate on 
the inner part of the chambers and imperforate at the sutures; pustules appeare 
on the inner part of the latest chambers; aperture a loop at the apertural face.
Di/nen.non.y. Length: 0.2-0.7 mm; breadth: 0.1-0.18 mm.
RemgrLy. Our specimens differ from the specimens of C1CHA et 
ZAPLETALOVÁ (1961) and PAPP et SCHMID (1985) in the more distinct 
pustules.
Di^riAMtion. Neogene, widely distributed. Austria: Baden -  Badenian; 
Ukraine: Volhyn-Podolian Platform, Transcarpathians -  Upper Badenian and 
Lower Sarmatian; West-Carpathians -  Aquitanian to Middle Badenian; Hungary: 
Mecsek Mts. -  Badenien, Zsámbék Basin -  Sarmatian, upper part of the 
E/p/Hi&Mfn AaMennMfn zone.
Bo/ivma /noMűMca D1DKOWSK1, 1959 
(Pl. IX. fig. 2)
1961. Bo/v/na moMavica grane/Mi's CICHA et ZAPLETALOVÁ; CICHA et 
ZAPLETALOVÁ, p. 156, Abb. 29.
1970. Bo/iv/na moJavi'ca D1DKOWSKI; DIDKOWSKI et SATANOVSKAJA, 
p. 143, Tabl. 82. fig. 7.
1974. B o/iv ina /no/<favica g raacas /^  CICHA et ZAPLETALOVÁ; 
BRESTENSKÁ, p. 256. Taf. 3, Fig. 6.
Afarena/. Over 1000 specimens.
DMcn/rnoa. Test elongated, compressed; periphery subrounded; biserial 
throughout; the number of chambers fourteen to twenty; proloculus relative large; 
gradually enlarging chambers are low and broad; length: breadth rate is 1.5-2:1; 
sutures distinct, slightly depressed and somewhat curved towards the initial part 
of the test, sometimes bearing one or two lobes; there is an angle of 60-65° 
between the sutures and the logitudinal axe of the test; wall hyaline, finely 
perforate; surface ornamented with imperforate, irregularly anastomosing costae; 
aperture a slit, broadering at the suture on the apertural face.
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Dimca^oay. Length: 0.2-0.5 mm; breadth: 0.1-0.25 mm.
PariaMiry. The shape of the test may be more or less broad at the 
apertural end. The intensity of the ornamentation is variabie. The appearence 
of one or two lobes is occassional. The longitudinal plane of the test is often 
turned.
Remarks. Bo/ivina moMavica granen.n.y C1CHA et ZAPLETALOVA 
differs from Bo/rviaa moMavica D1DKOWSKI only in the variable characters.
Di^ri^Mnon. Ukraine: Volhyn-Podolian Platform -  Middle Sarmatian; 
Russia: Moldavia -  Middle Sarmatian; West-Carpathians -  Sarmatian; Hungary: 
Zsambek Basin -  Sarmatian.
Bo/rvina Tworavica C1CHA et ZAPLETALOVA, 1961 
(PI. IX. fig. 3)
1961. Bo/ivina rnoravica C1CHA et ZAPLETALOVA; C1CHA et
ZAPLETALOVA, p. 155, Abb. 28.
1975. Bo/ivtna rnoravica C1CHA et ZAPLETALOVA; VENGLINSKI, p. 203,
Tabl. XXXTV, fig. 9.
Afatenai. About 50 specimens.
Description. Test slender, flattened; periphery subacute; biserial 
throughout; the number of chambers fourteen to eighteen; proloculus relative 
large; the first eight or twelve chambers are small, low and strongly increasing 
in size; length: breadth rate is 2,5-3:1; later chambers low, broad and nearly 
uniform in width; sutures distinct, strongly deepen and somewhat curved towards 
the initial part of the test; there is an angle of 45-50° between the sutures 
and the logitudinal axe of the test; wall hyaline, finely perforate; surface 
ornamented with imperforate, irregularly anastomosing costae; aperture a slit, 
broadering at the suture on the apertural face.
D!mefMion.y. Length: 0.2-0.36 mm; breadth: 0.09-0.12 mm; thickness: 
0.05-0.07 mm.
PanaMiry. The longitudinal plane of the test is often turned. Sometimes 
the latest chambers are slightly inflated; irregular in shape and usually they 
are not in the plane of the test. The intensity of the ornamentation is variable.
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This species differs from Bo/lvma mo/Jav/ca ^rauea /̂.s- C1CHA 
et ZAPLETALOVÁ in its narrower test, strongiy depressed sutures and tack 
of the tobes.
DMtri&iMon. West-Carpathians -  Sarmatian; Austria: Jakubov in Vienna 
Basin -  Sarmatian; Ukraine: Transcarpathians -  Middte Badenian; Hungary: 
Zsambék Basin — Sarmatian; repma/n and B/A/íflaa! /¡aacnaaw zone.
Bo/nana .sa^'aa/a DtDKOWSKt. 1959 
(Pt. LX. fig. 4 )
t96t. Bo/tv/aa M^Bta/a DtDKOWSKI; CtCHA et ZAPLETALOVÁ, p 153 
Abb. 26.
1970. Bo/ivina sagBfa/a D1DKOWSK1; D1DKOWSK! et SATANOVSKAJA, 
p. 144. Tabl. 82. fig. 12.
Afaten'a/. 6 specimens.
DMcnpaoa. Test tong, narrow elongated, compressed; periphery rounded; 
biseriat throughout; the number of chambers up to thirty two; protocutus smatt; 
the first ten or twctvc chambers are smatt, tow and strongly increasing in size; 
tater chambers tow. broad and nearly uniform in width; sutures distinct, stightty 
depressed and straight; there is an angtc of 60" between the sutures and the 
togitudinal axe of the test; watt hyatine, fincty perforate; surface smooth; aperture 
a narrow toop at the apertura! face bordered by a thickened and imperforate 
rim on one margin.
DmK?n.norM. Length: 0.3-0.4 mm; breadth: 0.08-0.1 mm.
Bernard. The longitudinat ptane of the test is often turned.
D/.MnT'MHOH. West-Carpathians -  Sarmatian; Russia: Motdavia -  Middte 
Sarmatian; Ukraine: Vothyn-Podotian Ptatform, Transcarpathians -  Middte 
Sarmatian; Hungary: Zsámbck Basin -  Sarmatian, tower most part of the, 
Sp/ro/ma aaswaca zone.
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Bo/rv;'na sarnaaica DIDKOWSKI, 1959 
(PI. IX. fig. 5)
1961. Bo/iv/na a / / .  sar?nan%a DIDKOWSKI; CICHA et ZAPLETALOVA, 
p. 152, Abb. 25.
1970. Bo/iv/na saraMrica DIDKOWSKI; DIDKOWSKI et SATANOVSKAJA, 
p. 144, Tabl. 82, fig. 9.
1975. Bo/M na sarwatica DIDKOWSKI; VENGLINSKI. p. 201, Tabl. XV. 
fig. 1-4.
Materia/. Over 100 specimens.
Description. Test small, elongated, flattened; periphery subrounded; 
biserial throughout; the number of chambers twenty-twenty two; proloculus 
small; in early stage the chambers are small, low and strongly increasing in size; 
later chambers low, broad and nearly uniform in width; the last two chambers 
large, about double size than the previous, nearly spherical in shape; sutures 
distinct, slightly depressed and somewhat curved towards the apertural end of 
the test; there is an angle of 60-80° between the sutures and the longitudinal 
axe of the test; wall hyaline, finely perforate; surface covared with small, 
imperforate costae expect the last two chambers, which ornamented with short 
and deep, wavy wrinkles; aperture a broad and low loop at the apertural face.
Ditnensions. Length: 0.2-0.34 mm; breadth: 0.09-0.13 mm.
FarinZ?i/ay. The angel between the suture and the axe of the test varies 
from acute angle (60°) to nearly perpendicular.
D/sfn'&Mn'on. West-Carpathians -  Sarmatian; Russia: Moldavia -  Middle 
Sarmatian; Ukraine: Transcarpathians, Precarpathians, Volhyn-Podolian 
Platform -  Middle Sarmatian; Hungary: Zsambek Basin -  Sarmatian.
Sape/yanaVy Cassidulinacea D'ORBIGNY, 1839 
fam ily Cassidulinidae D'ORBIGNY, 1839 
Sa//ami/y Cassidulininae D'ORBIGNY. 1839 
Genas Cassidulina D'ORBIGNY, 1826
Cassa/a/ina fnargarera KARRER, 1877 
(PI. IX, fig. 6-7)
1877. Cassn/a/ina Margarera KARRER; KARRER, p. 386, Taf. XVI, Fig. 52.
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1958. Cass/^/a/iaa margaréta KARRER; VENGLINSKI. p. 155, Tab!. XXXIV,
fig- 3.
1962. Cassn/u/ina margaréta KARRER; VENGLINSKI, p. 155, Tabl. XVIII, 
fig. 1.
1970. Cassi^/a/iaa margaréta KARRER; DIDKOWSKI et SATANOVSKAJA, 
p. 1 41, Tabl. 81. fig. 4.
Materia/. About 50 specimens.
Deschpnoa. Test nearly circular, flattened, small; periphery subrounded 
or subacute; chambers biserially arranged and plane of the biseriality 
planispirally enrolled, for this reason four large diagonally arranged chambers 
and at their contacts four small chambers are visible on both side of the test; 
chambers inflated; sutures depressed, distinct; wall thin, perforate; surface 
smooth, polished; aperture elongate, slit-like, deepen, placed near and parallel 
to the peripheral margin.
Dimeasioas. Length: 0.16-0.2! mm; breadth: 0.14-0.2 mm; thickness: 
0.04-0.08 mm.
La/inNAry. The chambers may be more or less inflated.
Remarks. This species is easily distinguished from the other CassMa/iaa 
species by the less number of chambers and lacking of umbonal boss.
D/stnAanoa. A ustria : Baden, Vöslau -  M iocene; U kraine: 
Transcarpathians -  Badenian, Sarmatian; Hungary: Zsámbék Basin -  Sarmatian, 
E/pAM/am regia am zone.
Sape?^am//y Buliminacea JONES, 1875 
Enm//y Buliminiadae JONES, 1875 
Genas Bulimina D'ORBIGNY, 1826
BaAm/aa e/oagara (D'ORBIGNY, 1826)
(PI. D(. fig. 8)
1846. Ba//m/aa e/oagara D'ORBIGNY; D'ORBIGNY. p. 187, Taf. 11, 
Fig. 19. 20.
1951. Ba/im/aa e/oagata D'ORBIGNY; MARKS, p. 57, pi. 7, fig.12.
1958. Ba/im/aa e/oagara D'ORBIGNY; VENGLINSKI. p. 132, Tabl. XXIX, 
fig. 1, 2. Tabl. XXVIII, fig. 3-6.
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1968. Ba/iauaa e/oagafa D'ORBIGNY; KORECZ-LAKY, p. 89, Taf. V. 
Fig. 3.
1970. B a /im iaa  e /o ag a ra  e /o a g a ta  D'ORBIGNY; DIDKOWSKI et 
SATANOVSKAJA. p. 129, Tab!. 77. fig. 2.
1973. Ba/iw aa e/oagara D'ORBIGNY; KORECZ-LAKY, PI. VII, fig. 6. 
1985. Ba/iaMaa c/oagara D'ORBIGNY; PAPP et SCHMID, p. 73, PI. 63, 
figs. 5-9.
1991. Ba/iaHaa e/oagafa D'ORBIGNY; CIMERMAN and LANGER, p. 62, 
pi. 64, figs. 3-8.
Afarena/. 18 specimens.
Deycriprioa. Test elongated, triserial; chambers, inflated, size increase 
gradually; sutures depressed, distinct, curved and oblique; there is an angle of 
30-45° between the sutures and the logitudinal axe of the test; wall calcareous, 
semi-transparent and finely perforate; surface smooth; aperture a long loop at 
the apertural face of the last chamber, boardering with a narrow and raised 
rim and provided with a toothplate.
Diareayioay. Length: 0.3-0.55 mm; breadth: 0.15-0.2 mm.
MviaMify. Often the later chambers arc in uniserail arrengement.
Be/aarLy. The longitudinal axe of the test is often curved. Sometimes 
spines and nodes appeare on the oldest chambers of the test.
DAyrn&Maoa. Oligocene -  Recent. Recently lives between 70 - 2500 m 
(DIDKOWSKI et SATANOVSKAJA, 1970). Austria: Vienna Basin -  Carpathian, 
Badcnian; Ukraine: Transcarpathians -  Upper Badenian, Lower and Middle 
Sarmatian; Hungary: Mccsck Mts., Tokaj Mts. -  Badcnian, Zsambek Basin -  
Sarmatian.
Ea/arTy Buliminaellidae HOFKER, 1951 
Ceaay Buliminclla CUSHMAN, 191!
Ba/iaHae//a e/egaanyyi/aa (D'ORBIGNY, 1839)
(PI. XI, figs. 9-10)
1839. Ba/im/aa e/eganmyi/na D'ORBIGNY; D'ORBIGNY, p. 51, Taf. 5. 
1970. Ba/i/nine/fa e/egaafissifna (D 'ORBIGNY); DIDKOWSKI et 
SATANOVSKAJA, p. 127, Tab!. 76. fig. 2.
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Aíarena/. 36 specimens.
Daycnpnon. Test elongated, small; only two whorls in a high trochospiral 
coil; numerous chambers low and very broad; intercameral sutures slightly 
depressed, distinct, slightly curved; spiral suture despressed, distinct; wall 
perforate, thin; surface smooth; aperture elongate, drop-shape, the boardcst at 
the upper end, strongly deepen in the final chamber.
Di/neasloas. Length: 0.25-0.32 mm; diameter: 0.09-0.11 mm.
BefnarLy. In our material no specimens were found with three whorls 
as figured D'ORBIGNY. 1839.
D;.yfn7?aMon. d 'O rbigny desribed from Cuba, recent. Frequent in 
Oligocene and Miocene, some desriptions from Sarmatian: Ukraine: Black Sea 
Depression -  Middle Sarmatian; Russia: Moldavia -  Middle Sarmatian; Hungary: 
Zsámbék Basin -  Sarmatian, F/p/mBarn reginam and E/pAaAam Aaaerinam zone. 
Occuranccd together with Ba/imiaa, Bo/iv/aa and Caacasina species.
Sa/yer/arru/y Fursenkoinacea LOEBL1CH and TAPPAN, 1961 
Faaa/y Fursenkoinidae LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, 1961 
Ceaa^ Fursenkoina LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, 1961
FarsenJroiaa acara (D'ORBIGNY, 1846)
(Pl. IX, figs. 11-12)
1846. Po/ymor/y/tiaa acara D'ORBIGNY; D'ORBIGNY, p. 234, Taf. 13, 
Fig. 4. 5; Taf. 14. Fig. 5-7.
1848. lYrga/inn ScArei^er^ü CZJZEK; CZJZEK, p. 147, Taf. XIII. Fig. 18-21. 
1951. Uirga/iaa ^c/:re;Fersiaaa CZJZEK; MARKS, p. 59.
1958. Pirga/iaa ycAreilyersiaaa CZJZEK; VENGLINSKI, p. 136, Tabl. XXIX, 
fig. 10.
1968. Mirga/iaa ^cArei&ersiaaa CZJZEK; KORECZ LAKY, p. 101, Taf. V, 
fig. 4.
1970. Lirga/iaa sc/trei^erstaaa CZJZEK; DIDKOWSKI et SATANOVSKAJA, 
p. 128, Tabl. 76. fig. 9.
1973. Lirga/iaa scAre/Fersiaaa CZJZEK; KORECZ-LAKY, Pl. VII, fig. 7. 
1985. Uirga/iaa acaia (D'ORBIGNY); PAPP et SCHMID, p. 82. PI. 75, 
figs. 1-6.
1991. Mrga/iaa aca;a (D'ORBIGNY); CIMERMAN and LANGER, p. 64, 
pi. 67. figs. 1-2.
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Afatena/. 25 specimens.
Description. Test elongeted, slightly flattened, periphery subrounded; 
biserial; chambers elongated, slightly inflated; sutures oblique, depressed; wall 
hyaline, very thin, finely perforate; surface smooth; aperture narrow, elongated, 
with a denticulate toothplate.
Dimensions. Length: 0.3-0,55 mm; breadth: 0.1-0.16 mm.
LariaAi/iry. The test may be somewhat curved.
Bernards. The difference between the descriptions of Poiymo/pAina acara 
D'ORBIGNY, 1846, and of Hrga/ina ScArei&ersii CZJZEK. 1848, lies in the 
radiate aperture in the first and comma-shaped aperture in the latter species. 
According to the revision of D'ORBIGNY, 1846, in PAPP et SCHMID. 1985, 
the illustrations of D'ORBIGNY fit only a few juvenile specimens, and the 
typical aperture shape is the same as Lirga/ina ScArei&ersii CZJZEK. This 
species differs from K sarwatica VENGL1NSK1, 1958 in its slenderer test shape 
and larger dimensions.
D;.Mr/&ai!on. Paleogene -  Recent, cosmopolitan in warm shallow seas. 
Austria: Baden, Mollersdorf -  Miocene; Ukraine: Transcarpathians -  Badenian; 
Hungary: Mecsek Mts. and Tokaj Mts. -  Badenian, Zsambek Basin -  Sarmatian, 
E/pAitfiaw regia aw zone.
Sape/yawi/y Delosinacea PARR, 1950,
Pawi/y Caucasinidae N. K. BYKOVA. 1950 
Sa^/ami/y Caucasininae N. K. BYKOVA, 1959 
Genas Caucasina KHAL1LOV, 1951
Caacasina sc/:ic№ns%ye (SAMOYLOVA, 1947)
(PI. IX, fig. 13. PI. X. fig. 1)
1951. Ba/iwina e/ongata D'ORBIGNY var subu la ta  CUSHMAN et 
PARKER; MARKS, p. 57. PI. 7. fig. 13.
1951. Ba/inana e/ongata D'ORBIGNY var. lappa CUSHMAN et PARKER; 
MARKS, p. 57. PI. 7. fig. 14.
1958. Caacasina sc/ascMans^ye SAMOYLOVA; VENGL1NSKI, p. 135, 
Tabl. XXIX, fig. 4-9.
1962. Caacasina /a/ova VENGLINSKI; VENGLINSKI, p. 109, Tabl. 17, 
f'g 4
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1970. CűMCűMnű /a/oví VENGLÍNSKI; D1DKOWSKI et SATANOVSKAJA, 
p. 134, Tabl. 79, fig. 1.
1975. CaMca-yinc Ma/í/ov; LOEBL1CH et TAPPAN sarmatica VENGLÍNSKI;
VENGLÍNSKI, p. 193. Tab!. XXXI, fig. 6-38.
1975. CaMCíMina sM&acM/eara VENGLÍNSKI; VENGLÍNSKI, p. !94, 
Tab!. XXXI, fig. 1-5.
Afaíe/ia/. 54 specimens.
Daycnpaon. Test e!ongate, nearly circular in cross-section; base bluntly 
rounded; oblique cutted at the aperture; initial portion low trochospiral, only 
one or two whorls, five or six chambers per whorl; later chamberrs triserial, 
inflated, nearly spherical, size increase continously; sutures depressed, distinct 
and curved; the sutures between the whorls nearly at right angle to the 
longitudinal axe of the test; wall thin, semitransparent and finely perforated; 
surface smooth or may be covered by short spines and, or nodes on the basal 
part of the early chambers; aperture narrow and elongated loop, surrounding 
by a narrow and raised rim. with a broad toothplate.
Dimensions Length: 0.24-0.43 mm; diameter: 0.12-0.2 mm.
Lariai?i/i(y. The shape of the test may be subcylindrical, gradually 
increase in cross-section or nearly spherical. The specimens occasionally bear 
spines and nodes on the basal of the test.
EemazLy. In our materia! the spines and the nodes appeared frequently 
on the small, squat specimens. Presence or lack of the spines is not a 
characteristic feature.
The text of the descriptions of Cnacasinn scAiycA^nylye SAMOYLOVA 
in VENGLÍNSKI, 1958 is the same as Caaca^ina ya^acM/eara VENGLÍNSKI 
in VENGLÍNSKI, 1975, the only difference is that the spines are always present 
on the latter species. Caaca^iaa Ma/i/ovi LOEBLICH et TAPPAN sarmatica 
VENGLÍNSKI, 1975, differs from the Caacay;na saí?aca/eara VENGLÍNSKI, 
1975, in the lack of spines and the somewhat larger test. The size of the test 
is in the range given for Cnacnwtn sc/H.ycM;H.?%ye SAMOYLOVA.
In Mány-17. borehole, between 141.1-143,3 meters in E. Anaerinam zone 
there are many degenerate, specimens, with bifurcated test bearing two aperture 
similarly as figured by VENGLÍNSKI. 1975, on plate XXXI, figure 31a. 
According to BOLTOSKOY (1976) it is in connection with the regenerating of 
mechanical damages.
DisrziAarioa. Oligocen -  Miocene. Ukraine: Transcarpathians -  Upper 
Badenian Sarmatian; Hungary: Zsámbck Basin -  Sarmatian. Common in E.
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/MiHennMm zone and in Ukraine, Eastern Paratethys in Bo/ivinn MrnMMca zone 
(VENGLINSK1, 1975).
Rupe^/nRy Discorbacea EHRENBERG, 1838 
Ranu/y Rosalinidae REISS, 1963 
Ceaiz? Rosalina D'ORBIGNY, 1826
Ro^a/iaa o^tuja D'ORBIGNY, 1846 
(PI. X. figs. 2-4)
1846. Rosa/ina o 6 w a  D'ORBIGNY; D'ORBIGNY. p. 179, Taf. 11.
Fig. 4-6.
1951. Di.rcor№ o6ta^M  ̂ (D'ORBIGNY); MARKS, p. 63. 
pars 1958. D is c o rd  (D'ORBIGNY); VENGLINSKI, p. 148. Tabl. 32,
fig. 1. 2, 3.
1968. Diwor^ij ohfa^a (D'ORBIGNY); KORECZ-LAKY, p. 107, 
Taf. 6. Fig. 13-14.
non 1970. D is c o rd  o^fn^am (D'ORBIGNY); DIDKOWSKI et 
SATANOVSKAJA. p. 80. Tab!. 5!. fig. 7.
1975. DiscoriMj o&fasam (D'ORBIGNY); VENGLINSKI, p. 177,
Tab!. 24. fig. 1, 2.
1985. Ro^a/ina ohtasa D'ORBIGNY; PAPP et SCHMID, p. 67,
PI. 6!. figs. 7-12.
Afatenaf. 48 specimens.
Description. Test trochospiral, nearly circular to broadly oval, flattened 
with slightly convex dorsal face and more or less concave ventral face; periphery 
subacute; on the spiral side are two whorls; inner whorl consists of four to six 
small chambers, wich indistict in the adult specimens; on the outer whorl and 
on the umbilical side are four to six chambers; size of chambers increases rapidly, 
the last chamber occupying one-third of the whorl; sutures slightly depressed 
and curved back at the periphery -  on the dorsal side, strongly depressed and 
nearly straight on the ventral side; wall thin, distinctly perforate on the spiral 
side, gently or not perforate on the umbilical side; surface smooth, often 
granulated in the umbilicus; aperture long arch on the umbilical side, broader 
at the umbilicus and narrower at the periphery of the test.
Dimcn^ioa^. Maximum diamter: 0.2-0.5 mm; thickness: 0.18-0.3 mm.
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HrnaN/ny. The shape of the test is variable, depends on the size and 
shape of the last chamber. The ventral side may be perforate or unperforate, 
with or without granules in the umbilicus.
Remark. The plate XXXII, fig.l. in VENGLINSKI (1958) is the same 
as the plate 51. fig. 7. in DIDKOWSKI et SATANOVSKAJA (1970). These 
specimens differs from Ros^a/raa o/rra^a D ORBIGNY in their smallest test size, 
more chambers (nine) on the ventral side and broad, irregular and keeled edge 
on the periphery of the test.
D/^rnTrar/oa. Austria: Nussdorf, Ukraine: Transcarpathians -  Upper 
Badcnian -  Lower Sarmatian; Hungary: Mecsek Mts. -  Upper Badenian, Zsámbék 
Basin -  Sarmatian.
Saper7amr/y Glabra tcllacea LOEBLICH and TAPP AN, 1964 
fam ily Glabratellidae LOEBLICH and TAPP AN, 1964 
Cemzy Schackoinella WEINHANDL, 1958
Sc/mc^orne/Ia /mperarona (D'ORBIGNY, 1846)
(Pl. X, figs. 5-6)
1846. Ro^a/ra /mperarora D'ORBIGNY; D'ORBIGNY, p. 176, Taf. 10, 
Fig. 16-18.
1877. Ca/cahna Carpenter; KARRER; KARRER, p. 387. Taf. XVI, Fig. 58. 
1958. D;.ycorI?7y ;mperaror;a.y (D'ORBIGNY); VENGLINSKI, p. 146. Tabl. 31. 
fig. 5.
1964. D;.ycor№ ;mpern?or;'a.y (D'ORBIGNY); KORECZ-LAKY. Taf. I, Fig. 11. 
1967. G/aI?rare//ap/ana LUCZKOWSKA; LUCZKOWSKA, p. 237, Pl VIII 
fig. 13-15.
1970. D;-ycor6;g /m peraror/a^  (D 'ORBIGNY); DIDKOWSKI et 
SATANOVSKAJA. p. 79, Tabl. 51. fig. 3.
1973. D;Ycor№ /mperaror/a^ (D'ORBIGNY); KORECZ-LAKY. Pl.I, fig. 2.
1974. C/n/?rare//a /mperaror/a (D'ORBIGNY); BRESTENSKÁ. p. 258, Taf. 4. 
Fig. 1-3.
1985. ScAac*o;'ne//a /mperaror/a (D'ORBIGNY); PAPP et SCHMID, p. 66. 
PI. 60, figs. 1-5.
1991. Conor6e//a imperaíona (D'ORBIGNY); C1MERMAN and LANGER, 
p. 68, pi. 72, figs. 9-11.
Afarena/. 5 specimens.
108_______________________ ÁGNES GÖRÖG______________________
Descnpnon. Test small, trochospiral; nearly circular in outline; dorsal and 
ventral side are convex; on the spiral side are two or two and half whorls; the 
inner whorl consists of four to six chambers, on the last whorl and on the 
umbilical side are four to seven chambers; on the dorsal side each rapidly 
enlarging chamber bears a long pointed spine forming a stellate outline of the 
test; imbilicus strongly deepen on the ventral side; sutures somewhat depressed, 
indistinct and slightly inflected on the dorsal side, depressed and radiate on 
the ventral side; wall smooth and finely perforate ont he dorsal side; surface 
on the ventral is ornamented with striae radiating from the imbilicius and with 
separating rows of fine granules; aperture an interiomaginal umbilical slit.
D/ynen^on^. Diameter: 0.23-0.32 mm.
PariaN/ny an<f ontogeny. The dimorfism appear in the shape of the test. 
The schizont form differs from the gamont form in its more flattened stellate 
outline, the radially elongated chambers and the horizontal spines as Cu/cuziun 
Ca/penfen KARRER, 1877 and G7aJ?ra?e//a p/ana LUCZKOWSKA, 1967.
Di-Mrt&MHon. Miocene to Recent, recently lives M editerranean Sea 
(C1MERMAN and LANGER. 1991). Poland: Tamopol and Holubica in Galicia 
-  Lower Sarm atian , Holy Cross M ts. -  Lower Sarm atian ; U kraine. 
Transcarpathians -  Upper Badcnian to Lower Sarmatian; Hungary: Tokaj Mts., 
Zsambek Basin -  Sarmatian, E/pAnfiMn: reginam zone.
Supe/^anH/y Planorbulinacea SCHWAGER. 1877 
Eanu/y Cibicididae CUSHMAN. 1927 
Sa^/ana/y Cibicidinae CUSHMAN, 1927 
Gena.r Cibicides de MONFORT, 1808
07ncHfe.y /o&a?a/a.y (WALKER et JACOB, 1798)
(PI. X. figs. 7-8)
1846. Trancufa/ina /o&ara/a D'ORBIGNY; D'ORBIGNY. p. 168, Taf. 9, 
Fig. 18-23.
1846. /Inofna/ina vario/ata D'ORBIGNY; D'ORBIGNY, p. 170, Taf. 9, 
Fig. 27-29.
1951. /o^ara/as (WALKER et JACOB); MARKS, p. 73.
196!. OTnciifM /0&MM/M.T (WALKER et JACOB); DUPEUBLE, p. 197. PI. 1, 
fig. 1.
1962. C;7nc;'JM /o&a;a/a.i (WALKER et JACOB); VENGLINSKI, Tab!. 13, 
fig. 3.
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1964. Cincije.? /o&MM/M-; (WALKER et JACOB); KORECZ LAKY, Taf. IH, 
Fig. 1.
1968. Ci&iciJM (WALKER et JACOB); KORECZ-LAKY. p. 122,
Taf. IX. Fig. 16.
1970. Ci6ici<fe.y (W ALKER et JACOB); DIDKOWSKI et
SATANOVSKAJA, p. 93. Tabl. 60. fig. 1.
1973. CiMciJe^ (WALKER et JACOB); KORECZ-LAKY. Pl. !,
fig. 10.
1973. CiMcií/ey &Men.nY FUJITA-ITO; KORECZ-LAKY, Pl. I. fig. 11.
1974. Ci6ic«JM (WALKER et JACOB); BRESTENSKÁ, p. 273. 
Taf. 4, Fig. 5.
1975. CiMci<?es vario/atus (D'ORBIGNY); VENGLINSKI, p. 180. Tabl. 25. 
fig- 2. 5.
1985. OTHCtJM (WALKER et JACOB); PAPP et SCHMID, p. 64,
65. Pl. 56. figs. 1-5, Pl. 57. figs. 1-3.
1991. Lo6afM/a Zo&MM/a (WALKER et JACOB); CIMERMAN and LANGER, 
p. 71. pl. 75, figs. 1-4.
Matéria/. Over 1000 speciemens.
Description. Test large, trochospiral, variable in shape; periphery carinate, 
often irregular; dorsal side evolute, convex, six to eight chambers visible; ventral 
side involute, plan or convex depending on the substrata, seven to twelve 
chambers visible; sutures strongly depressed and slightly cuved on the spiral side, 
depressed and strongly bent back at the periphery on the umbilical side; wall 
optically radial, dorsal side coarsely perforate, ventral side finely perforate, 
sutures and peripherical keel imperforate; surface smooth; aperture a low 
interiomarginal, equatorial arch, somewhat extending onto the spiral side, 
surrounded with an imperforate, narrow rim.
Dimensions. Maximum diameter of the test: 0.4-1.4 mm.
Larta/niify. As this species lives attached to the substrate the shape of 
the test is variable.
D;.Mn7?M;ion. Neogene -  Recent, cosmopolites Austria: Vienna Basin 
(Nussdorf) -  Badenian and Sarmatian; Ukraine: Transcarpathians -  Badenian 
and Lower Sarmatian; Czecho slovakia -  Sarmatian; Hungary: Mecsek Mts., 
Tokaj Mts. -  Badenian and Lower Sarmatian, Zsámbék Basin -  Sarmatian.
Very common in the Lower Sarmatian, E(p/[ú/ÍMm régin Mm zone.
HO_______________________ ÁGNES GÖRÖG__________________________
Sape/^anM/y Rotaliacea EHRENBERG, 1839 
Fami/y Nonionidae SCHULTZE, 1854 
SM^/ann/y Nonioninae SCHULTZE. 1854 
Cenizr Nonion de MONFORT, 1808
Nonion 6o#ifnnowiczi VOLOSH1NOVA, 1952 
(PI. XI. fig. 4)
1952. Nonion &og<fnnow;czi VOLOSH1NOVA; VOLOSH1NOVA, 
p. 19. Tabl. I, fig. 7-8.
non 1958. Nonion 6og<fnnowicz* VOLOSH1NOVA; VENGLINSKI, p. 108, 
Tabl. 21. fig. 4.
1960. Nonion ¿)og<fanowiczi VOLOSHINOVA; STANCHEVA, p. 16, 
Tabl. HI, fig. 4.
non 1970. Nonion &o#Janowiczi VOLOSHINOVA; DIDKOWSKI et 
SATANOVSKAJA. p. 96. Tabl. 62. fig. 4.
1973. Nonion ¿?o#<fanowiczi VOLOSHINOVA; KORECZ-LAKY, p. V, 
fig. 8.
1974. F /ori/as &ogifanowiczi (VOLOSHINOVA); BRESTENSKA, 
p. 267. Taf. 8. Fig. 3.
arena/. Over 500 speciemcns.
Descnpnon. Test small, nearly rounded or slightly oval, compressed and 
biumbilicate; planispirally coiled, involute; periphery rounded; six to nine 
chambers visible from the outside; chambers somewhat inflated, rapidly 
increasing in size; sutures distinct, slightly curved back; flat or slightly depressed 
at the periphery and deepen and broaden towards the umbilicus; umbilicus 
somewhat depressed or flat; wall thin, finely perforate; surface smooth except 
the umbilicus and central part of sutures, wich completely filled with fine 
granules; aperture a low interiomarginal arch at the base of the aperural face.
Dimensions. Diameter; 0.17-0.32 mm; thickness: 0.05-0.13 mm.
LanaM/ry. The characteristic featues of this species are rapidly enlarging 
chambers and the ornamented umbilicus and central part of the sutures.
FemarLy. Our specimens can be well indentified with the type described 
and figured by VOLOSHINOVA, 1952. The specimens described and illustrated 
by VENGLINSKI (1958) and DIDKOWSKI ct SATANOVSKAJA (1970) differ 
from it in having slightly evolute test, more chambers in the final whorl and 
the size of the chambers increases gradually.
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DísTfi[7?MHon. Russia (Crime, Caucasus) and Ukraine East-Precaucasus -  
Lower and Middie SArmatian; North-Westem Buigaira -  Lower and Middie 
Sarmatian. Czechoslovakia -  Lower Sarmatian; Hungary: Tokaj Mts. -  Lower 
Sarmatian, Zsámbék Basin -  Sarmatian.
Cenn^ Porosononion PUTRYA. in VOLOSHiNOVA, Í958
Porosononion grano^Mm (D'ORBIGNY, Í826)
(Pi. XI. fig. 5)
1846. Von;on;'no per/ora;a D'ORBIGNY; D'ORBIGNY. p. 110, Taf 5. 
Fig. 17. 18.
1846. Von;on;'no granola D'ORBIGNY; IBIDEM, p. 110, Taf. 5. Fig. 19. 20. 
1846. Von;on;na pancrara D'ORBIGNY; IBIDEM, p. I l l ,  Taf. 5. Fig. 21, 22. 
1951. Vonlon granosam (D'ORBIGNY); MARKS, p. 48.
1951. Now on per/orafam (D'ORBIGNY); MARKS, p. 48, PI. 6, fig. 4.
1952. Vonlon grnnosa.y (D'ORBIGNY); VOLOSHINOVA. p. 20. Tabl. 1, 
fig. 6.
1958. Vonlon granolas (D'ORBIGNY); VENGLINSKI. p. 105. Tabl. XXI, 
fig. 3.
1964. Vonlon grano^am (D'ORBIGNY); KORECZ-LAKY, p. 479. Taf I
Fig. 8.
1968 Von;on grano^am (D'ORBIGNY); KORECZ-LAKY, p. 89, Taf. 1. 
Fig. 6.
1970. Vonlon granolas (D'ORBIGNY); D1DKOWSKI et SATANOVSKAJA. 
p. 97. Tabl. 62. fig. 5.
1973. Von;on grano.ya?n (D'ORBIGNY); KORECZ-LAKY. Pl. IV. fig. 13.
1974. Pro?e/p/aJ;a?n ex. gr. granosam (D'ORBIGNY); BRESTENSKÁ. p. 263. 
Taf. 8. Fig. 4.
1982. Vonlon grano^am (D'ORBIGNY); KORECZ-LAKY. p. 166, fig. 1-3. 
1985. E/pA/ífia/n^Poro^onon/on^grano^an: (D 'ORGIBNY); PAPP et 
SCHMID, p. 46-47. PI. 36, figs. 6-8. PI. 37. figs. 1-9, text-plate 6.
Afarena/. Over 5000 specimens.
Description. Test circular, compressed and biumbilicate, planispirally 
enrolled, involute; periphery rounded nine to twelve slightly inflated chambers 
visible in the final whorl, gradually increasing in size sutures depressed and 
slightly bent umbilicus wide and more or less flat, with umbilical spiral canal 
system no ponticuli, septal canals and sutural pores wall relatively thick, 
distinctly perforate surface smooth except the umbilical area, which covered 
with numerous warts aperture multiple, intcriomarginal. placed at the base of 
the apertural face.
1!2_______________________ ÁGNES GÖRÖG__________________________
Diwcnyiony. Diameter: 0.2-0.5 mm thickness: 0.11-0.26 mm.
PanoAi/ity. The umbilicus may be more less wide and its ornamentation 
may be stronger or weaker. The size of the pores of wall is variable.
Remarry. We accept the conclusion os PAPP et SCHMID (1985),that 
JVofHonina per/oram D'ORBIGNY, 1846 and Aoaioama panefara D'ORBIGNY, 
1846 arc synonymous with Noaioaiaa yanoya D'ORBIGNY. 1846.
Diyrri&MHon. Miocene to Recent. In Paratethys widely distributed, 
especially typical int he early Sarmatian, in 'Wonion" granoyam zone. Zsambek 
Basin -  abundant in Sarmatian.
faau/y Trichohyalidae SAIDOVA, 1981 
Cenay Aubignyna MARGERJEL, 1970
/la^iayaa y/mp/ex (D'ORBIGNY. 1846)
(PI. X. figs. 9-12)
? 1846. /?oya/ma yimp/ex D'ORBIGNY; D'ORBIGNY, p. 178, pi. 10,
Fig. 25-27.
1958. Rora/ia y/mp/ex (D'ORBIGNY); VENGL1NSK1, p. 152,
Tabl. XXXIH, fig. 3.
1970. #ofa/ia y;rpp/ex (D'ORBIGNY); D1DKOWSK1 et 
SATANOVSKAJA. p. 113, Tabl. 69. fig. 3.
? 1985. /laoaM/iaa ¿?aJeaeay;y (D'ORBIGNY); PAPP et SCHMID, p. 67,
PI. 61, fig. 6.
1991. /la&igayaa p/aa;<7oryo (ATKINSON); C1MERMAN and 
LANGER, p. 75. pi. 86. figs. 5-6.
Afaren'ai About 60 specimens.
Dcycnpaoa. Test small, broad-oval, low trochospira! coil of two or two 
and half whorls; periphery broadly rounded; nine to eleven chambers are on 
the slightly convex to plan spiral side; five to seven chambers visible on the 
ventral side; size of slightly inflated chambers increases gradually; sutures more 
or less depressed, slightly curved back on the dorsal side; on the ventral side 
umbilicus deepen, surrounded by radial, sutural fissures, which continue as 
slightly depressed sutures towards the periphery of the test; wall thin, finely 
perforate; surface smooth, except for the finely granulated umbilicus and the 
sutural fissures; aperture an interiomarginal narrow arch, extending from the 
periphery to the umbilicus.
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Dimensions. Maximum diameter of the test: 0.24-0.34 mm.
La/inMay. The inner whor! may be more or icss elevated.
Remark. The specimens from Zsámbék Basin can be weii identified with 
the description and figuration of VENGLINSKI. !958 and with ^a^i^nyna 
y/anaforso (ATKINSON) in CIMERMAN and LANGER. 199!.
According to the revision of the original materia] of D'ORBIGNY 
pubhshcd by PAPP ct SCHMID (1985) RosaAna s/mp/ex D'ORBIGNY. !846 
should be synonymous with ^noma/ina 6a<ienensis (D'ORBIGNY. 1846). 
^Inoma/ina Aaifenensis (D 'ORBIGNY) d iffe rs  from Rozalina s/mp/ex 
D'ORBIGNY. in its larger size of the test, inner whor] usually invisible, or 
depressed, the surface coarscty perforate and the sutures stightty curved on the 
umbilical side.
DisiriAaiion. Badcnian to Recent. Ukraina Transcarpathians -  Upper 
Badenian, Sarmatian; Hungary: Zsámbék Basin -  Sarmatian.
Family Rotabidae EHRENBERG, 1839 
SaA/ami7y Ammoniinae SAIDOVA, 1981 
Genas Ammonia BRÜNNICH, 1772
Ammonia Acccan/ (LINNÉ. 1758)
(Pl. XI, figs. 1-3)
1846. Fosa/ina viennensi's D'ORBIGNY; D'ORBGINY, p. 177, Taf. 10, 
Fig. 22-24.
1958. Roia/ia Aeccarü (LINNÉ); VENGLINSKI, p. 151, Tabl. 33, fig. 1, 2.
1963. /Immom'a Acccani (LINNÉ); PAPP, p. 281, Taf. 14.
1964. Rora/ta Aeccarii (LINNÉ); KORECZ-LAKY. Taf. 1. Fig. 9.
1968. Rora/i'a Aeccarà (LINNÉ); KORECZ-LAKY, p. 109, Taf. V, fig. 18. 
1970. SrreA/as Aeccari; (LINNÉ); DIDKOWSKI et SATANOVSKAJA, p. 113, 
Tabl. 69, fig. 5.
1973. Rora/ia Aeccarii (LINNÉ); KORECZ-LAKY, Pl. V, fig. 10.
1974. Ammónia ex. Acccoró (LINNAEUS); BRESTENSKÁ, p. 259, 
Taf. 3. Fig. 3, 4.
1975. /Immom'a Aeccani (LINNÉ); VENGLINSKI. p. 190. Tabl. 29. fig. 5. 
Tabl. 30, fig. I, 3, 4.
1984. Ammonia Aeccarn' (LINNÉ); LÉVY et al., p. 382, Pl. 1, fig. 4, 7-8,
12.
1985. Ammonia Aeccarà (LINNÉ); PAPP et SCHMID, p. 67, PI. 61. figs. 1-5. 
1991. zlmmoma Aeccart'i (LINNAEUS); CIMERMAN and LANGER, p. 76.
pl. 87, figs. 3-4.
H4_______________________ ÁGNES GÖRÖG__________________________
Afatena/. Over 5000 specimens.
Descnpnon. Test round, trochospirai coii of two and haif to four whorls; 
periphery rounded to subroundcd; ten to twenty chambers are on the more or 
iess convex spira) side; on the vcntra) side only the chambers of the iast whori 
are visibie; size of siightiy inflated chambers increases continousiy; sutures 
distinct, sometimes somewhat elevated and curved back on the dorsal side; on 
the ventral side umbilicus deepen, open and may have an umbilicus plug 
surrounded by radial, deeply incised, nearly straight sutural fissures; often 
bordered by folium from each chambers of the final whorl; wall thin, finely 
perforate; surface smooth, except for the more or less granulated umbilicus and 
sutural fissures; aperture an interiomarginal slit extending under the folium of 
chambers.
Dimensions. Diameter: 0.2-0.45 mm.
TanaRiRry- The size of the test and the intensity of the ornamentation 
in the umbilicus are variable, dependent on ecological factors. Variability is 
discussed in detail in PAPP (1963) and V^NEC-PEYRi (1983).
Remarks. There are lot of degenerate specimens, with large irregularly 
coiled last chambers, or nearly Hat or slightly depressed, spiral side (PI. XI, 
fig.3), in the E/pARRam Anaerinam zone.
DistriAanoa. Miocene - Recent. Widely distributed in Badenian and 
Sarmatian in Paratethys. Hungary: Zsambek Basin -  abundant in Sarmatian.
Eana/y Elphidiidae GALLOWAY, 1933 
SaR/ana/y Elphidiinae GALLOWAY, 1933 
Genas Elphidium MONFORT, 1808
E/pARRam aca/earam (D'ORBGINY, 1846)
(PI. XI. figs. 6-7)
1846. Po/ystome/la VosepAina DORBIGNY; DORBIGNY, p. 130, Taf. 6. 
Fig. 25-26.
1846. Po/ystome/Za aca/eata D'ORBGINY; D'ORBIGNY, p. 131, Taf. 6, 
Fig. 27-28.
1951. E/pAiRiam aca/eatam (D'ORBGINY); MARKS, p. 50, PI. 6, fig. 11.
1951. E/pAiRiam yosepAinam (D'ORBIGNY); MARKS, p. 52.
1952. E/pAiRiarn yosepAina (D'ORBGINY); VOLOSHINOVA. p. 40, Tabl. IV, 
fig. 3.
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1952. acM/eaíMM (D'ORBICNY); VOLOSH1NOVA p 41 Tabl IV
fig- 2. 4. 6.
1958. E7/7/H</;Mfn (D'ORBIGNY); VENGL1NSK1 p 112
Tabl. XXIII, fig. 3. '
1958. E//7/HíRMm acM/ea^m (D'ORBIGNY); VENGLINSKI, p. 120, Tabl XXII 
fig. 3.
1960. acM/eamm (D'ORBIGNY); STANCHEVA. p 18 Tabl III
f'g- 2. ' '
1960. jo ^ /n /n a n  (D'ORBIGNY); STANCHEVA. p 19 Tabl III
fig- 8. ' '
1963. acM/câ M/n aca/canvw (D'ORBIGNY)' PAPP p 274 Taf 11
Fig. 7. ' '
1963. (D'ORBIGNY); PAPP. p. 274, Taf. 11, Fig. 6.
1964. E/p/mí/Mm acM/eafMm (D'ORBIGNY); KORECZ LAKY p 479 Taf I
Fig. 3. . . .
1964. (D'ORBIGNY); KORECZ-LAKY p 355 Taf I
Fig. 6. ' '
1968. E^/n'íEKm acM/eaíam (D'ORBIGNY); KORECZ-LAKY, p. 90, Taf. 1. 
Fig. 11.
1970. a c a /c a ^ m  (D'ORBIGNY); DIDKOWSKI et
SATANOVSKAJA. p. 144, Tabl. 70. fig. 1.
1970. yoye/7/i/aa (D 'ORBIGNY); DIDKOWSKI ct
SATANOVSKAJA. p. 120, Tabl. 71, fig. 7.
1973. (D'ORBIGNY); KORECZ-LAKY. Taf. IV
fig 1.
1973. E/p/mEum aca/ea/am (D'ORBIGNY); KORECZ-LAKY, pl. IV, fig. 14.
1974. E/pA;<E'Mm aca/eafam (D'ORBIGNY); BRESTENSKÁ, p 259 Taf 5
Fig- 1. ' '
1974. E/pALEum jo.rep/anam (D'ORBIGNY); BRESTENSKÁ. p 259 Taf 5 
Fig- 3. ' '
1982. E/p/nJ/Mm aca/ca;am (D'ORBIGNY); KORECZ-LAKY, pl. I, fig. 1, 2. 
1985. E/pAEEKm aca/eafam (D'ORBIGNY); PAPP et SCHMID, p. 52, Pl. 43, 
figs. 1-7.
1991. E/p/n'íEMm aca/ea?am (D'ORBIGNY); CIMERMAN and LANGER. 
p. 77. pl. 89. figs. 1-4.
ATarena/. Over 500 specimens.
De-ycr/pr/on. Test planispirally enrolled, involute, nearly circular in 
outline, flattened; periphery angled; eleven or twelve chambcs arc in the final 
whorl, slowly increasing in size in the adult stage; sutures distinct, depressed; 
septa gently curved and terminating in spines; ponticuli long and narrow, eight 
to twelve on each chambers; fossettes granulated; umbilicus slightly depressed; 
wall optically radial; aperture, row of foramina at the base of low septal face.
116_______________________ ÁGNES GÖRÖG________________________
D/men^on^. Diameter: 0.4-1.0 mm; thickness: 0.16-0.32 mm.
FanoN/ny. The size of the spines is variable.
Remark. We accept the discussion of PAPP et SCHMID (1985), that 
E. yoyepA/nMm is the juvenile stage of E. aca/cata/n
D;^n7)aa'oa. Characteristic species of Paratcthys during the Sarmatian, 
particularly common in the Lower Sarmatian. in the E/pAn/inm reginam zone 
(PAPP et SCHMID, 1985).
E/p/aW/am crispam (LINNÉ, 1758)
(Pl. XI. figs. 8-9)
1846. Po/yMome//a cr/spa D'ORBIGNY; D'ORBIGNY. p. 125, Taf, 6, 
Fig. 9-14.
1951. E/p/aTfiam crispam (LINNÉ); MARKS, p. 51.
1958. E/p/a'Ji'am crispam (LINNÉ); VENGL1NSKI, p. 115, Tabl. XXV, 
fig. 2, 6.
1963. E/p/u<Eam crispam (LINNÉ); PAPP, p. 264, Taf. 7, Fig. 2, Taf. 8, 
Fig. 1-5.
1964. E/p/u<Eam cri^pam (LINNÉ); KORECZ-LAKY, p. 478. Taf, 5, 
Fig. 1.
1968. E/p/u<Ea?n crispam (LINNÉ); KORECZ-LAKY, p. 90. Taf. V, Fig. 15. 
1970. E/p/a'<7;'am crispam (LINNÉ); DIDKOWSKI et SATANOVSKAJA, 
p. 116, Tabl. 71. fig. 1.
1985. E/p/ad/am cri^pam (LINNÉ); PAPP et SCHMID, p. 50, PI. 40, figs. 5-8. 
1991. E/p/aif/am cri^pam (LINNAEUS); C1MERMAN and LANGER, p. 77, 
pi. 90, figs. 1-6.
Afarena/. Over 100 specimens.
Deycripaon. Test planispiral. large, lenticular, rhombic in cross-section; 
periphery carinate; fourteen to thirty slender chambers visible from the exterior; 
sutures distinct, depressed and curved; ponticuli narrow and long, eight to twelve 
on each chamber; fossettes granulated; umbilicus elevated, forming an umbilical 
plug, ornamented with nine to twelve small pits; wall optically radial; aperture 
row. of foramina at the base of septal face.
Dimen^on^. Diameter: 0.6-1.2 mm; thickness: 0.16-0.32 mm.
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Ea/iaN/tfy. The umbilicus may be more or tess ornamented.
Remark. The characteristic  feature of this species is the rhombic 
cross-section of the test and the ornamented umbiticat ptug.
Drnn&Mion. Pateogene to Recent. Widcty distributed in the Paratethys 
during the Sarmatian. Zsámbék Basin -  Sarmatian.
/ic/iie/ianMfn (D'ORBIGNY, t846)
(Pt. XI. fig. 10)
1846. PoZZ r̂o/neZZa EZcZtreZZZana D'ORBIGNY; D'ORBIGNY, p. 125. Taf. 6. 
Fig. 7. 8.
1951. EZpZniZiMfn /ZcZ]teZZaaMa! (D'ORBIGNY); MARKS, p. 52. Pt. 6, fig. 12. 
1958. EZ/7/H<ZZKfn /icZMeZZianafn (D'ORBIGNY); VENGLINSKI, p. 116, Tabl. 
XXIV. fig. 4.
1963. EZ/7/H<ZÍ!an /icZMeZiaman (D'ORBIGNY); PAPP, p. 268, Taf. 11. Fig. 1,
2.
1964. EZ/7/ü<íÍM?n /ic/ifeZZianam (D'ORBIGNY); KORECZ LAKY, p. 354. 
Taf, 1. Fig. 4.
1970. EZ/7/!ÍíZZMrn /ZcZtreZZZaaaa! (D 'ORBIGNY); DIDKOWSKI et 
SATANOVSKAJA, p. 118, pi. 71. fig. 3.
1973. EZ/7Z[/<ZiMfn /ZcZifeZZiaaaw (D'ORBIGNY); KORECZ-LAKY, P). IV, 
fig. 3.
1974. EZ/7Z!i<ZiMfn /ic/ueZi'anafn (D'ORBIGNY); BRESTENSKÁ, p. 260. Taf, 6, 
Fig. 2.
1982. EZ/y/HíZiafH /ic/iteZZZaaaw (D'ORBIGNY); KORECZ-LAKY, Pt. V, 
Fig. 1. 2.
1985. EZ/7/:iiZiMfn /ZcAreZZaaara (D'ORBIGNY); PAPP et SCHMID, p. 50, 
PI. 40,. figs. 1-5.
AfarenaZ. Over 300 specimens.
De^crZ/7fZoa. Test nearly  ovat to c ircu la r, strongty com pressed, 
biumbiticate, ptanispiratty coited; periphery sharpty angted and carinate; the tast 
whorl consists of sixteen to eighteen narrow chambers; sutures distinct, depressed 
and curved; ponticuli tong and up to twetve on the tast chambers; umbilicus 
slilghtty depressed, without central pittar; watt finely perforate; surface finely 
granulated; aperture a low slit or a row of small pores at the base of the apertural 
face.
DZmensiony. Diameter: 0.4-0.8 mm; thickness: 0.12-0.18 mm.
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Иаг;'а/м7/гу. Remarkable and constant character of this specimens is the 
very flattened test shape. The outiine of the test ranges from ovai to circuiar.
ДетагДл. The specimens from Zsambck Basin can be weii identified with 
the type described by D'ORBiGNY, 1846.
DisTn^MHoa. Eocene to Recent. Type iocatity: Austria: Nussdorf in Vienna 
Basin -  Badenian -  Sarmatian. Widely distributed in Paratethys, especially 
common in the Lower Sarmatian. Zsambck Basin -  Sarmatian, Е//?/и<?дап 
reg/лмя! and Е/рймймя! Ламеплмт zone.
Е/рЛмйм?л у7ед:мол/т гемм/ MARKS. 195!
(PI. XI, figs. 11-12)
1951. //ехмо^мт гемм/ MARKS; MARKS, p. 53. Taf, 6.
Fig. 7.
1963. Е/рЛ/^/мтл //ехмомап гемм/ MARKS; PAPP, p. 271, Taf. 13, 
Fig. 3.
? 1974. E//?A/J/Mm гл/сгое/сдал.? SEROVA; BRENSTENSKA, p. 262, Taf.
5, Fig. 6.
Afarena/. Over 100 specimens.
De.ycr//7f/on. Test relatively small, lenticular, planispirally enrolled, 
involute; periphery keeled; twelve to fourteen chambers visible on the last whorl, 
somewhat inflated; sutures distinct, depressed and slightly curved; ponticuli 
narrow, six to nine on each chamber; umbilicus prominent, smooth and polished; 
wall relatively thin and finely perforate; surface smooth; aperture a row of small 
pores at the low and broad apcrtural face.
D/теямоял. Diameter: 0.22-0.31 mm; thickness: 0.09-0.11 mm.
Иаг/яМму. The characteristic and constant feature of this species is the 
polished and prominent umbilical boss. The edge may be more or less keeled.
ДеглагДл. The specimens of Zsambck Basin are identical in detail with 
the type described and illustrated by MARKS. 1951. This subspecies differs 
from the other one in its fewer chambers, and large, smooth, polished and convex 
umbilical boss.
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DAyínEaHon. Type locality: Austria: Bccthovenansicht, Nussdorf in Vienna
Basin -  Badenian; Czecho slovakia -  Sarmatian; Hungary: Zsámbék Basin -
Sarmatian.
E/pAMam Aaaerinam (D'ORBIGNY, 1846)
(Pl. XI!. figs. 1-5)
1846. Po/ys-fOfnc/Za Eaaeriaa D'ORBIGNY; D'ORBIGNY. p. 122, Taf. 6, 
Fig. 1. 2.
1846. Po/y.yfofne//a ,4nfon;na D'ORBIGNY; D'ORBIGNY, p. 128, Taf. 6, 
Fig. 17. 18.
1846. Po/yyro7ne//a L ite ri D'ORBCINY; D'ORBIGNY. p. 128. Taf. 6. 
Fig. 19-22.
1951. E/pALEam aaroaiaam (D'ORBIGNY); MARKS, p. 51.
1951. E/pAáE'am AaaeWaam (D'ORBIGNY); MARKS, p. 52.
1958. E/pAiJ/am aaroa/aam (D'ORBIGNY); VENGL1NSK1, p. 114, Tabl. 25. 
fig- 3-
1958. E/pA;'^aw Aaaer/aaa: (D'ORBIGNY); VENGL1NSK1, p. 118. Tabl. 26, 
fig- 3.
1960. E/pAEEaa: Aaacriaaa! (D'ORBIGNY); STANCHEVA, p. 20, Tabl. 11, 
fig- 9.
1960. E/pAaEam aatoa/aarn (D'ORBIGNY); STANCHEVA, p. 21. Tabl. 11!, 
fig- 12.
1963. E/pAEEam aatoa/aam (D'ORBIGNY); PAPP, p. 262, Taf. 10, Fig. 3-5.
1963. E/pAí^Eam Aaacriaam (D'ORBIGNY); PAPP, p. 263. Taf. 10, Fig. 6.
1963. E/pA/iEam /¿.Meri (D'ORBIGNY); PAPP. p. 273, Taf. 12. Fig. 9.
1964. E/pAaEam Aaaehnam (D'ORBIGNY); KORECZ-LAKY, p. 479, Taf. 1, 
Fig. 7.
1968. E/pAEEam Aaaert'narn (D'ORBIGNY); KORECZ LAKY, p. 91, Taf. 1. 
Fig- 8.
1970. E/pA;<Eam a a ro a ta a  (D 'ORBIGNY); D1DKOWSK1 et 
SATANOVSKAJA, p. 116, Tabl. 70. fig. 2.
1970. E/pAEEa/n Aaaen'na/n (D'ORBIGNY); IBIDEM, p. 119, Tabl. 72. fig. 2.
1974. E/pAEEam aaron/nam (D'ORBIGNY); BRESTENSKÁ, p. 262, Taf. 7, 
Fig. 1.
1974. E/pA;'<Ea/a Aaacn'aam (D'ORBIGNY); IBIDEM, p. 262, Taf. 7, Fig. 2.
1982, E/pAEEa/a Aaacr/aaa: (D'ORBIGNY); KORECZ-LAKY, pl. IV, fig. 1,
2.
1985. E/pAEEa?n Aaaer/aaa: (D'ORBIGNY); PAPP ct SCHMID, p. 49, Pl. 38, 
figs. 5-10, p. 5!. Pl. 41. figs. 5-10, Pl. 42, figs. 1-4.
Afaíen'a/. Over 2000 specimens.
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Description. Test medium-size, nearly circular in outline, biumbilicate, 
planispirally enrolled, involute; periphery rounded; eight to fourteen inflated 
chambers in the final whorl; sutures distinct, depressed and nearly straight or 
slightly curved; ponticuli broad and short, six to nine on each chamber; no central 
pillar; umbilicus flat or slightly depressed; wall finely perforate and shiny; surface 
smooth, except sometimes the umbilicus ornamented with fine pearls; multiple 
aperture at the base of the septal face.
Dimensions. Diameter: 0.2-0.45 mm; thickness: 0.09-0.19 mm.
LarZaZniity. The chambers may be more or less inflated. Periphery varies 
from broadly rounded to suhrounded. Sometimes the umbilicus granulated.
Rem ark. We accept the revision of PAPP at SCHMID (1985), that 
EZpAiiZiaa: antoninaat (D'ORBIGNY) and Eip/aTZiani Zisteri (D'ORBIGNY) are 
synonymous with EZpZtiiZiaa: Aaaerinaat (D'ORBIGNY).
DrMri&MHon. During Sarm atian widely d istribu ted  in P aratethys, 
especially abundant in the upper part of the Lower Sarmatian. therefore it is 
named after this species, EZp/iaZiaai /¡aacranan zone.
EZp/a'tZian! aiaceZZaa: (F1CHTEL et MOLL, 1798)
(PI. XII. figs. 6-8)
non 1798. ZVaatiZas aatceZZas var. a F1CHTEL ct MOLL; F1CHTEL ct 
MOLL. p. 68. Taf. 10. Fig. c-g.
1798. ZVaatiZas aatceZZas var. p F1CHTEL et MOLL; IBIDEM, 
p. 68. Taf. 10. Fig. h, i. k.
1951. EZpZtiJiaa! ataceZZan: (F1CHTEL et MOLL); MARKS, p. 53.
1958. EZp/atZiaa: ataceZZaa: (F1CHTEL et MOLL); VENGL1NSK1. p. 123, 
Tabl. XXIV. fig. 3. Tabl. XXVI. fig. 4.
1962. EZp/atZiaa! aarccZZaa: convexia VENGLINSKI; VENGLINSKI, 
p. 104, Tabl. XVI, fig. 1.
1964. EZpAitZiaa! aazceZZaa: (F1CHTEL et MOLL); KORECZ-LAKY, 
p. 479, Taf. I, Fig. 5.
? 1964. EZpiaiZiani ataceZZaat var. acaZcaraai SILVESTRI;
KORECZ-LAKY, p. 479. Taf. 1. Fig. 4.
1968. Eip/aTZiaa: aatceZZaat (F1CHTEL et MOLL); KORECZ-LAKY,
p. 91. Taf. 1. Fig. 15.
1970. EZp/nTZiaa: ataceZZaa! (FICHTEL et MOLL); D1DKOWSKI et 
SATANOVSKAJA. p. 121. Tabl. 72. fig. 7.
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1970. EZp/H<ZiafnmaceZZa?nconvenaVENGLINSKI;VENGLINSKI, p 12
Tabl. 72, fig. 6.
? 1973. EZpAiíEammaceZZa/nvar. acaZea;a/nSILVESTRI;KORECZ-LAKY
Pl. IV. fig. 13.
1974. EZp/:i(íiam maceZZam (FICHTEL et MOLL); BRESTENSKÁ. 
p. 263, Taf. 6, Fig. 4.
1982. EZp/aJZam waceZZaw (FICHTEL et MOLL); KORECZ-LAKY, 
Pl. 1. fig. 3. 4.
1985. EZp/mZZam maceZZam (FICHTEL et MOLL); RÖGL et HANSEN, 
p. 50, Pl. 14. Fig. 2. 5. 6, Pl. 15, Fig. 1. 2. Textfig. 18 B.
1991. EZp/t/íZ/am maceZZam (FICHTEL and MOLL); C1MERMAN and 
LANGER. p. 78, pl. 89, fig. 9.
AfarenaZ. Over 3000 specimens.
De^cnpaon. Test planispiral, involute, nearly circular in outline, slightly 
flattened, lenticular; periphery sharply angled and keeled; eleven to twelve 
chambers are in the final whorl; sutures distinct, depressed and gently curved; 
ponticuli long, distinct, seven to fifteen on each chamber; fossettes granulated; 
umbilicus flat or slightly depressed, without umbilical plug and ornamentation; 
wall optically radial; multiple aperture, with small protruding lips at the base 
of the low septal face.
Dimen.Hons. Diameter: 0.35-0.8 mm; thickness: 0.2-0.35 mm.
Fa/iaNZZry. The periphery may more or less harp.
Remark. According to RÖGL et HANSEN (1984) ZVaa;/Za.y maceZZa.y var. 
a  FICHTEL et MOLL corresponds to E. pZanaZaiam (LAMARCK, 1822). The 
distinctive features of the latter species are the more flattened test, more 
chambers per whorl and having multiple additional areal apertures.
This species differs from E/?/]áZúan enspam (LINNÉ) in its more flattened 
test shape and depressed umbilicus, without ornamentation.
Rarely small spines appear on the keel at the older part of the last whorl, 
as in MARKS (1951), VENGLINSKI (1958) and KORECZ-LAKY (1964 and 
1973). Possibly these are transitional forms between. E. acaZeatam and E. 
fTMceZZam.
DZwZZ)arZoa. Eocene -  Recent: Mediterranean Sea (CIMERMAN and 
LARGER. 1991). Very common in the Middle Sarmatian. Hungary: Tokaj Mts.. 
Mecsek Mts. -  Lower Sarmatian, Zsámbék Basin -  Sarmatian.
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E/p/n//iMm o^tajam (D'ORB!GNY, 1846)
(P). Xll.f igs. 9-10)
1846. Po/ysrome/ia o/?rasa D'ORBIGNY; D'ORBIGNY. p. 124, Taf. 6, 
Fig. 5. 6.
? 1960. E/pAiJiam o^ra^am (D'ORBIGNY); STANCHEVA, p. 261,
Tabl. 9. fig. 4.
1963. E/p/ni/iam o^ra^am (D'ORBIGNY); PAPP, p. 261.Taf.9, Fig. 4.
1985. E/p/a</iam o^ta^am (D'ORBIGNY); PAPP et SCHMID, p. 50,
PI. 39, figs. 5, 6.
Materia/. Over 150 specimens.
Description. Test lenticular in shape, planispirally coiled, involute; 
periphery subacute; thirteen to twenty chambers on the last whorl; sutures 
distinct and curved; ponticuli short, eight to ten on each chamber; umbilicus 
flat or sometimes slightly depressed; no central pillar; wall finely perforate; 
surface smooth; multiple aperture at the base of the septal face.
Dimensions. Diameter: 0.4-0.7 mm; thickness: 0.22-0.34 mm.
Faria/a/ity. The distinctive and constant features of this species are the 
large number of the chambers and the subacute periphery without carinae.
Remarks. This species resembles E/p/m/iam Aaaeriaam (D'ORBIGNY), 
from which it differs in its larger test, more chambers on the last whorl and 
subacute periphery. STANCHEVA (1960) mentioned only ten to fourteen 
chambers on the final whorl, the other characters are the same.
Dissipation. A ustria: Vienna Basin -  Eggenburgian to Sarm atian; 
North-W estern Bulgaria -  Lower Sarmatian. Hungary: Zsambek Basin -  
Sarmatian, from the E/p/tiJiam reginam zone, to lower part of the Spiro/ina 
aMSTrZaca zone. Common in the Lower Sarmatian, together with E. Paaerinam.
E/pPit/iam reginam (D'ORBIGNY, 1846)
(PI. Xn. fig. 11)
1846. Po/ystome/ia regina D'ORBIGNY; p. 129, Taf. 6, Fig. 23, 24.
1951. EipPii/iam regia am (D'ORBIGNY); MARKS, p. 53.
1952. E/pPit/iam regirta (D'ORBIGNY); VOLOSHINOVA, p. 39, Tabl. IV, 
fig. 7-9.
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1952. E/^A/^inm reg/na var. caacasina BOCDANOWICH; VOLOSHINOVA 
p. 40, Tab). IV, fig. 8-9.
1958. E/^Ai^nm reginam (D'ORBIGNY); VENGLINSKI. p. 123. Tabl XXIII 
fig. 2, Tabl. XXIV, fig. 1, 2.
1958. E/^/níEMmgeorgíMm VENGLINSKI; VENGLINSKI p ¡¡Q ^abl 
XXinfig. 1. -
1960. EZ/i/üJiam reginam (D'ORBIGNY); STANCHEVA. p 20 Tabl 111 
fig- 7. M .
1963. E/^/a^iam reginam (D'ORBIGNY); PAPP. p. 275, pl. 11, Fig.8.
1964. Eip/iiiiiam reginam (D'ORBIGNY); KORECZ-LAKY p 479 Taf I
Fig- 2. .
1965. E/pAiJiam georgiam VENGLINSK1; KORECZ-LAKY, p. 354. Taf. 1 
Fig. 55.
1968. E//7/a'(iiam impcrarr/Y (BRADY); KORECZ-LAKY p 91 Taf I 
Fig. 16. ' ' '
1968. Ei/iiiiiiiam reginam (D'ORBIGNY); KORECZ-LAKY. p. 92.
1970. EZ/?iii<?iam regina (D'ORBIGNY); D1DKOWSKI et SATANOVSKAJA, 
p. 124, Tabl. 74, fig. 6.
1970. E /piiiíiiam  reg ina georgiam  (VENGLINSKI); DIDKOWSKI et 
SATANOVSKAJA, p. 124. Tabl. 74, fig. 8.
1970. Ei^/iiiiiam regina caaca^icam BOGDANOWÍCH; DIDKOWSKI et 
SATANOVSKAJA. p. 124. Tahi. 74. fig.7.
1974. EipAiJiam georgiam VENGLINSKI; KORECZ-LAKY. pl. IV, fig. 4.
1973. EZp/:iJiam reginam (D'ORBIGNY); KORECZ-LAKY. p. IV. fig. 8.
1974. E!/?/iiJiam reginam (D'ORBIGNY); BRESTENSKÁ. p. 260. Taf. 6 
Fig. 3. 5, 6.
1982. E//?/ii<Ziam impcrnirix (BRADY); KORECZ-LAKY, pl II fig 3 4 
Pl. III, fig. 1-4. '
1985. Ei^/aJiam reginam (D'ORBIGNY); PAPP et SCHMID, p 52 Pl 42 
figs. 5-9, Pl. 43. fig. 8.
Afnzorini. Over 400 specimens.
De^cn^ion. Test large, nearly circular to irregular in outline, flattened, 
planispirally coiled, involute; periphery acute; thirteen to twenty slightly inflated 
chambers on the final whorl; sutures distinct and strongly curved at the 
Periphery, ponticuli long, seven to fifteen on each chamber; umbilicus flat or 
slightly depressed; a few long spines appear on the edge; wall finely perforate; 
surface finely granulated except the spines, which smooth and polished; multiple 
aperture at the base of the septal face.
D/men^on&- Diameter: 0.4-1.2 mm; thickness: 0.15-0.25 mm.
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The test shape is variable, often irregular. The number of 
the spines varies from three to five and may be longer or shorter.
Æe/ngÆf. The remarkable character of this species is the long spines at 
the periphery.
The type locatlity of this species is Baden in Vienna Basin, 
according to PAPP (1963) and PAPP et SCHMID (1985) it is probably came 
to daylight from the Sarmatian layers. From the other part of Paratethys Æ. 
regt'nM/n occured only in the Sarmatian formations. Especially typical in the 
Lower Sarmatian, but it was mentioned from the Middle Sarmatian of Eastern 
Paratethys (VENGLINSK1. 1975; D1DKOWSK! et SATANOVSKAJA, 1970). 
This is a species endemic to the Paratethys and it is regard as index fossil for 
the Sarmatian.
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PLATE I
Fig. 1. Spiro/oca/ina o*rq/an?zi BOCDANOWICH. Sarm atian. E/p/aJiam 
reginam zone. M any-!7. borcho!c, depth 147.!-!47.5 mm; Front view 
of a specimen.
N: 40x
Fig. 2. AZoi/opArAa/mi^iam a / / .  prim a (BOGDANOW!CH). Sarm atian. 
E/pAiiiiam reginam zone. Many ! 7. borchotc. depth ! 47.6 ! 50.4 m; 
Obüquc view with aperture.
N: !50x
Fig. 3-4. Mxfop/aAa/miJiam rago.^am a. .sp., Sarmatian. E/pÍHíEam reginam 
zone. Mány-!7. boreho!e. depth !47.!-!47.5 m;
3 -  side view. ho!otype;
N: 74x
4 -  obüquc view of initia! part with aperture, paratype.
N: !30x
Fig. 5. Aio6Íop/]fn/pna<7iam a^peram a. .sp., Sarmatian, E/p/aiiiam regina/n zone, 
Perba!-5. borehotc, depth 142 ! 44 m; Stighdy obüquc view with narrow 
süt-üke aperture, hototype.
N: 70x
Fig. 6. A^oJo^aca/arie/ia ¿ i^o tw G i BOGDANOW!CH. Sarmatian. E/p/a'J;am 
reginam zone. Pcrbá!-5. borehotc. depth ! 77.2 ! 78.2 m; Obüquc side 
view with !arge aperture.
N: 80x
Fig. 7-9. /Vo</o6aca/nrie//a ova/i^ VENGUNSK!. Sarmatian. E/pAiJiam 
reginam zone. Perbá!-5. borehotc. depth ! 77.2-! 78.2 m;
7, 8 -  opposite sides;
7 - N: !50x
8 - N: !00x
9 -  apertura! view.
N: !60 x
Fig. !0-!2. A/oJoi?aca/aric//a .nv/cata (REUSS). Sarmatian. E/pAi^iam reginam 
zone. Perbá!-5. borehotc. depth ! 77.2 ! 78.2 m;
!0. !! -  opposite sides;
!0 - N: 70x 
!! - N: 90x
!2 -  side view with aperture.
N: !!0x
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Fig. 1-4. ScA/amAcrgerina /a^a/aro/ifM  (KARRER). Sarmatian, S^ro//aa 
aa^/iaca zone. Many-22. borehole, depth 41.7-42.6 m;
1 -  front view;
N: 30x
2 -  front view of an irregularly coiled specimen;
N: 60x
3 -  apcrtural view with termatophore;
N: lOOx
4 -  aperture with termatophore damaged.
showing crenellated border.
N: !40x
Fig. 5 -8. Si/?/!ona/?efM /on^nfenraia a. sy?., Sarmatian, E/p/!af;'Mrn zone,
Many-17. borehole, depth 147.1-147.5 m;
5 -  front view, paratype;
N: 130x
6 -  oblique view with aperture, paratype;
5 and 6 are opposite sides.
N: 80x
7 -  apcrtural view, paratype;
N: 120x
8 -  apcrtural view, elongated aperture with long,
simple tooth.
N: llOx
Fig. 9-11. Cyc/o/on'na &aJenen.H's D'ORBICNY. Sarmatian, S/aw/iaa aH.waca 
zone, Many-22. borehole, depth 45-52 m;
9, 10 -  opposite sides;
9 - N: 90x 
10 - N: 70x
11 -  oblique view with aperture.
N: !50x
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Fig. ]-3. Cyc/q/onaa coarora (D'ORBiGNY). Sarmatian, Spiro/iaa aa.srn'aca 
zone, Many ! 7. borehole, depth 92.0-92.3 m;
! -  front view of a sharpty carinatcd specimen;
N: !00x
2 -  front view of a specimen with b!unt carinae;
N: 80x
3 -  oblique view with circu!ar aperture and bifid tooth.
N: 75x
Fig. 4 -6. Cyc/q/onaa /fav/ara (VENOUNSK!). Sarmatian. S/a'ro/*aa aa^maca 
zone, Many-22. borehote, depth 39.8-4!.! m;
4, 5 -  opposite sides;
4 - N: !20x
5 - N: !50x
6 -  oblique view with aperture.
N: !40x
Fig. 7-9. Cyc/o/oriaa /?re^ar/?arica (SEROVA). Sarmatian, S/?/ro/iaa aa^rr/aca 
zone, Many-22. !x)rcho!c. depth 45-52 m;
7,8 -  opposite sides;
7 - N: 65x
8 - N: 80x
9 -  apcrtura! view.
N: !00x
Fig. !0 -!l. Cyc/q/oriaa .swaa/M LUCZKOWSKA. Sarmatian. .S/arob'aa 
aa^rriaca zone. Many-22. borehotc, depth 45-52 m;
10 -  front view;
N: !40x
!! -  apcrtura! view.
N: !00x
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Fig. 1-2. Cyc/o/or/na torcawa (SEROVA). Sarmatian, regiaa/n zone.
Many-22. borehoic, depth 170.6-173 m;
1,2 - opposite sides.
1 - N: 140x
2 - N: 120x
Fig. 3-5. Cyc/o/orifM veraaca/ariy (KARRER). Sarmatian, S^/ro/iaa aa^n'aca 
zone, Many-17. borehole, depth 95.8-96.8 m;
3.4 - opposite sides;
3 - N: 90x 
4 - N: 160x
5 - front view of an adult specimen with irregular 
longitudinal striae.
N: 70x
Fig. 6-9. Naaerina ir^cAaveay/j VENGL1NSK! et BUR1ND1NA. Sarmatian, 
Sp/roAaa aasrnaca zone, Many-22. borehole, depth 39.8-41.4 m; 
6,7 - front views of adult specimens with triangular, 
termathophore aperture;
6 - N: llOx 
7 - N: 70x
8 - oblique view of a juvenile specimen with
nearly circular, termathophore aperture;
N: 70x
9 - front view of a juvenile specimen with convex
and clearly visible middle chamber;
N: 75x
Fig. 10-12. Naaerina /?oJoAca SEROVA. Sarmatian, S/aroAaa aa^rnaca zone, 
Many-22. borehole, depth 39.8-41.4 m;
10. 11 - opposite sides;
10 - N: 140x
11 - N: !50x
12 -  apertural view with termathophore aperture.
N: 130x
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Fig. 1-3. QM/fhyMe/ocM/tna aaaga///.y LUCZKOWSKA. Sarmatian. S/7/ro/taa 
aa^naca zone. Many-22. borehole, depth 41.7-42.6 m;
1,2 - opposite sides;
1 - N: 80x
2 - N: 60x
3 - oblique view of a strongly striated specimen
with aperture.
N: 70x
Fig. 4-7. QMta?ae/oca//aa ¿^acA/aaa D'ORBICNY. Sarm atian, EZ/y/aJ/aa! 
re^'aaw zone. Many-17. Iwreholc, depth 147.1-147.5 m;
4 - front view of quinqucloculinc stage;
N: lOOx
5 - apertural view of quinqucloculinc stage;
N: 90x
5,7 - opposite sides of massiline stage;
6 - N: 60x
7 - N: 50x
Fig. 8-10. zlyyiaerrma caZ?am'ca (BOCDANOW1CH). Sarmatian. S/aro/ma 
aa^r/aca zone. Many-17. twrcholc, depth 98.1-99.1 m;
8,9 - opposite sides;
8 - N: 150x
9 - N: !30x
10 - side view with oblique aperture.
N: 200x
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Fig. 1-3. /t//*!aerr/aa acra/nica (SEROVA). Sarmatian, E/p/tii/iam /-egiaam 
zone. Many-22. borehole. depth 145.2-145.4 m;
1.2 - opposite sides;
1 - N: !30x
2 - N: !20x
3 - side view with aperture perpendicular to the
penultimate chamber, tooth broken.
N: 200x
Fig. 4-5. Af;//o/mc//a ¿maaaaaa LUCZKOWSKA. Sarmatian. .Sp/ro//aa 
aasm aca zone. Many-22. borehole, depth 74-80.2 m;
4 - apcrtural view.
N: 90x
5 - front view.
N: lOOx
Fig. 6-8. A7;7;o/;ae//a .se/cac (KARRER). Sarmatian, Sp/ro/iaa aastr/aca zone, 
Many-22. borehole, depth 41.7-42.6 m;
6.7 - opposite sides;
6 - N: 180x
7 - N: !30x
8 - side view with very low aperture
and tape-like toothplate.
N: 180x
Fig. 9-10. Es-eaJofri/oca/iaa coa.wMaa (D'ORBICNY). Sarmatian. E/pA/J/aa; 
re^iaaa: zone. Many-17. borehole, depth 147.6-150.4 m;
9 - front view;
N: !50x
10 - nearly side view with aperture.
N: !30x
Fig. 11-13. E.waJofi/oca/iaa ;'a_/7a?a (D'ORBIGNY). Sarmatian. Sp/w/iaa 
aasrriaca zone, Many-22. borehole, depth 39.8-41.1 m;
11. 12 - opposite sides;
11. 12 - N: 60x
13 - apertural view with large bifid tooth.
N: 70x
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Fig. 1-2. Th/ocM/ina ¿?;№a D'ORBIGNY. Sarmatian. Spiro/Zaa aastnaca zone, 
Many-17. borehole, depth 81.5-85.3 m;
1 - front view of a specimen with only
two visible chambers;
N: 60x
2 - front view of a slightly eroded specimen.
N: 80x
Fig. 3-4. 7n7oca//aa mrerwe^ia KARRER. Sarmatian. EVp/iK/aan rc^iaa/a zone. 
Many-17. borehole, depth 147.1-147.5 m;
3 - oblique view of slightly eroded specimen;
N: 60x
4 - nearly apertural view.
N: lOOx
Fig. 5-6. Fan77eate//a /are/acaaara (VENCL1NSKI). Sarmatian, S/aro/taa 
aasrnaca zone, Many-17. borehole, depth 104.5-106 m;
5 - front view;
N: lOOx
6 - nearly apertural view.
N: 150x
Fig. 7-9. Far;'<7ea?c//a /7.yea<Zoc<aHa?a (VENGL1NSK1). Sarmatian, E/p/t/JZaa! 
re^Zaaa: zone. Many-17. borehole, depth 147.6-150.4 m;
7, 8 - front view, aperture is in oblique position.
7 - N: !60x
8 - N: !40x
9 - side view, with aperture.
N: !20x
Fig. 10-11. FanWea;e//a rea.T.n' (BOGD\NOWlCH). Sarmatian. .S'/aro/;'aa 
aa.wZaca zone, Perbal-5. borehole, depth 98-104 m;
10 front view;
N: 210x
11 - front view of a specimen ornamented
with irregular wrinkles.
N: 160x
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Fig. 1-2. H3/iá7eníe//n roraaí/a (CERKE). Sarmatian. Spfro/iaa aa^rnaca zone, 
Mány-22. borehole, depth 45-52 m;
1, 2 - front views.
1 - N: !00x
2 - N: 130x
Fig. 3. ^ rnca/aria  amca/iaoiJM  (GERKE et 1SSAEVA). Sarmatian. Spiro//aa 
aasrnaca zone, Mány-22. borehole, depth 74-80.2 m; Initial part broken, 
side view of a chamber.
N: 60x
Fig. 4. /laaca/iaa pro^/e/na BOGDANOW1CH. Sarmatian. E// /̂aWiaa! regfaaa: 
zone, Mány-17. borehole, depth 156.8 158.4 m; Specimen with initial 
part.
N: lOOx
Fig. 5. ,4r?:ca/*na a / / .  nm Ja D'ORBIGNY. Sarmatian. E//?/!/&aa: regiaam 
zone. Mány-22. borehole, depth 141.4-142.7 m; initial part broken.
N: lOOx
Fig. 6-9. Spáo/laa aa.srr/aca D'ORBIGNY. Sarmatian. Spiro/iaa aa.srriaea zone, 
Mány-17. borehole, depth 106-109.6 m;
6 - specimen with uncoiled chambers.
N: 60x
7 - aperture of uncoiled part, round and lohatcly notched;
N: 120x
8 - side view of coiled part with aperture;
N: llOx
9 - front view of a juvenile specimen.
N: 80x
Fig. 10. GaMa/ina coa:a:aa;Y D'ORBIGNY. Sarmatian. E//;/a7A'aai /¡aacr/aa/a 
zone. Mány-17. borehole, depth 111.6-113.5 m;
N: 60x
Fig. 11-12. Oo/iaa aaroaov/ (BOGDANOW1CH). Sarmatian, E/pAMam 
/¡aaeriaaw zone. Mány-22. borehole, depth 134.6-139 m;
11 - front view;
N: 160x
12 - side view.
N: 160x
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Fig. 1. Bo/Eann anfáyua D'ORBIGNY. Sarmatian. E/^AUZam Aaaer/aam /one. 
Mány-17. borehole, depth ! 11.6-113.5 m; Fron tview.
N: 150x
Fig. 2. Ro/;v/aa mo/íZavZca DIDKOWSKÍ. Sarmatian. E/^A;7ZZam reg/aam zone. 
Mány-17. borehole, depth 141.1-143.3 m; Front view.
N: !50x
Fig. 3. Eo/Zv/aa morav/ca C1CHA et ZAPLETALOVA. Sarmatian. E//?A;7Z/am 
/¡aaen'aam zone. Mány-22. borehole, depth 139.2-141.4 m; Front view.
N: 180x
Fig. 4. Ro/ZvZaa Mg/rra/a DIDKOWSKÍ. Sarmatian. S^ro /;aa  aa^r/aca zone. 
Mány-17. borehole, depth 99.6-109.6 m; Front view.
N: lOOx
Fig. 5. Ro/Zv/aa .?armaaca DIDKOWSKÍ. Sarmatian. E/gAíW/am reg/aam zone, 
Mány-17. borehole, depth 141.1-143.3 m; Front view.
N: 230x
Fig. 6-7. Ca.s.?;'Ja/;aa margaréta KARRER. Sarmatian. E/^/aJ/am /¡aacrZaam 
zone, Mány-22. borehole, depth 139.2-141.4 m;
6,7 - opposite sides.
N: 2!0x
Fig. 8. Ra/Zauaa e/oagata D'ORBIGNY. Sarmatian. S/t/ro/taa aa^tr/aca zone. 
Mány-17. borehole, depth 89.2-90.4 m;
N: 130x
Fig. 9-10. Ra/ámne/Za e/egaaa^/ma (D'ORBIGNY). Sarmatian, E//;/a<7;am 
Aaacr/aam zone. Mány-17. borehole, depth 111.6-113.5 m;
9 - side view with drop-shape aperture;
N: 180x
10 - side view, opposite to the aperture.
N: 160x
Fig. 11-12. EarseaRoma acata (D'ORBIGNY). Sarmatian. E//;/n<Eam reg/aam 
zone. Pcrbál-5. lx)reholc. depth 169.8-172.3 m;
11 - side view, opposite to the aperture.
N: 160x
11 - side view with missing last chamber and with 
aperture and denticulate toothplate.
N: 220x
Fig. 13. Caacasaaa scA/.ycAGasÁye (SAMOYLOVA). Sarmatian. E/^/alEam 
Aaaeriaam zone. Mány-22. borehole, depth 139.2-141.4 m; Elongate 
specimens.
N: !60x
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Fig. 1. Caacanna .yc/ascM/a^ye (SAMOYLOVA). Sarmatian. E/p/i/^aa:
Aaaenaaa: zone. Many-22. borehole. depth 139.2-! 4).4 m; Giobutar 
specimen with spines and nodes.
N: 200x
Fig. 2-4. Rosa/taa o&?a.M D'ORBICNY. Sarmatian. E//7/!/J/aa: re^/aaa! zone, 
Many-22. Iwrcholc. depth ! 55-157.8 m;
2 - dorsal side;
N: 80x
3 - ventral side, perforate.
N: HOx
4 - ventral side, imperforate and umbilicus is
ornamented with granules.
N: !60x
Fig. 5-6. Sc/tacRoiae/Za ia^e rafo r/a  (D'ORBICNY). Sarmatian. 
reg/aaa! zone. Many-22. borehole, depth 155-157.8 m;
5 - dorsal side;
N: !20x
5 - ventral side.
N: !30x
Fig. 7-8. CtE/c/i/M /oZ?a;a/aj (WALKER ct JACOB). Sarmatian, E//7/H(Eam 
regiaam zone. Pcrbal-5. borehole, depth 153.1-154 m;
7 - dorsal side;
N: 45x
8 - ventral side.
N: 70x
Fig. 9-12. zlaNgayaa .svayVcx (D'ORBICNY). 9. 11 - Sarmatian, 5/7/w//aa
aa.w/aca zone. Many-17. borehole, depth 76.5-76.8 m; 10. 12 - Lower 
Sarmatian. Elphidium reginum zone, Many-22. borehole, depth 
173-175.9 m;
9, 10 dorsal side;
11. 12 - ventral side.
9-11 - N: 120x
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Fig. 1-3. ylraraoara ¿reccaro (LINNÉ). Sarmatian, Spiro/iaa aa.sariaca zone, 
Pcrbál-5. borehole, depth 98-104 m;
1 - dorsal side;
N: 150x
2 - ventral side;
N: !70x
3 - oblique view of a low trochospiral specimen with
aperture and with missing last chambers.
N: lOOx
Fig. 4. JVont'on ¿rogJaaowiczi VOLOSH1NOVA. Sarmatian, E/p/i/E/ara reginán; 
zone, Mány-22. borehole, depth 170.6-173 m; Side view.
N: 150x
Fig. 5. Poro^oaoaioa graao.san; (D'ORBIGNY). Sarmatian, .S'piro/iaa aa^rriaca 
zone. Mány-22. borehole, depth 98-104 m; Side view.
N: 80x
Fig. 6-7. Eip/aEiam acaiearan; (D'ORBIGNY). Sarmatian, E/pi;iEian; rc^iaaat 
zone, Mány-17. borehole, depth 152.8-153 m;
6 - side view of an adult specimen;
N: 60x
7 - side view of an juvenile specimen.
N: 70x
Fig. 8-9. E/p/arEnm crispara (LINNÉ). Sarmatian, Spiro//aa aaytriaca zone, 
Mány-22. borehole, depth 41.7-42.6 m;
8 - side view;
N: 80x
9 - apertural view.
N: 60x
Fig. 10. EipAiEiara/ic/ae/innan (D'ORBIGNY). Sarmatian, E/p/aJiaru reginára 
zone. Pcrbál-5. borehole, depth 177.2-178.2 m; Side view.
N: 70x
Fig. 11-12. E/p/aWiam /7exaosam rea&H MARKS. Sarmatian, Eip/aJiara regiaaw 
zone, Mány-17. borchole.d epth 147.1-147.5 m;
11 - side view;
N: 120x
12 - apertural view.
N: !30x
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Fig. 1-5. E/p/t/^iaa; /¡aMcriaam (D'ORBIGNY). 1-3 - Sarmatian, E/pAtT/iaw 
/taMenaara zone. Pcrbal-5. borehole, depth 128.8-134.4 m; 4.5 - Lower 
Sarmatian, E/p/u7Eaa: re#/aa?u zone. M any-22. borehole, depth 
149.9-153.3 m;
1. 2 - side view;
3 - oblique apcrtural view;
4. 5 - "Siamese" twins specimen.
1-5 - N: 140x
Fig. 6-8. E/pAi&aa: fnaceZ/a/n (F1CHTEL et MOLL). Sarmatian. E/pA/J/aa: 
reg/aaa! zone. Many-22. borehole, depth 170-173 m;
6 - side view;
N: 70x
7 - apcrtural view;
N: lOOx
8 - apcrtural view of a "Siamese" twins specimen.
N: 60x
Fig. 9-10. E/p/ta/iaw o&iM.wn (D'ORBICNY). Sarmatian. Sp/ro/iaa na.Mn'ncn 
zone, Pcrbal-5. lx)reholc, depth 98-104 m;
9 - apertural view;
N: 120x
10 - side view.
N: 85x
Fig. 11. E/p/aWiaa; regiaaw (D'ORBIGNY). Sarmatian. E/pAiJ/aa! w^iaaa; zone, 
Many-17. borehole, depth 150.8-151.8 m; Side view.
N; 30x
Fig. 12-13. M/ioMea sp., Sarmatian. Spiro/iaa aa.vrnaca zone, Pcrbal-5. 
borehole, depth 75.2-78.2 m;
12 - specimen with irregular chamber arrangement.
13 - twins specimen.
12-13 - N: lOOx
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